Kendrick D. White, Publisher
With this issue, Marchmont’s Regional
Investment Guide becomes Russia’s first
monthly business magazine published in
separate Russian and English versions.
We’ve introduced a new look, starting
with our cover, as well as new content.
At the beginning of each sector report
you’ll be hearing directly from our staff
of economists and expert business advisors as to what we believe are the emerging trends you need to be aware as an investor, a partner or a principal.
As we continue to focus on providing
more insight and analysis of each region
we cover, you’ll also see more Company
Profiles and Case Studies. With our own
staff of economists, writers and reporters in the field, Marchmont is uniquely equipped to find and report on these
companies as well as on the newest innovations coming out of technoparks.
Whether it’s new products or new services, Marchmont’s Investment Guide is
your monthly resource to what’s going
on in Russia’s regions.
This month we also begin a new series of
Marchmont Conferences–two day workshops designed for SME’s and large cap
companies focusing on growth strategies and investment. Our first conference is later this month, Jan. 30 and
31 in Chelyabinsk. The second is the following month in Kazan on February 27
and 28. We hope to see you and your colleagues there!
Kendrick D. White
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Dear readers!
The Chelyabinsk region is one of the leading industrial regions in the Urals and in the
whole of Russia. During the course of three centuries, since Peter the Great set up its first
industrial factories, the Chelyabinsk region has developed its vast resources to fully justify its name as Russia’s Stronghold. We have formed a unique industrial, working and
scientific region here. A region with a fine geographic location, good transport, a developed infrastructure and excellent resources. It is the only region in the country where
such minerals as talc, magnesite and graphite are extracted. More than 500,000 people
work in different industries. 92 ,000 businesses are registered in the region. Metallurgic,
machine-building, power engineering and building sectors involve the biggest investment
projects. Today there are also projects in such spheres as innovation, instrument-making
and economics. Due to our unique nature and rich archeological history, tourism is rapidly developing here today. There are nature reserves and national parks and health centers. Our ski complexes meet international standards.
The rich resource, industrial, investment, cultural and educational potential of the
South Urals is recognized both in Russia and abroad. Investment is the basis of our industrial politics of the region and of our long-term development strategy. Today the region
is in the top 20 of leading federal subjects of Russia. In December 2006 the rating agency “Expert RA” awarded the region a long-term Aa1.ru credit rating, a high professional
evaluation of the region’s investment climate.
MARCHMONT’s Investment Guide to Russia: Chelyabinsk and the Chelyabinsk Region is surely to become an important information source on the economic, investment
and innovative projects that are being successfully carried out in South Ural. It will provide valuable insight both to domestic and foreign investors who plan to develop business in Russia.

Dear readers!
Today, the industrial and social development of the capital of the South Urals meets all
of the requirements for investment. In Chelyabinsk there are dozens of large industrial plants specializing in machine building, ferrous and non-ferrous metallurgy, that act
as the driving force for the development of small and medium businesses. In the past 10
years many new companies have started business here–manufacturing and food industry enterprises, retailers and service organizations, for example. In the near future I see
our city as an even larger economic and business center. It has all the prerequisites for a
growing salary level together with a high quality-of-living index. Chelyabinsk is the biggest
transit center between Asia and Europe. We have high-capacity railway and motor transport and new air-routes. Within the last few years the city has become better-equipped,
more comfortable and attractive. The municipality takes an active part in development
of the city’s infrastructure. There is a large number of transport junctions in the city. And
we’ve upgraded our roads to guarantee you get to where you need to be quickly and efficiently. And we are continuing to build the inner transport ring that will allow the city
center to remain open.
One can easily call Chelyabinsk a science and university city–we have 19 state universities. The professional graduates from these institutions made it possible to find talented
people necessary to establish new enterprises as well as modernize existing ones.
The local government intends to develop further social and economic spheres to help
keep our municipality’s budget strong. We already have established many partnerships
with local manufacturers as well as with ones from other Russian regions and from Europe. The city and the region has also developed an investment plan that provides government support for investors. Today we are working with these partners to focus on carrying out the most promising investment projects.
I know that the information in this journal will be interesting and helpful to local and
foreign partners, and will help identify new ways of partnering with the municipality and
the business community for the benefit of Chelyabinsk.

5

John Stepanchuk, US Consul General in Ekaterinburg

America is investing into the real Russia–its regions
Once a closed city of the Urals region, Chelyabinsk now attracts increasing foreign
investment through the combination of an open, transparent investment climate,
pro-active business and government officials, and improving infrastructure.
Chelyabinsk city and oblast continue to build on their well-earned reputation for
ore and metal processing, heavy industry, and machinery building. That deep and
experienced base of engineering talent now provides the region with a talented and
capable workforce eager to welcome new technologies, know-how, and capital from
outside investors. This in turn has stimulated the region into becoming more and more
integrated into the global economy.
Today we see global corporations such
as AIG and Citibank operating in Chelyabinsk, following a trail created by industrial investors such as Emerson-Metran
and Carbo Ceramics. The EmersonMetran partnership stands as one of the
longest and most successful RussianAmerican business partnerships. American high-tech instrument producer Emerson Process Management (Rosemount
Division) joined with Chelyabinsk-based
Metran and jointly set up Metran’s scientific and engineering center, where new
models are developed before joining the
rest of Metran’s high-tech product base
for export around the world. The venture also includes a first-ever round-theclock customer support phone center in
Russia.

Global partnership for success
Texas-based Carbo Ceramics opened its
first Russian ceramic proppant factory in
Kopeysk in September of 2007. Two years in
construction, the factory opened on schedule thanks to excellent support and cooperation from local and regional authorities.
Specialists from the United States, Britain, and China, as well as other countries
worked with Russian engineers and staff to
build a state-of-the-art factory which will
supply a critical oil-drilling component
throughout Russia and the CIS.
Chelyabinsk’s business and investment
climate is particularly welcoming to foreign capital. The oblast and city administrations have worked hard to ensure transparent legislation and procedures, which
provide as few hindrances as possible to
companies seeking to locate in the region.
The PROMASS business group has been
extremely effective as a lobby with local
councils and the administration, promoting important legislation to develop new
business enterprises. A commitment to
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upgrading air, rail, and road links offers
the investor the ability to source materials locally and easily send out finished
goods to Russia and beyond. A well-developed university education system produces graduates with high scientific, engineering, and linguistic skills.

Vast investment potential
Potential sectors for investment are almost
limitless: beyond the metallurgy, engineering, and heavy industry lie opportunities
in warehousing, transport, power generation, construction and construction materials. The region has one of the most developed food processing sectors in Russia,
and Chelyabinsk’s scenic lakes and countryside are well-known tourist and leisure
destinations, year-round. The much-touted federal-regional “Urals Polar-Industrial
Project” recently received federal approval
for financial support to proceed. This megaproject aims to unlock the mineral wealth
of the northern regions in the Polar Urals,
develop road and rail infrastructure to the
north, sending minerals to Chelyabinsk and
Ekaterinburg for industrial use and processing. The opportunities for American
and other foreign firms with technology,
equipment, and products to sell is therefore enormous.
As prosperity grows, the marketplace is
increasingly attractive for American goods
and services, and Russian firms become
both more competitive and more appealing as potential partners. Like much of the
Urals region, lack of media coverage and
accurate information hampers research for
foreign investment. Regional government
and foreign diplomatic missions such as
ourselves must make more effort than the
“beautiful sisters” of Moscow and St. Petersburg to catch the eye of outside investors. Experience shows that if foreign
companies can be enticed beyond the ad-

ministrative center, they will find a profitable home in the Urals.
I again express the hope that the Urals experience will help boost cooperation
between Russian and foreign companies
by educating potential partners on regional characteristics and potential investment sectors. Marchmont’s series is
a useful guide to promoting business partnership and investment in what I fondly
think of as the real Russia.

Community leaders
Jenny Lock, British Consul General in Ekaterinburg

As a key BRIC country, Russia is ripe for investment
Russia, of the BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India and China), is one of the top priority markets for
the UK Government. Recognizing the great trade and investment opportunities of the Russian market,
the UK Government encourages British exporters / investors to trade and invest here.
The Winter Olympic Games to be held in
Sochi in 2014 will likely be a target for British businesses, both for those offering British products and services and those willing
to invest in specific projects.
In 2005, the UK was the biggest investor in the Ural Federal District with the total investment of $1.689bn. In 2006, the
total UK investments in the Ural Federal District were also significant, although
not as high. However, all in all in 2006
the UK was one of the biggest investors
in Russia
The Chelyabinsk region is home to a
number of UK investors. For example, in
2006 Rexam company launched construction of an aluminium can plant. The project involves up to $ 73m of investment.
Eureka Mining / Celtic Resources started
development of copper deposits with initial investment of $ 16.5m and planned to-

tal investments of $ 342m. In 2007 Aircom
company started development of Suroyamsky section of titanium and magnetite ore
deposit in the Chelyabinsk region. Experts
estimate construction of Mining and Concentration Combine (GOK) and infrastructure at $ 4bn.
Within the last few years the business
climate of the Chelyabinsk region has significantly improved. This is due to the efforts of the Russian Federal Government
and Chelyabinsk Regional Government
and Governor of the Chelyabinsk region,
Mr. Sumin. They approved national and
regional laws protecting the rights of investors. The Chelyabinsk Regional Government are keen to attract foreign investments and demonstrate high interest
in and support to the development of business co-operation between the Chelyabinsk region and the UK.

Every business is looking for projects
where they can get the highest and fastest
return on their investment. Therefore, the
most likely investments will be in those sectors of the economy that demonstrate the
fastest growth in Russia and in the Chelyabinsk region in particular, i. e. construction, heat and power generation, oil and
gas, infrastructure development, engineering, financial and legal services. This is true
for any region of Russia.
In addition there is likely to be particular
interest in investments in projects and facilities for and connected with the Olympic
games in Sochi in 2014. The Winter Olympics to be held in 2014 will also contribute
to development of British businesses in Russia, as they will have a chance to offer their
goods and services and most probably will
find some projects interesting for them with
a view of future investment.

in millions of $































Foreign trade specifics
Judging from the current macroeconomic situation the estimated volume of
the region’s foreign trade turnover for 2008 will be $ 8bn. Exports will account for 75 % and are expected to grow 7 % up to $ 5.8bn. The structure
of both imports and exports will not change significantly this year. The region’s foreign trade surplus is projected to be $ 3.7bn.
The region’s largest exporters are ferrous and nonferrous metallurgic
companies, such as Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works, Chelyabinsk Electrometallurgic Plant and Chelyabinsk Pipe Mill. The Chelyabinsk region’s major trading partners are Kazakhstan, Turkey, the Netherlands, the Ukraine,
Iran and Italy. These countries account for more than 60 % of the total volume of the region’s foreign trade.
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Vladimir Volkov, Chairman of the Executive Committee of Interregional Association
for Economic Cooperation of Federal Subjects of Russia Bolshoi Ural

Chelyabinsk–the Chicago of the trans-Urals
The name Chelyabinsk comes from the Turkic proper name Chelebi, which means “regal, well
educated”. True to its origins, after the 19th century, the Chelyabinsk region became one of the
biggest, most regal trading centers in Russia. As it grew in importance, the city acquired a host of
nicknames such as “The Siberian Gates” and “Trans-Ural Chicago”. Today the city continues to make
history by continuing to develop its resources and its people
In the XIX century Chelaybinsk was crossed
by the Trans-Siberian Railway and hence
developed quickly. Famous in the first place
for its trade-fairs, the city now became one
of the most important places for the trade
in bread, butter, meat and tea. Another reason was Chelyabinsk’s geographical position, which created even more positive conditions for its further development. Since
its founding, the city has always been a
crossroads between Asia and Europe.
Today the region has huge industrial
and scientific potential and rich natural resource base. Various federal highways as
well as the South-Ural Railway, a branch
of the Trans-Siberian Railway go through
the region.
Investment is characterized by four factors: investment potential, level of investment risks, investment activity and investment climate. The big difference in the
Chelyabinsk region is how the region government views investment. Our governor,
for example, takes an unusually active role
in attracting investors to the region. Next,
let’s look at our investment potential. Potential consists of resources, industry, consumption, labor and infrastructure. In the
Chelyabinsk region there are a lot of natural resources, some of them are exploited,
some are waiting to be exploited. The rich-

ness and variety of these resources, however, are an integral part of the region’s future. They can be counted on to help us to
continue our industrial development.
Our retail industry is growing very rapidly–an annual growth of 20 %. Our finances are stable and our infrastructure is developing. Recently we have launched a
program to develop our power engineering and traffic systems.
A lot is being done for agriculture, which
is also developing rapidly in the Ural region. We ranks first in Russia for milk production, leaving behind such traditional milk producers as Tatarstan, Bashkiria
and the Belgorod. This is due not only to
progressive agribusiness, but local government support and incentives.
For any investment, a high quality political environment is necessary. This means
that administrative barriers need to be removed so investors do not spend all their
time in the officials’ offices.
The Chelyabinsk region has made enormous progress in to ensure its future. It’s
our willingness to cooperate with each investor individually that will keep us being
the Chicago of the trans-Urals for the next
generation of investors.

Interregional Association for Economic Cooperation
of Federal Subjects-Russia Bolshoi Ural
Founding: “Bolshoi Ural” was founded in 1991
Initiators: Executive and legislative bodies of the Ural region
Association members: the Kurgan, Orenburg, Perm, Sverdlovsk, Chelyabinsk
and Tyumen regions, Bashkortostan and Udmurtia.

Main goals of Russia Bolshoi Ural:
55

55
55
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supporting social and economic development of the Ural region by establishing partnership between its members: government, business communities, science and investors;
increasing competitiveness Ural’s enterprises;
developing interregional connections in Ural and with other regions in
Russia and CIS;

55
55
55
55
55
55
55

working out the strategy of social and economic development;
consulting directors and leading specialists of enterprises, representatives of small and medium businesses;
supporting development of effective business models using the latest ITtechnologies;
organizing discussions dedicated to social and economic problems through
conferences, seminars, on-line forums, printed and electronic media;
providing information to potential investors about the existing and planned
projects and programs;
business consulting;
preparing analytical materials.

Сhelyabinsk
in focus
Chelyabinsk is now Russia’s 9th most populated
city with a population of just over 1 million. As a
major center of Russia’s mining industry, the region
is well-known for its steel and other metallurgy, led
by MMK and other large cap global players. The
phenomenal growth in metal prices and the global
demand for steel and other construction materials
has made many of these firms highly profitable.
In November 2006 Moody’s Interfax Rating Agency
rated the region Aa2.ru. The city tax coffers are full
and the region’s debt is very low. But it’s a doubleedged sword. The same factors that contribute to
its positive credit rating also hinder a higher rating.
The bulk of budget revenue is from the ferrous
metals industry and local government still has
limited authority to fix and change tax revenues.
The region is surely becoming more diversified, with
large new investments in commercial real estate,
logistics and FMCG. Tourism is an intriguing new
play, with major hotel chains ready to invest.
Innovation R&D is one area where there needs to be
much more investment. As a mainly closed region
until the 90s, the innovation focus here was on
military-industrial applications. Local government
has taken initial steps to increase support for
innovation, as well as to enhance investment activity
to ensure that investors get the better government
guarantees and support, but their financial support
is inadequate.
Russian and foreign commercial investment in
the region continues to grow. In 2006 it was more
than $3bn and $1.5bn respectively. Today, foreign
investment is coming from more than 70 countries
all over the world. There are numerous strategic
plays for aggressive investors. The most positive are
commercial real estate, logistics and FMCG and
agriculture.
Marchmont
Capital Partners

Сhelyabinsk in focus
Julia Akhmetshina, Analyst, MARCHMONT Capital Partners, Ekaterinburg Office

Chelyabinsk and the Chelyabinsk Region:
the heart of South Urals

&LBUFSJOCVSH
$IFMZBCJOTL

55 Location. The Chelyabinsk region
lies on the flank of the Southern Urals and
stretches behind them. In the South it borders the Orenburg region; in the SouthWest, West and North-West – Republic of
Bashkortostan; in the North – the Sverdlovsk region; in the North-East and East –
the Kurgan region; in the East and SouthEast – Kazakhstan. Chelyabinsk and the
Chelyabinsk region are located in Yekaterinburg Time Zone (YEKT / YEKTST).
The offset from UTC is +5 (YEKT, winter time) / +6 (YEKTST, summer time).
It is three hours ahead of Moscow Standard Time (MSK) and is known in Russia
as MSK+2.
55 Territory. The territory of the Chelyabinsk region spans 88,500 square kilometers which is 0.5 % of Russia’s territory.
The region comprises 317 municipal entities, including 16 urban districts, 27 municipal districts, 27 urban settlements and
247 rural settlements.
55 Administrative center. Chelyabinsk,
the administrative centre of the region, is
located on the eastern flank of the Ural
Mountains, 210 kilometers south of Eka-
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terinburg. The city is located 200 meters
above mean sea level. The distance between Chelyabinsk and Moscow is 1,919
kilometers. Chelyabinsk, often called the
capital of South Urals, ranks one of the
top ten largest cities in Russia. Today more
than 30 % of the region’s population lives
in the city of Chelyabinsk.
55 Climate. The climate of the Chelyabinsk region is continental. It experiences
long cold winters, short but warm summers
and very short autumn and spring seasons.
The average temperature in January varies between –16 °С and –18 °С, and in July
it is between +17 °С and +20 °С. The annual rainfall is 300–500 millimeters. The
Chelyabinsk region lies in three natural
zones, each one of them has its own peculiarities. They are mountain-forest, forest-steppe and steppe zones. The winter
lasts five months here, normally from November to March, but in the mountains it
starts one or two weeks earlier and finishes one or two weeks later than in the foreststeppe zone. On the major dividing ranges (1,000–1,300 meters high) snow melts
only in May. In the mountain areas winter

Geography and economics
is milder and with more snow than in the
steppe zone, where it does not snow as often. There the weather in winter is mainly sunny and frosty. The average temperature in January in the southern-most point
of the region, Bredy, is 2 °С lower than in
Zlatoust, which is located in the mountains
( – 17.4 °С and –15.4 °С respectively).
55 Natural Resources. The Chelyabinsk
region is rich in different types of natural
resources. There are more than 300 minable deposits on the territory of the region.
The Chelyabinsk region is Russia’s leading area for the mining and processing of
graphite (95 %), magnesite (95 %), metallurgical dolomite (71 %) and talc (70 %).
The region also has many deposits of ferrous and non-ferrous metal ore (titanium-magnesium, copper and nickel), coal,
chemical raw materials, construction materials, gems, gold, silver and bauxite. More
than 150 companies in the Chelyabinsk region operate in the field of mining and processing.
Iron ores are concentrated in 24 operating deposits with total reserves of 832
million tons. Chromite deposits are being
explored at the moment. Deposits of high
quality marble, flux and dolomite as well
as 50 graphite deposits have also been recently identified.
The region has large reserves of common
brick, mortar sand, brick clay and facing
brick of different colors and patterns.
55 Waterways. The Chelyabinsk region
is located on the watershed of the basins of
the Volga, the Ural and the Tobol rivers. A
large number of rivers of the Kama, the Tobol and the Ural basins are within the borders of the region. There are 348 rivers in
the region that are longer than 10 kilometers, with a combined total length of 10,
235 kilometers. 17 rivers are longer than
100 kilometers.
Apart from that, there are 378 water reservoirs with a total amount of water of 3.2
cubic kilometers.
55 Forests. 2,650,000 hectares of the
Chelyabinsk region are covered with forests. Some 728,700 hectares are occupied
by coniferous forests and 1,584,500 hectares by deciduous forests. 2,350,100 hectares are used for wood harvesting operations. Birch trees comprise 53 % share of the
timber while aspen has an 8 % share, pine, a
25 % share and fir trees a 4 % share.
55 Nature reserves. Nature reserves and
national parks occupy around 200,000 hectares of the region. Hunting and botanic preserves occupy more than 500,000 hectares
and 184,000 hectares are covered with bo-
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tanical reserves, including 20 pinewoods.
In total there are around 1 million hectares of protected area, which makes more
than one tenth of the region’s area. Scientists believe that to improve the environmental situation in the region it is necessary to increase the size of this protected
area. Local authorities have approved establishing greenbelts around 13 cities with
a total area of 164,700 hectares and to protect recreation areas near Uvildy and Kisegach lakes.
55 Transport. Chelyabinsk is located at
the cross-roads of major automobile highways and railways connecting Siberia with
European Russia and the Urals with Kazakhstan. As a large transportation hub,
Chelyabinsk is home to South Ural branch
of Russian Railways. Balandino International Airport is the region’s main gateway
to other Russian cities and a number of international destinations
In terms of suburban transport, there are
two main bus stations (the Severny (Northern) and Yuzhny (Southern) terminals) and
more than 20 passenger train stations. The
major rail station is Chelyabinsk-Glavny.
The region’s urban transport network is
well-developed. Buses and trams have been
here since the early 1930’s and 40’s. In 1992
construction of metro was launched, with
the first stage of the construction to be completed and enter service in 2012.
55 Population. 1.093 million people live
within the Chelyabinsk City municipal territory, making it Russia’s 9th most populated city. The population of surrounding
towns swells the population to 1.330 million people (10th in the Russian Federation). The average annual population in
the Chelyabinsk region stands at 3.6 million people, which is 2.5 % of the total Russia population.
The Chelyabinsk region is one of the
most urbanized regions in Russia, less than
19 % of its population lives in countryside.
Most of the region’s population is Russian
(82 %), 6 % are Tartars, 5 % Bashkirs. There
are also Ukrainians, Kazakhs, Germans and
representatives of other nationalities that
live in the region. Like most other Russian
regions, the death rate here is higher than
birth rate, so there is no natural increase
in the population. The total population of
the Chelyabinsk region is decreasing and is
projected to continue to decline.
55 Investment. In November 2006
Moody’s Interfax Rating Agency rated the
region Aa2.ru. The following factors contribute to the region maintaining its rating:
stable economic development, growing tax

potential, risks related to redistribution of
tax revenues and changes in the ability for
local government to distribute tax revenues. The region’s debt is very low and it
has a good credit history. However there are
still factors that hinder a rating level, mainly the high concentration of budget revenues from the ferrous industry and limited authority of local government to fix and
change tax revenues.
At the end of November 2006 Expert
RA national rating agency gave the Chelyabinsk region a 2B investment rating: medium potential / medium risk. The region
has undertaken a number of steps to increase investment activity on its territory,
creating a new system of interrelated legal
and regulatory acts to ensure that investors
get better government guarantees and support. Under the terms of these new laws,
the interests of Russian and foreign investors are better protected, they have equal
rights to perform investment activity, to
participate in investment tenders, auctions
and to get information from the authorities. The amount of Russian and foreign investment is constantly growing, in 2006 it
was over 83 billion rubles ($ 3.33bn) and
$ 1.5bn. Today, foreign investment is flowing to the region from more than 70 countries all over the world.
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Four centuries of continuous industrial development
The history of the South Urals is the history of natural resources development and the dedicated work of
pathfinders, industrialists and engineers. The Southern part of Urals that stretches behind the Ural mountains
became a part of Russia between 1581 and 1585. When the first Russian pathfinders came to the South Urals it was
populated with Bashkirs, and in the South with Kazakhs. Today, its rich historical traditions continue.

Alexander Nevsky Church. 1918

Pokrovskaya Church, located near a male
religious college. 1872

Mr. Arkhipov’s private residence on
Skobelev street (today Communa street)

Russian settlement in South Ural was spontaneous, but unlike in other regions, it did
not cause many of the problems between
the first Russian colonists and local population. Russian peasants settled on the banks
of the Iset river, in Middle Pritobolie and in
the lower course of the Miass river. By the
end of the seventeenth century there were
already more than 1, 400 homesteads that
accommodated around 5, 000 people.
Further settlement in the region is connected with the great Russian reformer Peter the Great. In 1669 the first geological
expedition was organized to find silver.
These early miners came to the area where
modern day Zlatoust is located, hoping to
strike it rich. The expedition was headed
by stolnik P. Godunov, followed by stolnik
M. Semin and voivode Y. Hitrovo. During
the first year of its activity the expedition
found samples of silver ore and in 1671 a
group of soldiers, workers, foreign specialists and two guns were sent there. Riflemen and peasants from the neighboring
regions came to the area bringing food and
horses with them. In 1672 a small wooden fortress was build close to the place
where a mining works was built to protect workers from nomads. It was the first
Russian settlement on the territory of the
Chelyabinsk region. However, shortly after the mining works was built the fortress
was burned by an accidental fire.
But the settlement was undeterred. On
the 13th of September, 1736 Colonel A. Tevkelev started construction of a new fortress
on the bank of the Miass river in the area
where a Bashkir settlement named Selyaba
(translated from the Turkic language sely-

aba means noble) used to be located. Later the fortress became one of the links to
Orenburg’s fortified line. This is how Chelyabinsk was founded.

Russian capitalism
The Chelyabinsk region has large deposits
of natural resources which are the main
reasons for its intense industrial development. The region is rich in iron ore, magnesite, graphite, lignite, fire clay, etc. In the
18th century the first mines and metal parts
factories were set up there.
In 1891 Tsar Alexander III signed a rescript on launching construction of the
Trans-Siberian Railway which stimulated
an intense economic development of the
whole Russia and especially of the Ural and
Far East regions. Chelyabinsk became the
main transportation hub for migrants to Siberia and the largest centre of tea and bread
trade. This period of the region’s rapid development came together with the period
of flourishing Russian capitalism that was
marked by trade, investment and industrial
growth. After the revolution in 1917 development of Russian business slowed down
as the result of factories being nationalized
and the Bolsheviks’ repressions.

Stalin’s industrialization
Industrialization during the 1930s was
the next big factor for the development of
Chelyabinsk. A number of large factories
were built and universities and institutions
of higher education and R&D were opened.
These helped train specialists which were
needed to satisfy the needs for engineers
and designers. The second largest city of

Synagogue on Masterskaya street
Watercolors by Yury Danilov
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Mr. Khovanov’s private residence. 1908

The Nativity of the Virgin Mary Church
at the Chelyabinsk train station. 1904

Some facts from history
the region, Magnitogorsk, was also founded
during this period. The city literally grew
around what became Russia’s largest steel
and iron factory–one of the iconic symbols
of Soviet industrialization. As the decade
drew to a close, Chelyabinsk was granted
the status of the administrative center of
the Chelyabinsk region.
The process of industrialization went
into high gear when the Second World War
started. Around 60 factories from the European part of Russia were evacuated to the
Chelyabinsk region. It was in Chelyabinsk
where most of the armored fighting vehicle
production for the Russian army was manufactured. During the war factories manufactured around 18,500 armored fighting
vehicles, thousands of self-propelled guns
and rocket launchers (the famous Katyushas).

auto plant located in Miass; Stankomash,
Yuryuzan Mechanical Plant, a railroad
wagon manufacturing factory in UstKatav that produces parts for most Russian trams.
With its long ties to the Russian military-industrial complex, the Chelyabinsk
region has become an important R&D defense hub. Today, it’s also a major center of
Russia’s nuclear industry. Other defenseoriented businesses include: The State
Rocket Center in Snezhinsk; State Centre
of Submarine-Launched Strategic Missiles
in Tryokhgorny; Mayak Chemical factory,
which recycles plutonium in Ozersk, and
the RT-1 factory that recycles spent fuel
of nuclear power stations, which is also
in Ozersk.

Metallurgy, fundamental to the
regional economy

In the early nineties the Chelyabinsk region faced the same problems as many other regions of Russia. The transition process to a market economy caused many
difficulties. Companies dependent on the
state lost more than orders. Their production output went down dramatically and
then privatization hit. Saddled with ancient equipment, some plants were sold at
bargain prices. What was a risk for some
was an opportunity for others. Political instability only made things worse. It was a
turbulent time.

After the war, industrial development in
the Chelyabinsk region continued to progress steadily. But the war put the region’s
industrial potential firmly in place. Large
metallurgy factories were the future. Today, Chelyabinsk’s destiny as the center
of Russian metallurgy has been fulfilled.
Apart from Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel
Works (MMK), the Chelyabinsk region is
home to Russia’s largest steel factories, including the Mechel Chelyabinsk Metallurgic Factory, Zlatoust Metallurgic Factory,
Chelyabinsk Electrometallurgic Factory,
Chelyabinsk Pipe Mill, Kyshtym Copper
Electrolytic Factory and others.
There are also a large number of machine building factories. These include the
famous Chelyabinsk tractor manufacturer
Uraltrak which produced armored fighting vehicles during the war; the UralA z

The turbulent 90’s

Stability returns
The beginning of the new century saw the
welcomed return of political stability and
economic growth. Russian and foreign investment flowed into the region’s industrial enterprises. Today, the powerful industrial and innovation potential of the region
is finally being realized.

Important dates
1581–1585
1736
1891
1929
1934
1941–1945
1957
1991–2000
2001

– Southern part of Ural became a part of Russia
– Chelyabinsk was founded
– Construction of the Trans-Siberian Railway that crossed Chelyabinsk begins
– Magnitogorsk was founded, the second largest city in the region in terms of population, as the result of the construction of Russia’s largest steel and iron factory
– The Chelyabinsk region was founded
– The Second World War, 60 factories from the European part of the USSR were evacuated to the Chelyabinsk region
– Accident at Mayak nuclear factory in the town of Kyshtym, the consequences of the
accident were nearly as bad as the consequences of the tragedy at the Chernobyl
Nuclear Power Plant
– A period of market-oriented reforms
– The economy of the region starts growing
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Arkaim, the remains of an ancient town built
during the second millennium BC, was discovered in 1987 on the territory of the Chelyabinsk
region. Scientist believe this discovery will shed
some light on the history of human civilization
and consider it to be of the same importance as
the discovery of Troy and Stonehenge.
The total area of the archaeological site
amounts to 20,000 square meters. Archaeological excavations are being conducted on
more than 8,000 square meters. The modern
steppe still preserved much detail of the ancient settlement – a moat around the settlement, two circular earth walls and the central square. Archaeological investigations have
proved that circular earthen walls are the remains of defensive walls that were built out of
earth packed into timber frames and reinforced
with unbaked clay brick. Each circle looked like
a spoked wheel with houses inside. They were
constructed out of timber and earthworks.
Each house had a chimney, a well, pits to keep
food and a metallurgic furnace. In front of the
houses there were small covered yards. During the past 20 years archaeologists have uncovered 29 houses. Using sophisticated geophysical mapping methods, the scientists have
determined that the total number of houses in
Arkaim was 60, out of these 35 were located
in the outer circle and 25 in the inner circle.
Circular and radial streets, waste and sewage
systems, basements of gate towers, niches and
passageways inside the powerful walls paint a
vivid picture. A large collection of ceramics,
bone and stone goods, metal tools and plenty
of artifacts connected with metallurgical production have also been found there.
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Cities and towns in the Chelyabinsk region
CHELYABINSK
Chelyabinsk was founded on the west bank
of the Miass river in 1736. In 1743 the city
acquired the status of the center of Iset
Province. From 1796 to 1919 it was the administrative centre of Orenburg Guberniya. Since 1934 Chelyabinsk has been the
center of the Chelyabinsk region. It ranks
one of the top ten largest cities in Russia.
Today 30 % of the region’s population live
in Chelyabinsk.

ASHA (administrative centre)
Asha is located in the western part of the
Chelyabinsk region where it borders the
Republic of Bashkortostan. It was founded late in the 19th century. It is famous for
its metallurgic and timber factories. At the
moment, a modern tourism complex for
mountain skiing and recreation is being
constructed in the suburbs of Asha, on the
picturesque flank of the Azhigardak mountains.

BAKAL
Bakal is a mining town. It is known as the
center of the Bakal iron-ore deposits. Ironore has been mined here for two and a
half centuries. There are few deposits in
the world that are so rich in iron and other metals.

VERKHNEURALSK (administrative
center)
Verkhneuralsk is the oldest town on the
territory of the Chelyabinsk region. It was
founded in 1735. The town is located on
the bank of the Ural River. Verkhneuralsk
used to be one of the troop centers of the
Orenburg Cossacks. The city is famous for
its historical and cultural artifacts.

VERHNY UFALEY
Verhny Ufaley used to be a village that was
founded near an iron mining factory in
1761. The region being rich in ores, a nickel plant was set up here in the 20th century. Today it is one of the major nickel producers in Russia.

YEMANZHELINSK
Yemanzhelinsk is a coal-mining town, located in the southern-most point of the Chelyabinsk coalfield. One of the largest cement
factories in Ural is also located here.

ZLATOUST
Zlatoust is the oldest city in the mining
area of the Chelyabinsk region. It used to
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be a village that was founded near Kosotursk Iron Mining Factory in 1754. The
city is known all over the world for its bulat steel, the first steel guns and the unique
art of steel engraving. Today Zlatoust is a
modern center of metallurgy and machine
building. The city ranks third in the region
in terms of population.

KARABASH
The history of the town goes back as far
as 1822 when miners started washing gold
on the Sak-Elga river. After rich deposits of
copper ore were identified a modern copper-smelting plan was constructed in 1911.
The decades of copper ore extraction and
non-ferrous metal smelting resulted in the
fact that Karabash was declared a hazardous environmental zone.

KARTALY (administrative center)
Kartaly is a town of railroad workers. It is
located in the southern part of the region
at the crossroads of transport routes connecting the Middle Urals with the Orenburg Region and Central Russia with Kazakhstan.

KASLI (administrative center)
In 1747 Mr. Korobkov, a merchant from
Tula, set up the Kaslinsk Iron Mining Factory. Today the town is famous for the unique
art of ornamental casting and its reputation
is known far beyond Russia.

KATAV–IVANOVSK (administrative
centre)
Katav-Ivanovsk in one of the oldest towns
in the mining area of the Chelyabinsk region, founded in 1756. In the past the Katav-Ivanovsk factory was famous for production of high quality iron. Once railroad
construction was launched, it started manufacturing rails.

KOPEYSK
Kopeysk used to be a mining village named
Chelyabinskie Kopi founded early in the
20th century. The city is home to mining
machinery manufacturing, plastics manufacturing and other factories.

KORKINO
Korkino is also a mining town. Around 50 %
of coal extracted on the territory of the
Chelyabinsk region is extracted here. Today
the Korkino open-pit coal mine is the deepest in the world. It is a huge funnel with a
diameter of around three kilometers.

Kusa (administrative center)
In the second part of the 18th century industrialist M. L. Luginin set up the Kusinsk
cast iron smelter. Today the competition between citizens of Kusa and citizens of Kasli in the field of ornamental iron casting is
still going on.

KYSHTYM
In 1755 Nikita Demidov set up two factories
on the bank of the Kyshtymka River – a cast
iron smelter and an iron mining factory. Today goods produced by the factories under
the brand Russky Sobol are known all over
the world. The town is home to Kyshtym
Copper Electrolytic Factory.

MAGNITOGORSK
Magnitnaya Fortress was the first fortress
to be constructed in the upper part of the
Urals. Two hundred years afterwards, in
1929, construction of a huge factory was
launched at the foothills of the Magnitnaya Mountain. Today Magnitogorsk Iron and
Steel Works is one of the major factories
in Russian metallurgic industry. Magnitogorsk is the region’s second most populated cities.

MIASS
In 1773 merchant L. I. Luginin set up Miass
Copper-Smelting Factory which gave rise to
the future city. Once gold was discovered in
the Miass Valley the city became the center of gold-mining industry. Modern Miass
is home to Makeev’s State Rocket Center,
the Ural Automobile Plant that produces
Ural off-road vehicles, motorcycles and other large industrial companies.

MINYAR
Minyar is a town in the Asha district. Construction of the town was started after an
iron mining factory was set up on the bank
of the Minyar river in 1784. Today the factory produces high quality iron products.

NYAZEPETROVSK (administrative
center)
Nyazepetrovsk was founded on the bank of
the Nyazya river in 1747. The original iron
factory became a machine building factory the 20th century.

OZYORSK (closed town)
Ozyorsk is one of the youngest towns in the
Chelyabinsk region. It was founded on the
bank of Lake Irtyash in 1945. Earlier it was
known as Atomgrad (or Chelyabinsk-40).

Cities of the region
The town is famous for its Mayak plant that
used to produce warheads for the first nuclear bombs and for the distinguished scientist I. V. Kurchatov that participated in
the uranium project.

PLAST
Plast is the center of the famous Kochkar Goldfields and for this reason is often
called Zlatograd (Gold Town). The town
was founded in 1845. Today there are deep
mines on the territory of the town, producing gold and arsenic using modern technologies.

SATKA (administrative center)
Troitse Satkinsky Iron Mining Factory was
founded in 1758 and is still operating today
on the Bakal mines. The factory was set up
by the first Russian industrialists, the Stroganovs. Magnesite deposits have been identified in Satka. There are only three places all over the world that have deposits of
this mineral. Today Magnezit (Magnesite)

factory produces refractory goods for many
foreign countries.

SIM

Sim Iron Mining Factory was build on the
bank of the Sim mountain river in 1759,
in 1919 the factory was reconstructed and
renamed Mechanical Plant. Sim used to be
the center of the Sim mountain district; today it is a town in the Asha district.

SNEZHINSK (closed town)
Snezhinsk is one of the youngest towns in
the Chelyabinsk region, and until recently was named Chelyabinsk-70. It is located on the picturesque Sinara Lake. AllRussia R&D Institute of Applied Physics,
which is the Russian Federal Nuclear
Center, is the major enterprise on the
territory of Snezhinsk. Russia’s nuclear shield was developed here. Today the
history of nuclear weapons is represented in the town’s unique museum of nuclear weapons.
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REGION
VERHNY UFALEY

SNEZHINSK

NYAZEPETROVSK
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KARTALY

Tryokhgorny is one of the youngest towns
in the Chelyabinsk region, located on the
bank of the Yuryuzan river not far from
Yuryuzan ancient town. Today this closed
town is a centre of mountain skiing and recreation. An international hotel complex is
being built on the flank of the Zavjalikha
mountain.

TROITSK (administrative center)
Troitsk is one of the oldest towns in the
Chelyabinsk region. Troitsk fortress was
founded in 1743 and was granted the status of a town in 1784 when it started acting
as the “trade gates” to Asia. Today Troitsk is
famous for its industrial and energy companies as well as for being an important customs station on the border between Russian and Kazakhstan.

UST-KATAV
(administrative center)
The history of Ust-Katav goes back as far as
1758 when a sawmill was constructed here.
It used to produce wooden boats to deliver iron and iron goods to other cities and
towns along the Yuryuzan River and further
on. The Ust-Katav factory produced iron for
more than 140 years, then it started manufacturing railroad wagons. Today modern
trams produced in Ust-Katav serve dozens
of Russian cities and towns.

CHEBARKUL
(administrative center)
Chebarkul fortress was founded in 1736 on
the bank of the Chebarkul Lake. Although
there are industrial enterprises in the town
it is the center of the region’s recreation
area named Chelyabinsk Country of Health,
located on the banks of Lake Kisegach and
Lake Elovoe.

YUZHNOURALSK

VERKHNEURALSK

MAGNITOGORSK

TRYOKHGORNY (closed town)

Yuzhnouralsk is a young town that was
founded on the Uvelka river near the Yuzhnouralsk GRES. The town’s factories produce Yuzhnouralsk porcelain, insulants and
goods used in radio industry that are sold
all over the country.

YURYUZAN

Yuryuzan is located in the Katav-Ivanovsk
district of the Chelyabinsk region. The
Yuryuzan-Ivanovsk Iron Mining Factory
was built here by the famous Ural industrialists I. B. Tverdyshev and I. S. Myasnikov. Today the town is a center of machine
building and power industry firms.
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Competitive advantages
1. Rich natural resources
The Chelyabinsk region is rich in natural treasures including minerals, iron
ores, ores of non-ferrous metals and other natural resources. One of the region’s great strengths are its huge reserves of facing brick– around 75 % of
the total amount of facing brick reserves in Russia. Most of these reserves
have not been developed yet. The region is also rich in water and timber.
2. Large installed base of industrial manufacturing
Metallurgy, machine building, fuel and energy, construction and agriculture
industries are major industries here. There are more than 800 large and
medium-sized industrial companies in the region. It ranks fourth in Russia
for the amount of products shipped in the manufacturing industry, 11th for
gross regional product, 13th for investment in fixed assets, ninth for residential housing construction. Ferrous metallurgy companies produce 30,8 % of
Russia’s overall steel production, 27 % of rolled metal products and 15.4 %
of steel pipes.
3. High rates of economic growth
The growth rate of the region’s economy is two times higher than the average in Russia. Gross regional product in 2007 is estimated at 505 billion
rubles ($ 20.3bn), 10.1 % higher than 2006. In 2008, the gross regional
product should top 570 billion rubles ($ 22.9bn) and will be 7–9.5 % more
than 2007. Industrial production output in 2008 is estimated at over 700
billion rubles ($ 28.1bn), up 6.5–9 % from 2007.
4. High industrial production, labor and scientific potential
The Chelyabinsk region is highly urbanized, 81.4 % of the total region’s population lives in cities and towns. One of the advantages of the Chelyabinsk region is that it is rich in highly-qualified human resources. Although the economy is dependent on metallurgy, still more than 50 % of the population works
in non-metallurgic sectors of the economy. According to International Labour

Organization the estimated unemployment rate in the region for 2007 is 4 %
(the average level of unemployment in Russia in July, 2007 was 5.8 %). There
are 34 institutions of higher education in the region, helping ensure that the
number of qualified specialists will continue to grow. More than 40 companies work in the field of R&D and experimental design.
5. Growing level of innovation activity
Although not as well developed as other regions, the Chelyabinsk region has
grown its innovation infrastructure rapidly over the past few years. A permanent exhibition of innovation projects has been opened. The South Ural
Venture Innovation Fund has been set up; federal and local budgets earmark
grants to award the winners of innovation contests; two technoparks have
been built and a regional business incubator of the Chelyabinsk Region has
been established. Business support for innovation is also expanding.
6. Legislative support for investment
Local authorities of the region have worked out a new system of interrelated
legal and regulatory acts that ensures investors get all the necessary guarantees and support from the government. Under the terms of the law the
interests of Russian and foreign investors are more protected, with equal
rights to perform investment activity, to participate in investment tenders,
auctions and to get information from the authorities. Foreign investment is
flowing in the region from more than 70 countries all over the world.
7. Unique natural conditions
The Chelyabinsk region is located in the South Urals, deep in Eurasia, far from
seas and oceans. The climate in the region is continental: long and cold winters, hot summers with recurring droughts, short spring and autumn seasons. The natural conditions of the region being so diverse, flora and soil
types vary in different parts of the region. The South Urals are famous for
their picturesque landscapes, lakes, woods, caves and natural springs of
healing mineral waters. This is helping promote aggressive tourism development (see 9. below)
8. Strategic location
The Chelyabinsk region is located on the border between Europe and Asia, on
the crossroad of major transport routes. In the North the Chelyabinsk region
borders the Sverdlovsk region, in the East it borders the Kurgan region; in
the South it borders the Orenburg region, the length of the border is 200 kilometers; in the West it borders Republic of Bashkortostan, the length of the
border is 1,150 kilometers. The South-eastern part of the border between
the Chelyabinsk region and Kazakhstan with a total length of 730 kilometers
is the national border of the Russian Federation. The region is a part of the
Ural Federal District. Federal automobile highways and South-Ural railway
which is a branch of the Trans-Siberian Railway, cross the region. Chelyabinsk
is the transportation hub for Kazakhstan, Ural and West Siberia.
9. Tourist center of South Ural
The Chelyabinsk region has more than 200 protected areas, including the
state Ilmensky Nature Reserve, which is known all over the world. The Arkaim
archeological and historical reserve museum, Taganai and Zyuratkul national
parks also attract tourists in growing numbers. The region boasts famous
recreation areas–Uvildy, Kisegach and Ural. Mountain skiing tourism is developing very rapidly, with a number of very popular mountain skiing complexes, such as Abzakovo, Zavjalikha and Azhigardak.
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Government support for investment

Global investment into the region is expected to double in 2008
In the past two years almost 100 new companies have been set up, adding almost 30,000 new jobs. Economic
forecasters project that investment will double to almost $ 5bn in 2008, fueled by the growing global demand for
steel and other building products. Although regional legislation supports investors, the local government budget
earmark is just $ 590,000 and needs to be increased.
The Chelyabinsk region ranks 14th among
Russia’s regions for investment potential.
In December 2006 the Expert RA agency
gave the region an Aa1.ru long-term credit rating. The region has attracted capital
of more than 70 countries from all over the
world and there are now almost 100 companies that were set up using foreign investment. (Source: Expert RA national rating agency).

Local government support is
legislative more than monetary
Local authorities support investment primarily with legislation. They also promote
competitions to encourage specific sectors.
There is an annual contest of investment
projects for municipal entities, for example. The main objective of the contest is
to attract Russian and foreign investors to
launch new projects in the field of tourism
and recreation and to create new infrastructure or to develop existing ones. Local authorities also support investors with guarantees and sureties, investment tax credits
and tax exemptions, etc.

Tax credits on bank loans
Regional legislation to encourage investment provides partial compensation for
interest on bank loans taken by companies
for implementation of investment projects.
According to official information the local
2007 budget earmarks only 15 million rubles ($ 590,000) for investors’ support. This
is less than 0.03 % of the expense side of
current regional budget.

Chelyabinsk region investment
continues impressive growth
Starting from 2000 the amount of investment
in fixed capital has reached 340 billion rubles
($ 13.4bn) and has grown 1.8 times. Foreign
investment has grown 2.5 times and is now
$ 6bn. During the first nine months of 2007
financial injections in the region’s economy
reached 57 billion rubles ($ 2.3bn). The total
regional investment for 2007 was expected
to be 100–110 billion rubles ($ 3.9–$ 4.3bn).
The estimated amount of investment in 2008
is 124–127 billion rubles ($ 4.8–$ 4.9bn), up
5.6–8.6 % from 2007.
Sources: press office of
Governor of the Chelyabinsk region

This year Asha Iron and Steel Works
and Solnechnaya Dolina (Sunny Valley)
mountain skiing complex got compensation from the government of $ 132,530 for
reconstruction of steelmaking production
and construction of a single-cable, fourseat ski lift.
Another $ 220,884 was earmarked by
the government to ZKS Company for new
equipment and machinery for ceramic tiles
production.
Other supported projects was for Chelyabtechgas to set up a carbon dioxide station, Flamingomarket, a cookie factory
project and Kaslidorremstroy, to purchase
an asphalt mixer.

Government support for investment activity
55

55

Tax exemptions for property and land taxes (Under Act of the Chelyabinsk region #36–30 on 14.03.98 On investment activity state
support in the Chelyabinsk region; Decree of Governor of the Chelyabinsk region #593 on 18.12.98 On additional tax exemptions stipulated in the regional Act On investment activity state support in
the Chelyabinsk region.
State guarantees (Under Act of the Chelyabinsk region On local budget for the next financial year; Act of the Chelyabinsk region #36–30
of 14.03.98 On investment activity state support in the Chelyabinsk region; Decree of Governor of the Chelyabinsk region #608 of 29.12.98
On state guarantees granted by competitive bidding from the local development budget).
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55

55

Tax credits and investment tax credits for taxes, duties and fines to be
transferred to the regional budget (Under Decree of governor of the
Chelyabinsk region #64 of 19.02.2002 On granting tax credits and investment tax credits for taxes, duties and fines to be transferred to the
regional budget in 2002).
Partial compensation of interests on bank loans taken for implementation of investment projects (Under Decree of Governor of the Chelyabinsk region #1723‑r of 25.09.2002 On partial compensation of interests on banks loans to companies implementing investment projects;
Decree of Governor of the Chelyabinsk region #117 of 18.03.2002 On
partial compensation of interests on bank loans to small entrepreneurs
from the regional budget) .
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9GEQXGTDWUKPGUUCPFKPXGUVOGPVPGYUQP
4WUUKCKPVGTPCVKQPCNKPXGUVOGPVVTGPFUCPF
CITQYKPIPWODGTQH4WUUKCPTGIKQPUGXGT[
FC[ EQXGTKPI GXGT[VJKPI HTQO KPVGTPCVKQPCN
OGTIGTU VQ NQECN EQPUVTWEVKQP RTQLGEVU 9G
YQTMYKVJFKHHGTGPVPGYURTQXKFGTUYJQCTG
QPVJGITQWPFKPGCEJTGIKQP1WTIQCNKUVQ
DGEQOGVJGUKVGQHEJQKEGHQTKPXGUVOGPVTG
NCVGFPGYUQP4WUUKCPTGIKQPUEQXGTKPIMG[
TGIKQPCNECRKVCNUGXGT[FC[CPFKPVYQNCP
IWCIGU
9GCNUQRWDNKUJCNNQWTLQWTPCNUQPNKPGCUYGNN
CUKPRTKPVOGCPKPI[QWECPCEEGUUDCEMKU
UWGUCPFTGCFVJGOGKVJGTKP[QWTDTQYUGTQT
XKC FQYPNQCFCDNG 2&( HKNGU #NN QWT TGIKQP
CNCPFPCVKQPCNURQPUQTUCTGTGHNGEVGFQPQWT
UKVGCPFYGJCXGTGEGPVN[DGIWPQHHGTKPIQWT
RCTVPGTUVJGEJCPEGVQDGUGEVQTURQPUQTU
;GVCNNQHVJKUTGRTGUGPVULWUVVJGVKRQHVJGKEG
DGTI9GCTGEWTTGPVN[YQTMKPIQPKORNGOGPV
KPIRCKFUWDUETKDGTUGTXKEGUYJGTGD[RTGOK
WOOGODGTUYKNNDGCDNGVQPQVQPN[TGCFCPF
FQYPNQCFQWTLQWTPCNUDWVCNUQUGCTEJVJGO
CEEGUUUGEVQTD[UGEVQTKPFGRVJTGXKGYUYTKV
VGPD[QWTRTQHGUUKQPCNGEQPQOKUVUCPFIGP
GTCVGEWUVQOTGRQTVUYJKEJECPDGUCXGFQT
FKUVTKDWVGFCOQPIEQNNGCIWGU5QHQTGZCO
RNGKH[QWYCPVGFVQUGGJQYRTKEGUHQTEQO
OGTEKCNTGCNGUVCVGFKHHGTGFDGVYGGPEKVKGUKP
VJG'WTQRGCPRCTVQH4WUUKCCPFEKVKGUKP5K
DGTKC QT EQORCTG VJG PWODGT QH HTGGUJGGV
PGYURCRGTUKP4QUVQXPC&QPWCPF6QOUM
VJKUYQWNFVCMGLWUVCHGYENKEMU$NQIUYTKVVGP
D[QWTFKTGEVQTUGEQPQOKUVUCPFTGIKQPCNGF
KVQTUJKIJNKIJVKPIKPVGTGUVKPIUVQTKGUQTGXGPVU
CVYJKEJVJG[CVVGPFQTURGCMCTGCNUQUQOG
VJKPIYGCTGNQQMKPIVQDGIKP
;QWqNNHKPFWUCVYYYOCTEJOQPVECRKVCNEQO
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Modern
technologies
Most of Chelyabinsk’s innovative potential is
concentrated in technoparks and business
incubators set up with the assistance of local
government. These parks have only been operating
for a year and the funding has been inadequate–
under $ 1 million for both the Chelyabinsk park and
another in Magnitogorsk.
Developers are looking elsewhere for capital and
have found some willing partners in the form
of universities who provide technology expertise
and sector specific companies who are ready
to incubate start-ups with a similar focus. The
technopark in Chelaybinsk, for example, was set
up by South Ural State University and the Polyot
radio equipment factory. The 28 start-ups there are
developing projects in the field of power engineering,
mechanical engineering, electronics, machining
technologies and information technology. In
Magnitogorsk, the Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel
Works (MMK) is funding the technopark there and
Asha Metallurgic Factory, Ural Automobile Plant
and the Mayak plant are also working with startups.
In stark contrast, the Ural IT market is growing
impressively at 50–60 % per year, while the
telecommunications and internet segments surged
100 % and 200 % respectively. In total, 2007 saw
150 % growth of the Ural-Siberian region’s market
of IT services (integration, consulting, training and
certification services). Driven by high demand from
the financial sector for security, integration and
consulting services, IT here is growing at twice the
Russian average.
Marchmont
Capital Partners

Modern technologies
Analysis: Tatyana Shilova, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Primary stage innovation technology looks for increased funding
The share of innovative products in the gross regional product in 2007 amounted to 8.4 %.
While innovative activity is at its primary stage, its development is supported by the regional government
and major companies. In addition to technoparks and business incubators, there is a move to set up
a regional venturing fund. Currently most innovation project developers are still seeking financial
aid from national and international venturing funds.
This year the output of innovative products
in the Chelyabinsk region grew by 16.8 %
and is now more than $ 1.45 bn. Although
not as well devloped as other regions, the
region’s innovative projects have won more
than 50 medals at international trade fairs
over the past few years, including 12 gold
medals.

Promoting innovation
internationally and in Russia
At the 12th Congress of High Technology
“Innovations Investment Chelyabinsk” was
represented by 22 enterprises with 30 innovative projects. The event was held in St. Petersburg in October, 2007 and involved over
170 enterprises representing 50 regions of
Russia and the CIS. At the end of October
2007 the South Urals Chamber of Commerce
presented its regional investment projects at
the Russian Chamber of Commerce in Moscow to more than 30 leading national banks,
finance corporations, holdings, specialized
investment banks such as VTB, Alfa-Bank,
Kazakhstan National Bank, Interros, Basic
Element, Renova and Deutsche UFG investment bank.

Successful med-tech products
One of the most successful innovative projects of the region is an X-ray computer thermograph, created by the Russian Atomic
Center in Snezhinsk. Such computer thermographs have already started to function
in Chelyabinsk and Magnitogorsk. There
are also plans for setting up a thermograph
in Miass. The next step of development will
focus on establishing radio pharmaceuticals production for positron emission tomography (PET) diagnosis in Snezhinsk.
The Chelyabinsk PET Center, already under construction, will be one of the first users of these pharmaceuticals.
Chelyabinsk innovative projects are
supported by the federal government.
Over the period of 2005–2007 43 small
research enterprises received start-up financing of nearly $ 1.3m from the federal budget as a part of the Start program,
conducted by the Small R&D Enterprise
Assistance Fund.
Most of Chelyabinsk’s innovative potential is concentrated in technoparks and
business incubators set up with the assistance of local government. In June 2006 the
YuUrGU-Polet innovative technopark was
established and certified, hosting 28 small
innovative enterprises. In December 2006
the regional state Innovative Business Incubator of Chelyabinsk was set up. In March
2007, a non-commercial partnership called
“Innovative Technopark of Magnitogorsk
State Technical University” was certified.
The current tenants include six small innovation enterprises . The following large
industrial enterprises of the region are involved in innovative / technopark activity:
Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works, Asha
Metallurgic Factory, Ural Automobile Plant,
Mayak industrial enterprise.

The YuUrGU-Polyot Technopark
The YuUrGU-Polyot innovation technopark
was set up by South Ural State University
and the Polyot Radio Equipment Factory
located in Chelyabinsk. It does not focus
primarily on industrial development. The
technopark supports projects in the field of
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power engineering, mechanical engineering, electronics, machining technologies
and information technology.

Innovation technopark
The innovation technopark of Magnitogorsk State Technical University focuses primarily on the metallurgy industry
to satisfy the needs of Magnitogorsk Iron
and Steel Works. The technopark received
a 5 million ruble ($ 196,000) grant from
the regional budget and signed a program
for the period 2008–2010 with Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works for conducting
research. The total value of the program is
estimated at 60 million rubles ($ 2.353m)
to be earmarked by Magnitogorsk Iron and
Steel Works. As a part of the program, two
nanotechnology research and development
projects with a total budget of 7,5 m rubles
($ 294,000) are to be implemented.
A business incubator is being set up
in Magnitogorsk by the Environment
and Industry Office of the city administration and two leading local universities – Magnitogorsk State University and
Magnitogorsk State Technical University.
IT-projects will be a primary focus of the
business incubator. There are also plans
for another business incubator to be built
in Ozersk.

Creating an investment pool
for the future
The regional has also approved a new law
to develop innovation activity for the period
2008–2010. The total value of the program
amounts to 321 million rubles ($ 12.6m).
Funds will be provided from the regional
budget. If the budget allocation and timing
requirements are observed, i.e. 120 million
rubles ($ 4.9m) will be spent in 2008 and
70 million rubles ($ 2.9m) in 2009. Then
the region can become eligible for receiving
the same amount of financing from the federal budget. As a part of this program the
regional government holds such contests
as The Best Innovation Project and The Inventor of South Ural.

COMPANY PROFILE / SUSU-POLYOT
Ludmila Podzhivotova, General Director of South Ural State University – Polyot Technopark

Growing a technopark involves the same kind of trial and
error that commercial manufacturers experience
The Chelyabinsk technopark set up by Polyot and South Ural State University
is only a year old but already has 28 companies developing innovative projects.
The current subsidies provided by regional authorities are not sufficient for proper
large-scale work. The founders have decided to develop new sector-specific parks
to incubate new start-ups with existing manufacturers.
What is the real attraction of participating in a technopark? First
of all, it is very important for young companies to be supported
during their start-up process. To help them, we have rental incentives and accounting services. This helps reduce companies’ expenses. Moreover, our technopark is also home to the Center for
Printing and Design which provides everything needed for company exhibitions. Our technopark was set up only a year ago. In
June 2006 the RF Ministry of Economic Development accredited
it and in July, the Interagency Coordination Council on Innovative
Activity of the Chelyabinsk region approved its development plan.
$ 340,000 was earmarked to the technopark from the regional budget and this has been our only start-up capital.
The technopark has two founders: South Ural State University
and the Chelyabinsk Polyot Radio Plant. The university is a holder of its intellectual property and scientific potential. The plant
was to provide the technopark with technology and the necessary experts, but things did not develop as planned.
$ 340,000 is just not sufficient to develop a technopark. About
half of this amount was spent on repairing buildings provided by Polyot. The technopark got 1,000 square meters of office
premises from the plant, repaired them, bought furniture and
necessary office equipment. And the plant in turn gave them
a three year lease. As the technopark develops, it has to make
a living by subleasing the premises. In other words, until we
have tenants who can afford to pay rent, we will have a serious lack of capital.
The first plan was to have two years of funding: $ 340,000 in
the first year and $ 205,000 in the second year. It would have allowed the technopark to make a good start. But eventually the regional government changed its mind and allocated $ 205,000 to
set up a technopark in Magnitogorsk, which fortunately received
significant support from MMK.
The new Magnitogorsk technopark is focused on metallurgy
and its subsectors. We’re not a sector specific park, we’re a versatile technopark working with absolutely different companies and
projects in synthetic monocrystals, nanotechnologies, IT and the
oil industry. Today our the technopark includes 28 innovative companies. It’s very competitive here–weak, small and unpromising
companies are replaced by new projects.

Our first year was very hard. Now we are trying to establish
sector-specific technoparks. The essential participant in all cases will be the South Ural State University as it is a chief source of
scientific potential and personnel. Groups of three to five enterprises will be formed in each new technopark and they will be “attached” to a specific company in the Chelyabinsk region. We feel
this is the best way to help start-up companies launch innovative
products. Our next goal will be to set up a South Ural Venturing
Fund to be able to finance those firms who can demonstrate the
most promising futures.

Ludmila Podzhivotova, General Director of South
Ural State University – Polyot Technopark
Ms. Podzhivotova is a graduate of South Ural State University. She was
Monitoring and Implementation Director of the technopark; since March
2007 she has held the position of General Director. Ms. Podzhivotova has
been into entrepreneurial activity for 12 years.
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COMPANY PROFILE / PRIVOD
Sergey Ganja, Director of research-and-production company Privod

How a technopark helps turn R&D into real products
Privod is a small start-up focusing on energy-efficient technologies. After winning a small
innovation grant, it moved into a new technopark and began developing its two strongest ideas.
Now almost a year later, an American distributor is interested in placing an order for 50 of
its innovative turbines.
We work as a design office and do a lot of marketing via the internet to get new projects that we can analyze, design and then
sell. We do a lot of so called “project fishing”, looking for something we could hook and then commercialize. But this was not
very efficient. Gradually we began to find and commercialize
more interesting work to generate some real revenue. Over the
last two years the situation has fundamentally changed. Before that any talk of innovation was about ideas more than actual products. Now, we and other companies can actually develop commercial products from our ideas. One of the things
that helped innovation was the introduction of different contests that gave money to those projects that could be implemented. Without financing, all we had was ideas. Now that
these ideas became real, they not only result in commercial orders, but help boost the company and its innovation to be able
to develop real products.

A seed grant grows into first fruit
In 2006 and 2007 Privod won a START grant from the Small
Business Assistance Fund for research and technology for two
projects. This created the opportunity for us to actually start
our small business and go to work. We have used the funds to
successfully realize the development of our first project. It’s
an 8‑kilowatt diesel starting generator, which has a DC power supply to provide safe electric current. We’re confident that
this equipment will be in strong demand in the Emergency Situations Ministry, where it is used as a back-up power source in
medical centers as well as to provide an uninterrupted power
source for wind-powered electric plants. The generator weighs
up to 40 % less than our competitors and it has outstanding performance specifications. We have already developed the prototype and have tested it successfully. Now we are gearing up for
production and have identified a local venture fund to be our
investor. Another project that won a START grant is a 10‑kilowatt wind-powered electric plant for transforming mechanical
energy into electrical energy. We solved a serious problem of
wind-power engineering: dependence of wind speed on the quality of produced energy. Both projects, the generator and wind
Sergey Ganja, Director of research-and-production
company Privod
Sergey Ganja graduated from the Energy Department of the Chelyabinsk Polytechnical Institute with a degree in Electrical Machines
and Mechanisms. He worked as an engineer in the Special Design Office Rotor. Mr. Ganja defended his thesis on Optimization Characteristics of Gated Torque Motor of DC. From 1986-2001 he worked as
a leading engineer at Electromashina, Chief of the Computation Office
of Electrical Machines, From 2001-2005 he was Technical Director at
the Scientific Research Institute Uralmet.
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plant, are interrelated. Together they form an uninterruptable
power supply. In absence of wind, the generator starts working
and with a strong wind we save fuel. We need about $ 600,000
to manufacture 10 of these wind-power plants. In the future
we want to produce only the electronics and carry out assembly and QC work. The rest will be outsourced. We can outsource
the diesel set to a Chelyabinsk motor plant and then have the
electrical components made by another local company that specializes in this field.

Focusing on R & D is the future
Our main focus is research, not production. We know the theory and calculations to do the engineering, but we have less experience in manufacturing and developing prototypes. So we
also need to outsource this work. Moreover, in a big company,
there are planning, economics and technical support divisions,
but in a small business we have to do everything ourselves. From
this So being in a technopark helps us a lot. It provides space
as well as the chance to take part in exhibitions all over Russia
for much less cost. We also get auditing support from the Economics Department of the South Ural State University. Finally,
technoparks have venture fund connections. This makes it much
easier for you to reach and talk to potential investors.

COMPANY PROFILE / PAPILLON
Pavel Zaitsev, Director of Papillon Systems Company

The rewarding path from concept to commercialization
Miass based Papillon Systems began with an idea in 1990. Today it is a global
leader in the design, development and manufacturing of computerized fingerprint,
biometric and ballistic identification systems for government agencies
around the world.
Papillon Systems Company was set up 16 years ago. In 1990 we
participated in a contest held by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
the Russian Federation. The challenge was to develop a system that
would allow for fingerprint comparison to be compatible with a
personal computer. At the time such systems did not exist at all.
Two Moscow R&D institutes, a Moscow based company and a Miass based firm participated in the contest. Our system was recognized as the best. But unfortunately Russia was suffering from its
troublesome times and project financing was stopped completely.
However, we continued to believe in our idea and made the decision to continue development.

From a bootstrap start-up to almost 500 employees
We had to leave the firm and start our own business because the
copyright law that was in force then stipulated that the rights
for an invention belonged equally to the author of the invention and to the company. We started with just four employees,
then we jumped to eleven right away. Today our firm employs
485 people.
We have 63 people alone in our IT department. We need such
a large number of programmers as the systems that we develop to
process huge volumes of data are really very complicated and involve implementation of complex technologies, such as server mirroring and distributed computing.
We have a closed manufacturing cycle at our enterprise, developing and manufacturing everything ourselves. We purchase metal, glass, complex components and lenses. We have printed circuit
boards manufactured for us, all the rest we do using our own facilities – designing, manufacturing of optical and electronic circuits
and hardware. We assemble all the components ourselves. For example, the main component of a fingerprint identification device is
a large glass prism that we manufacture using purchased glass.

More than 1000 systems used worldwide
We are continuously working on developing criminalistics equipment. First we manufactured fingerprint identification systems,
then started developing fingerprint identification devices for
them and then – devices for comparison of bullets and cartridges. We supply all our systems solely to police forces all over Russia and abroad. Our large systems are operating successfully
in the USA, Poland, Albania, Mongolia, Nigeria and Vietnam,
Pavel Zaitsev, Director of PAPILLON SYSTEMS
Mr. Zaitsev has graduated with a first from Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology. From 1985 until 1991 he worked as an engineer
at the State Rocket Center named after V. P. Makeev and as a programmer at the Ural Automobile Plant. In 1992 Mr. Zaitsev and his
partners set up a private firm in which he has occupied the position
of Director.
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smaller systems are installed in Iran, Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan. As for Russia, here police departments in every district in
large cities use our systems. Currently more than 1,000 Papillon Automated Fingerprint Identification Systems (AFIS) have
entered service. We promote our products mainly by participating in all sorts of exhibitions. Apart from that, representatives
of police forces share the information they have about our systems through personal contacts and at international conferences. We have a lot of clients that ask for our services after hearing about our products from their colleagues. During the course
of the last three years we have been cooperating with Ministry
of Nuclear Industry of the Russian Federation, with the Mayak
factory in particular, on the development of a biometric security system. We are working on designing a new iris identification
system for them to be completed in 2008. Talking about biometric parameters, iris identification is more secure than identification of fingerprints or palm prints. It is projected that the final
version of this system will be used at all enterprises controlled
by the Ministry of Nuclear Industry.
Although we are successful, we realize that we need to widen
the field of our activities to continue to be profitable. At the moment we mainly fill orders for the Ministry of Internal Affairs and
the Ministry of Nuclear Industry, but the company’s potential can
go far beyond government orders. We are studying new projects
and are always willing to listen and cooperate with new ideas.

Papillon Systems product line

develops and manufactures Papillon Automated Fingerprint Identification Systems (AFIS);
55 develops and manufactures systems of non-ink electronic fingerprinting (Live Scanners) and Papillon Ballistic Scanners;
55 develops systems for telecommunication transmitting of fingerprint
data;
55 develops and manufactures Automated Ballistic Identification Systems
(ARSENAL).
Papillon’s AFIS meets the technical requirements of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and conforms to the FBI standards that are recognized all
over the world, such as the WSQ compression method and data exchange
in accordance with ANSI-NIST specification. The quality of images satisfies the Interim IQR requirements. The company is constantly working to
ensure that getting the components of its systems to conform to global
quality standards. In 1997 Papillon’s Live Scanner was certified by the FBI.
In 1999 the FBI also certified the company’s WSQ compression method.
The data format of Papillon’s Live Scanner for dactyloscopic information
exchange and export meets the requirements of ANSI / NIST-CSL 1–1993
standard. Its ARSENAL system of firearm identification is used to create
automated ballistic repositories. In 1999 ARSENAL won a tender held by
the Central Laboratory of the Central Police Department of Poland’s Ministry of Internal Affairs.
55
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COMPANY PROFILE / VOLVEK PLUS
Fedor Vostretzov, General Director of Volvek Plus

How a 20 ton machine, a bankrupt business and a
student’s thesis helped build a successful family business
When Fedor Vostretzov was director of machinery building and mechanics at the Chelyabinsk
Tractor Plant, the company had a chance to manufacture a new kind of steel fiber using German
licensed equipment. His engineers didn’t like the machine: it was too sophisticated and weighed
20 tons. But then the company encountered a student’s thesis and the rest, as they say, is history.
The student’s thesis was absolutely raw but it did show a way of
how to make pieces of steel fiber using a different method. So
when we got an order, the company decided to manufacture five
of these new machines. But then the company that placed the order went bankrupt and disappeared. The machines just sat there,
idle. It was a tough time, the 90’s.

Getting paid in machines instead of rubles
Soon after, I made up my mind to leave the plant but I was owed
a lot of back pay like a lot of people. So I negotiated with the company to let me have two of the machines instead of paying me because I believed that steel fibre production was promising.
I had some friends at the university. We made some changes
and began to make a whole new kind of steel fiber. In 2002 I sent
an inventor’s application and got an inventor’s certificate and patent for the product, which is unique in the world. Using steel fiber
in concrete has considerable advantages. It makes concrete stronFedor Vostretzov, General Director of Volvek Plus
Mr. Vostretzov graduated from the Machine Building College and the Chelyabinsk Technical Institute. He worked as an adjustor, foreman, workshop
manager, chief engineer and director of Emanzhelinsky Mechanical Plant
(a branch of Chelyabinsk Tractor Plant). In 1987 Mr. Vostretzov became
chief of machinery building and mechanization of the Chelyabinsk Tractor
Plant. Since 1997 he has dealt with steel fiber manufacturing, researching of steel fiber concrete and its implementation in construction. Volvek’s
steel fiber and its manufacturing method are protected by RF patent.

Applications of steel fiber concrete
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Typical European steel fibers like these are mixed with concrete
to create a stronger, more durable, flexible product
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ger, more flexible and longer lasting. And our product is better and
cheaper than its foreign counterparts. Steel fiber concrete is used
for bridge roads, road paving, pipes and tunnel fasteners.
Today I practically run a family business: two sons in law, my
two children and myself. All in all we have 12 people in the company. But it is not sufficient. We have attracted and are still attracting experts from the South Ural State University. We are cooperating with Center for Metrology, Testing and Certifying: we have
developed recommendations for the application of steel fiber concrete in construction of bridges and overpasses.

Steel fiber roads all over Russia?
We are currently working to convince Rosavtonadzor (Russian Motorcar Inspection) to use them over the entire national network of
roads. Now there are already about 50 bridges in Russia manufactured using steel fiber concrete. Over the past 10 years, we have
established contacts with 340 consumers. Today, I am very glad
that local authorities are doing more to support inventors: a technopark has been set up and the Ministry of Economic Development
is constantly trying to develop this sector.

Innovation is the future
In my opinion a technopark is a unique opportunity for single inventors. For example, I have a friend who has 59 inventions but
all of them were idle and he did not have any profit. Now being
in the technopark, he has received grants and has started to earn
money. I believe that innovation is the future and Chelyabinsk
has a lot to offer.

Repair and construction of new roads
Slabs for railway crossing and tram rails
Rings for water pipes
Nonpressure pipes
Collectors, reservoirs
Drainage trays
Construction and repair of airfield pavement, taxi tracks, sheds and displacement piles;
Drainage and underground tunnels
Piers, breakwaters
Protection layers for dams
Fortifications for slopes
Protective layers on bridges
Manufacturing of thin-wall installations
(showrooms, public transport stops, balconies)

IT sector
Analysis: Tatyana Shilova, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Torrid IT growth continues, led by demand
for security and automation services
The supercharged growth of the Ural IT market is highly
integrated. Concentrated in Ekaterinburg, major players
are expanding into Chelyabinsk. The sector is growing at twice
the Russian average with demand for security and automation
services leading the charge.
The Ural IT market is growing impressively at 50–60 % per year, while the telecommunications and internet segments
are roaring ahead at 100 % and 200 %
respectively. In total, 2006 saw 150 %
growth of the Ural-Siberian region’s
market of IT services (integration, consulting, training and certification services). Integration and consulting services
demonstrated the highest development
of 160 % and 200 % respectively. As a result, the sector is growing at twice the
Russian average.
Real-IT analytic centre (LINEX association) appraised the total volume of Russian
IT market for 2006 at $13.59bn which is
$1.54bn up on 2005. According to the data
provided by IDC analytic agency, in 2006
the Russian market of IT services grew by
23.2 % up to more than $2.99bn. Consult-

Growth rate of demand for software
























55 ERP
55 CRM
55 BI1
55 Document control systems
55 Information security systems
55 CAD2
55 Billing3
55 Accounting automation systems
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Analysis systems (business intelligence)
2
Computer-aided design
3
Systems to determine cost of services
Source: CNews Analytics
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ing services and software development to
fill orders demonstrated more than 30 %
growth.

Financial sector is major buyer
In Russia the financial sector is the major
consumer of IT services (21.2 %), telecommunications sector comes next (14.9 %)
followed by industrial sector (11.2 %). The
Ural region is different from other Russian
regions in terms of IT services consumption.
Here oil and gas industry companies are the
main buyers of integration services (19.6%),
machine building ranks second in the region
for IT services (13.4 %), government institutions rank third (12.4 %), while financial
sector consumes only 8 % of IT services.

ILDP, ERP & CRM
The main reason for the intense market
growth is increasing demand for IT technologies for information security systems,
business processes management and automation. Today most companies have
come to understand the importance of
these systems in making their business
more efficient, more competitive and
more secure. In 2007 more than 70 % of
the companies on the Fortune 1000 list
increased their expenses for information
security. In 2007 the total volume in the
Russian market for information leak detection systems (ILDP) stood at $26m and
is estimated to grow by 65 % to $43m in
2008 (source: LETA IT).
In 2006 the sales volume of software
for ERP systems in the Ural region grew
by 63 % and of software for CRM systems
by 61.9 %. Large companies are the major
consumers of this software. Metal manufacturers and machine builders attract investment by participating in the activities
of financial markets. To conduct a successful IPO a company needs to demonstrate
transparency; clear business practices and
concurrent management efficiency. Even
small and medium enterprises, who are
in the early growth stage of their devel-

opment, are also starting to purchase ERP
and CRM products. The market potential
is vast. At the moment only 20 % of SME’s
can afford implementation of these systems, but as they grow, they will need this
crucial software. As a reaction to the growing demand, developers of ERP and CRM
systems have started introducing less expensive “light” versions of these systems
to the market.
Software sales to regional and municipal
authorities of the Chelyabinsk region have
also grown sharply. In 2006 sales grew by
55–60 %. Electronic tax reporting systems
demonstrated the highest increase, soaring
around 150 %.

Outsourcing as a means to bring
expenses down
Increasing demand for outsourcing IT services is yet another reason for the market
growth. In the Chelyabinsk region, SME’s
outsource as a way of avoiding the huge cost
of finding IT professionals and setting up
their own in-house department. Even some
larger companies are coming to the conclusion that having their own team of IT specialists may not be profitable as the costs to
keep the department, train specialists and
implement new technologies is increasing
each year as labor costs continue to rise.
A number of larger clients are experimenting with project outsourcing – keeping reference data, making complicated calculations, making a set of reports.
Most companies use services of IT companies to maintain their printing equipment
and computers. Solutions that ensure “fail
safety” have also become very popular. The
number of contracts providing 24 / 7 support is growing steadily.
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COMPANY PROFILE / ASTRA ST
Andrey Shved, Technical Director of Astra ST group of companies

A well-integrated company = well-integrated solutions
With the arrival of strong rival companies from Ekaterinburg, Perm and Moscow to the systems
integration market, adopting a “one stop shop window” strategy has helped the Astra ST group of
companies maintain its strong position.
The Astra ST group of companies wasestablished in 1991. The parent company Astra ST (the largest in the group) now focuses only on system integration and project
management. Such services include information, telecommunication systems and
engineering systems, access check and computer-aided control systems. The group of
companies also includes providing computer communication security control systems.
It works with large corporate clients and regional tax services, for example.

Data-Processing Computer Center #1
Company, another member of the group of
companies, is concerned with the development and maintenance of information systems. Another group company member is
Astra Service. It specializes in the installation of all designed systems and provides
warranty and post warranty service, repair
works etc.
This level of integration allows the organization to provide a comprehensive range
of services – from development, design and
communications to installation and maintenance. Like different companies working
under one brand, Astra ST acts like bulkheads on board a ship. It increases the stability of the group; ensures responsibility throughout the group as well as allows
projects to be carried out independently
of the group. This means that we can carry out end-to-end projects, including those
which any company in the group can complete on its own. The result is that all of the

Andrey Shved, Technical Director of Astra
ST group of companies. Mr. Shved graduated from the department of instrument making technology of South Ural State University
in 1982. He was engaged in development of
electric and automation systems for military
tracked vehicles till 2004. Currently Mr. Shved occupies the position of Technical Director in Astra ST group of companies.

companies can operate more dynamically
in the market.
Today the company employs 130–170
people, though sometimes the number
can reach 200, depending on the number and complexity of orders. We are sensitive to the demands of the market and
employ extra staff for certain projects.
Staffing up or down is much easier when
each company is responsible for a particular service.
Being a one stop shop enables the Astra
ST group of companies to continue to be a
strong player in a market that has become
increasingly competitive with the arrival of
foreign companies here.
If a client wants to equip a new, sizeable
office building, he is more likely to place
the order with our company. We become
the prime contractor and either we accomplish the order on our own or attract nonaffiliated companies, to settle the problem
quite quickly.

Selected Chelyabinsk IT companies (in alphabetical order)
Company

Website

Activity

Ascon (Ascon-Magnitogorsk, AsconChelyabinsk)

www.ascon.ru

Development and implementation of complex automation systems for the whole cycle of preproduction works; integration of the company’s solutions with the existing
systems; technical support of the supplied solutions on site

Astra ST

www.astra-st.ru

Development of large networks for companies, implementation of integrated management systems, consulting services

IT (Chelyabinsk branch)

www.ural.it.ru

Development and technical support of information systems for companies. Development and implementation of IT services

IT Enigma

www.it-enigma.ru

Estimation of automation systems security, designing, implementation and certification of complex security systems

LAB.NET

www.labdotnet.ru

Development and technical support of websites. Development, implementation, upgrading of business information systems, consulting services

Laboratory of Software Products

www.plab.ru

Development, implementation and technical support of information systems for production and sales of metal products

Redsolution

www.redsolution.ru

Consulting services in the field of information technologies and development of high
quality software

SKB Kontur

www.chel.skbkontur.ru

Development of software for accounting and personnel management

SkyTech

www.sky-tech.ru

Development and implementation of information technologies for complex automation of business processes

SmartSoftLine

www.smartsoftline.ru

Development of software for small and medium sized enterprises

Softline (Chelyabinsk branch)

www.softline.ru

Software supplier

ST (Chelyabinsk branch)

www.st-it.ru

Development and technical support of IT infrastructure for business applications
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Science and
education
Chelyabinsk’s scientific sector has always been
synonymous with its reputation as the nation’s
center for nuclear weapons research. Rather than be
shackled with this Cold War legacy the universities
and R&D centers affiliated with them, together with
the area’s major industries, have started to shift
their focus to apply their skills commercially.
Slowly, the Chelyabinsk region is developing
a network of scientific and research centers,
associations and other institutions. Now there are
over 30 of them are involved in development projects
that encompass a wide spectrum: from computer
simulation of the effect of pharmaceuticals and
mechanical engineering for agricultural machines
to tomography and consumer goods. Although
the region still suffers from the “brain drain” of
the early 90’s, there is a new federal policy using
economic incentives to keep and attract talent.
The educational base is well-established (over
100,000 students at some 34 higher education
institutes), but still focused on teaching
traditionally narrow core curricula. Business
programs are sorely lacking. Picking up some of the
slack are large, profitable industry leaders, many
of whom have their own training/educational
programs and affiliated R&D centers.
The region’s educational future depends on the
willingness of the old guard to change the status
quo as much as it does on increased funding for new
equipment and programs to take advantage of the
region’s growing economic diversity.
Marchmont
Capital Partners

Science and education
Analysis: Tatyana Shilova, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

From building nuclear bombs to global civilian R&D partnerships
Most of the R&D institutes in the Chelyabinsk region were set up to service the defense industry. These were located
in many of the “closed regions” that were common in Soviet times. It’s a heritage that has both good and bad
consequences. Today the Mayak R&D Institute, a leading weapons research firm, is part of the Federal Atomic
Energy Agency. Although still an important part of the state apparatus, it’s now working with foreign partners in
10 countries around the world to develop civilian products using radiation technologies. (Sources: open public
company and government websites).
The chief advantages of the Chelyabinsk
region’s R&D sector are its high professional standards of scientific research, proven expertise and the infrastructure developed over the past 50 years. All of this
has created a unique material and technical base, albeit inherited from the Soviet times. The wellspring for this success
was military technology. Ironically, these
achievements were also made possible by
the Cold War and the “generosity” of former Defense Ministry officials who never
pinched pennies on construction of new
buildings, equipment and employment of
the best specialists.
The chief disadvantages of the Chelyabinsk region’s R&D sector are however,
the consequences of its long-term “closed”
period and the shortage of R&D personnel
due to the decline in defense spending during the collapse of the Soviet Union.
Currently Chelyabinsk regional science is experiencing a renaissance: there

is a steady inflow of investment and orders
coming from federal organizations (including defense institutions) and private investors to local R&D institutes.

Today’s R&D renaissance
Today, the Chelyabinsk region is developing an extensive network of scientific and
research centers, associations and various
other institutions. Many have a long history of development, while others are newly organized. Over 30 of them are currently carrying out research and development
projects in the region.
The renaissance period in science has
also seen the creation of new associations
of R&D institutes and other inter-departmental groups. For example, the Chelyabinsk Scientific Center is affiliated with
the Ural branch of the Russian Academy of
Sciences. It was established in 1991 to promote fundamental research and to foster
the social-economic development of the

Snezhinsk, the closed town of nuclear science
Snezhinsk acquired the status of a closed town in 1992. It is one of the
ten closed towns supervised by Rosatom and one of three closed towns in
the Chelyabinsk region. The Russian Federal Nuclear Center (VNIIEF) is the
town’s major employer. Russia is the home to two such nuclear centers, the
second one is located in the town of Sarov, in the Nizhny Novgorod region.
Construction of the city began on March 24, 1955. The “birth certificate”
of the city is considered to be the Decree of Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of RSFSR of May 3, 1957.
A parallel can be traced to the сreation and activities of Russian and
American nuclear centers. The first American center was established in
March, 1943. Its aim was to develop the first nuclear bomb, which was
successfully tested on July 16, 1945.
Russia’s first nuclear center was formed in April, 1946 in Sarov, in
the Nizhny Novgorod region, when power rivalries between the USSR and
the USA, former allied nations in the Second World War, became clear.
On August 29, 1949 Russia also successfully accomplished the first nuclear bomb test.
On January 31,1950 President Truman issued a Decree on further research in the field of thermonuclear weapons, which brought about creation
of America’s second nuclear center, the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, which is operated by the US government.
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The USSR had to respond to this challenge. In 1953 a series of experiments on the main principles of thermonuclear processes for military purposes were conducted. To continue this work, a second Russian nuclear
center was established in 1955 (currently Russian Federal Nuclear Center–VNIIEF).
This new R&D Institute was set up in the remote part of the country in
the western foothills of the Mid-Urals. The initial base for the institute was
the Sokol, a village 20 kilometers north of Chelyabinsk-40 (currently Ozyorsk), where the Mayak chemical plant, producing nuclear charge components, was located.
In 1957 a thermonuclear charge was developed at the Mayak R&D Center, which was later accepted by the army. The same year the first physical
experiment was successfully conducted, having paved
the way for a new field of activities–conducting unique
research on the experimental state of substances and
high-intensity dynamic processes.

Photo of the R&D Institute’s first Director–
Dmitry E. Vasiliev

Academic science
region. Its main goals are: assisting fundamental research, training scientific personnel, coordinating research on regional programs and scientific projects, and
well-directed efforts on integration of science, education and manufacturing. Another example is Yuzhuralproekt (South
Ural Project), an association of major project, engineering, technology and survey
research organizations, which was set up
in the Chelyabinsk region in 2001 to preserve and develop the existing potential of
sector-specific research.

“Closed towns”
now play dual role
In the Chelyabinsk region there are three
“closed” territories – Snezhinsk (former
Chelyabinsk-70), Ozyorsk (Chelyabinsk40, -65), Trigorsk (Zlatoust-20, -60). All
of them are home to major enterprises controlled by Rosatom State Corporation, but
also work on commercial projects.
Snezhinsk hosts the Russian Federal Nuclear Center – Zababahin Russian
R&D Institute of Applied Physics. It is
the main scientific center, dealing with
nuclear weapons development and fundamental and applied research. It focuses on the effect of pressure and temperature on the properties of materials,
equilibrium and non-equilibrium phase
change, kinetics of explosive conversion,
thermonuclear reactions, plasma physics, turbulent mixing, models of medium
endurance and destruction, gas-dynamic
streaming, laser physics, inertial thermonuclear reactions, physics of laser-material interaction, astrophysics and math
modelling.

Institute of Applied Physics
This center implements the latest technologies in such spheres as protection, accounting and control of nuclear material,
radioactive waste treatment technologies,
munitions disposal, component development for fiber optics engineering and
communication systems, neutron radiation therapy, solid oxide fuel cell, equipment for hydraulic cutting, resource saving technology, super plasticity, computer
simulation of the effects of pharmaceuticals, mechanical engineering for the agricultural sector, consumer goods and instruments, modern medical equipment,
computer tomography, ecology and environment, light-emitting diodes, perforating equipment, telecommunications,
metrology, safety of using nuclear energy and irradiated fuel.
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Commercial products
Manufacturing of civilian products, which
started here in the 90’s, has led to the creation of such high-tech disciplines as computer tomography, ultra fine diamonds,
and superplastic rolling. Today this hitech production site is also home-base for
the sci-tech company Spektr-Konversia.
This firm specializes in high-temperature
furnaces, medical equipment, new generation prosthesis, jewel processing etc.
Mayak Institute is the major employer of Ozyorsk, famous for the creation of
plutonium charges for nuclear bombs. Being a part of the Federal Atomic Energy
Agency, it mainly deals with defense orders, reprocessing and disposal of irradiated fuel, radioactive isotopes production, which are used in various branches
of economy, including medicine. It also
develops civilian products using radiation
technologies; an analytical instrumentation program has been launched here. To-

day Mayak R&D Institute also works with
foreign partners and maintains business
relationships with various companies in
10 countries around the world.
The Chelyabinsk region hosts two missile
enterprises. They are the State Rocket Center (based in Tryokhgorny) that manufactures submarine-launched missiles and the
Makeev Design Bureau (based in Miass). In
the 90’s low salaries forced many scientists
to leave the Chelyabinsk region in the quest
for well-paid jobs abroad. Western companies started “brain hunting” Russian scientists, aged 30–45. As a result many R&D
Institutes lost a majority of their existing
and potential scientists. The main aim of
the new federal policy is to arrest “brain
drain” by encouraging investment inflow,
subsidizing young scientists and attracting
commercial orders – even orders from foreign companies.

R&D Insititutes in the Chelyabinsk region, affiliated with the Ural branch
of the Russian Academy of Sciences
Institutions

Web site

R&D department of non-linear optics in the University of Electrophysics affiliated with Ural
branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences

–

R&D department on quality control issues in mechanic engineering

–

R&D department of material sciences

–

Ilmen State Reserve

igz.ilmeny.ac.ru

University of Mineralogy (Miass)

www.mineralogy.ru

R&D Institute of open cast mining

–

Algorithmic Topology Department of Maths and
Mechanics University affiliated with the Ural
branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences

www.imm.uran.ru

Chelyabinsk Agroengineerng University

www.urc.ac.ru

Chelyabinsk State University

www.csu.ru

Chelyabinsk Scientific Center

http://csc.ac.ru

Chelyabinsk branch of the University of Metallurgy affiliated with Ural branch of Russian Academy
of Sciences

http://imet-uran.ru

Chelyabinsk branch of the University of Economics affiliated with the Ural branch of the Russian
Academy of Sciences

www.uiec.ru/142

South Ural State University

www.susu.ac.ru

South Ural Dept. of Archeology of the University
of History and Archeology affiliated with the Ural
branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences

http://ihist.uran.ru/index/ru
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Science and education
Analysis: Tatiana Shilova, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Classical higher educational institutions need to adapt to train the
next generation of professionals for 21st century business
The situation in the Chelyabinsk region in the field of higher education is similar
to other developed industrial regions. Classical education programs that prepared students
for Soviet era work have been pushed to make education more relevant. Some are succeeding better than others.
Those that are making the transition are finding motivated business partners looking for young talent
to provide R&D solutions.
The Chelyabinsk region is home to 34 institutions of higher education, including
regional branches of federal universities.
There are more than 100,000 students (994
out of 10,000 citizens of the region are students). Despite the fact that the region’s
sector of higher education is represented
mainly by state universities that offer classical standards of education, non-state institutions continue to expand into the market
by promoting new educational standards
and technologies as well as sector-specific programs.

Training scientists and engineers
The majority of the higher education institutions were founded in the Soviet era and
were mainly tailored to the needs of local
industry. Most of them are concentrated in
Chelyabinsk – South Ural State University
and Chelyabinsk State University.
The major regional institution of higher
education is the South Ural State University, which has 55,000 students and employs
over 270 professors, 900 assistant professors, four academicians and four associates of the Russian Academy of Sciences.
There are currently 36 university departments. University students and professors
perform scientific research and projects
and the university itself is home to a large
number of R&D Institutes: the Institute of

Prominent institutions of higher education in the Chelyabinsk region
Universities

Web site

Magnitogorsk State Technical University

www.magtu.ru

Magnitogorsk State University

www.masu.ru

South Ural State University

www.susu.ac.ru

Chelyabinsk State Agroengineering University

www.urc.ac.ru

Chelyabinsk State Pedagogical University

www.cspu.ru

Chelyabinsk State University

www.csu.ru

Chelyabinsk State University of Physical Training

www.uralgufk.ru

Institutes
Trekhgorny Polytechnical lnstitute

www.tpi.ac.ru

Ural Institute of Economics and Social Relations (a branch of Academy
of Labor and Social Relations)

www.ursei.ac.ru

Chelyabinsk Institute of Liberal Arts

www.chgi.ru

Chelyabinsk Institute of Transport Communications

www.chirt.ru

Ural Academy of State Service (Chelyabinsk branch of)

www.urags-chel.ru

Chelyabinsk Institute of Economics and Law

www.chiep.ru

South Ural Vocational Institute

www.uupi.ru
Academies

Ural State Academy of Veterinary Medicine

www.urc.ac.ru
www.usavm.ac.ru

Chelyabinsk State Academy of Culture and Arts

www.chgaki.ru

Chelyabinsk State Medical Academy

www.vita.chel.su

World-class supercomputer to be installed
at Chelyabinsk’s largest university
A new supercomputer will be installed in South Ural State University, Chelyabinsk’s largest, as part of the national priority project Obrazovanie (Education). Funds for the computer,
which will be used for advanced research, were provided from
the RF federal budget and two leading Russian developers of
software and computer clusters. The total funding is expected
be to $ 3m. According to reports, the new supercomputer is
so powerful that it is rated as one of the top 500 supercomputers in the world for its capacity.
Source: http://national.invur.ru
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Higher education
Institutions offering business education in the Chelyabinsk region
Name

Web site

Number of programs

HR-consult

www.hr-consult.ru

502

Aleksandrid-Karyera

www.alid-karyera.ru

15

Audit-Classic

www.zaoclassic.ru

No data

Balzhi and Partners

www.chelbip.ru

15

VneshEconomAudit Company

www.ural-audit.ru

5

Znanie

www.znanie74.ru

22

Listic and Partners

www.uba.ru

12

International Department of the
South Ural State University

www.ifsusu.ru

9

Method

www.mtd74.ru

15

Office

www.officetraining.ru

25

Professional

www.cgprof.ru

26

Robis

www.robis.chel.ru

5

Stella

www.stella74.ru

No data

Tactica

www.tactica.biz

4

Ural Business School

www.u-b-s.ru

50

Training Center

–

200

Everest

www.everest.chelcom.ru

No data

Ego resource

www.ego-resource.ru

6

South Ural Association of Consultants

www.yukk.ru

15

Digital Communications Systems; the Institute on Chemical Problems in the Industrial Environment (which is affiliated with the
Russian Academy of Natural Sciences); Ural
Automation Center FESTO; scientific and
production institute Uchebnaya Technika
i Technologii; the Chelyabinsk Research
Center (affiliated with the Ural Branch of
the Russian Academy of Sciences) and ten
university laboratories.
Another prominent institute of higher education is the Chelyabinsk State
University with 19 departments, 91 departamental chairs, branches in Troitsk,
Miass, Konstay, Southuralsk, Satka, Zlatoust, Kyshtym. It also hosts the University Program on Problems of Availability of
Higher Education; the University of Psychology and Pedagogy; the University of
International Education (affiliated with
the Scientific Research Institute of Applied Mechanics); the University on Socio-Economic and Regional Problems; the
University of Liberal Arts and the University of Economics and Business Administration. The university employs 79 PhDs,
291 candidates of science, one academician of the Russian Academy of Sciences
and one associate of the Russian Acade-
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my of Sciences and collaborates with various universities in Europe, the USA and
Asia.
Magnitogorsk State Technical University is another leading center of education
and research with 11 departments. It offers 60 specializations on a fee-paying and
non fee-paying basis.
Chelyabinsk State Agroengineering
University, Chelyabinsk State Pedagogical
University and Chelyabinsk State Medical
Academy round out the largest and most
rapidly developing institutions here.

Slowly adapting to market needs
Cooperation between the state higher education sector and businesses looking for
young talent is underdeveloped in the
Chelyabinsk region. Local institutions of
higher education are slow to adapt their
curricula to the demands of the market and
are not well-connected to highly-qualified
specialists, who are the main employers of
their graduates.
Progressive Russian and foreign nonstate institutions of higher education have
moved to fill this niche by offering new educational programs like distance education
and education abroad. Some are also work-

ing with business to make their curricula
more market sensitive.
The most popular disciplines among
students are liberal arts, economics, information security, cross-cultural communication, microbiology, material science,
mathematics and history.

Business education lags behind
Today the International Department of
South Ural State University is the only
institution in the region that runs MBA
programs and is the only Russian certified center of personnel evaluation that
meets the standards of the National Vocation Qualification and International
Management Qualification system. This
department has also established fruitful
cooperation with Link International Institute of Management and the Open University Business School, which works with
top-managers in Chelyabinsk and the region’s leading companies.
Though a number of educational institutions are beginning to offer various market relevant programs, there is a significant
lack of high-quality business courses, especially in the field of commercialization of
innovations.
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COMPANY PROFILE / CSUA
Boris Kurchatov, Vice Rector for International Relations at Chelaybinsk State University of Agriculture

An innovative way to grow young agriculture engineers
through cooperative programs of overseas training
Every third student of the Chelyabinsk State University of Agriculture is involved
with professional training or studies abroad. In 2007, 235 students of the university and
800 students of other agricultural universities went to Europe and the USA. Started during
the turbulent 90’s as a way to respond to the lack of on-the-job training programs in Russia,
today the Chelyabinsk State University of Agriculture is an expert in creating overseas
university / business partnerships.
The Chelyabinsk State University of Agriculture is one of the
leaders among 60 Russian agricultural universities in international studies. After Jean Arthuis, the chairman of France’s Senate Finance Commission, visited the university and highly evaluated the efficiency of its international programs, the French
Senate gave 100,000 EUR to the French Embassy in Russia for
the development of direct inter-university partnerships in 2006–
2007. At the same time, the university also announced its partnership with Concordia (YCV) Ltd. in Russia. Concordia is the
biggest operator of the British government program “Seasonal
Agricultural Workers’ Scheme” or SAWS.
It’s strange but true that our international partnership programs actually began during the turbulent 90s. Our university is agricultural and during the Soviet times our professional
farm training often lasted five or six months. At the beginning
of the 90’s the country did not have the funds, the machines
nor farm businesses to train students. That is why we decided to look for partners in the West. By 1993 we had several interesting offers. So we made up our mind to change our foreign language courses from an extra subject to the language
of engineering disciplines. On one hand knowledge of a foreign language made our graduates more competitive and on
the other broke the communication barriers during professional training abroad. Many teachers by that time had already
worked in French-speaking countries, mostly in Africa, where
they taught an engineering course in French. So we started
to train engineers for a degree in Agricultural Mechanization
in French. Thanks to this, the first experience of international partnership was cooperation with French agricultural businessmen in 1995. After that 12 of our students did a course of
professional training in the west of France.
The Chelyabinsk State University has various forms of partnership with many countries. In France we cooperate with farmBoris Kurchatov, Vice Rector for International Relations of the
Chelyabinsk State University of Agriculture
Boris Kurchatov graduated from the Chelyabinsk Polytechnical University (now South Ural State University). After he had defended his
thesis in 1981, he worked as an associate professor in the Chair of
Tractors and Cars, as Part-time Education Department Dean, Vice
Rector for Part-time Education. From July 2005 he has been Vice
Rector for International Relations. His scientific scope is hydraulic gears in tractors, ecological issues in agriculture and IT in education. Mr. Kurchatov is the author of more than 50 scientific articles
and educational booklets.
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ers who supply their goods to our French partner. Our students
live with their families. In England we work with SAWS, whose
aim is to train students by employing them for seasonal work.
In Germany students also live with host families for 6 months
from May to the end of October. This allows them to take part
in the whole cycle of agricultural production and deal with all
the main equipment used in planting, growing, harvesting and
packing.
In 2001 we rose to a new level–we began to cooperate with Higher Agricultural School in Angers (Ecole Superieure d’Agriculture
d’Angers–ESA), and in 2002 we signed a contract to jointly train
employees for French and French-Russian companies in production and processing of agricultural goods in Russia. Since 2004
our students have been studying in another French university–
Higher School of Wood in Nantes (Ecole Superieure du Bois à
Nantes–ESB). The best students at our university, those that have
passed not only agricultural training but also professional training at French companies, are given the opportunity to be trained
in these universities.
In the case with Anges, the training course takes place with
the complete involvement of the participating company. The
company chooses the students, signs a contract with ESA, pays
for 100 % of the educational expenses and provides professional training. The students get a French engineering degree in
addition to the Diploma of Higher Education from the Chelyabinsk State University of Agriculture. By the time they finish,
they are experienced in both Russian and French farm business practices.
In each host country we work with, we are trying to implement a similiar educational chain. For example, after a course
of professional training in Gemany with the LOGO program,
our students and graduates can study and practice in Switzerland for 4–12 months. Students and graduates with an engineering degree can become interns in LEMKEN or AMAZONE,
who are large agricultural equipment manufacturers. Graduates with an economics degree can continue their studies in
the Applied Sciences University in Weihenstephan to get a degree in Agricultural Management and an MBA diploma at the
German University.
Today, our university is an expert in creating successful overseas university / business partnerships. And to make sure our
graduates find the best jobs according to their talent and education after they graduate, the International Department of our
university maintains a comprehensive data base to help them
in their search.

Natural resources,
mining and
processing
The Chelyabinsk region and mining have been
synonymous since the 1500’s. Today, 95 % of
Russia's total volume of graphite, 95 % of magnesite,
71 % of metallurgic dolomite and 70 % of talc are
mined and processed here. The combined reserves of
the region’s iron ore and copper are almost 2bn tons.
Chelyabinsk's ferrous metallurgy companies
produce 30.8 % of Russia’s steel, 27 % of its rolled
metal products and 15% of its steel pipes.
Global players like MMK have invested billions to
make their factories efficient and steel exported
from Chelyabinsk mills plays a key role in the
rapidly expanding economies of BRIC countries.
Despite global demand and record high prices, the
industry has to keep focused. There is intense
trans-national M&A activity; competition is fierce,
Chinese exports could pose a serious challenge and
the sector is prone to sharp cyclical swings.
Producers looking for major growth can find it in
Russia’s domestic building and automotive sectors.
These metal-intensive industries are growing very
rapidly and offer solid mid-term potential. Another
big prize is Sochi 2014, which presents a unique
opportunity to keep the sector strong.
Marchmont
Capital Partners

Natural resources, mining and processing
THE SVERDLOVSK REGION

THE KURGAN REGION

CHELYABINSK

Exogenous
Iron ore
Nickel ore
Aluminum ore
Gold ore
Dolomite
Limestone
Sand

MAGNITOGORSK

Cement raw materials
Lignite
Bituminous coal
Endogenous
Iron ore
Iron-titanium ore
Copper ore
Gold ore
Graphite ore
Magnesite ore
Mica
Talc
Marble
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Kaolin and refractory clay

Mineral raw materials

Mining and processing the mineral wealth of the nation
The mineral resources of the region are concentrated in more than 300 deposits. Chelyabinsk mines and processes
more than 95 % of magnesite, more than 90 % of Russia’s total volume of kaolin and graphite, 71 % of metallurgic
dolomite, 70 % of talc, 37 % of facing brick. 25 % of zinc, 15 % of its copper and iron. Gold reserves are 453 tons.

Ore minerals

Graphite

Iron ore reserves are concentrated in
24 mines, their total volume amounts to
around 840 million tons. Out of that 80 %
is siderite ore. There are also deposits of
other types of ferrous industry raw materials, such as deposits of titanium, manganese and chromium that are not currently
being mined.
The Chelyabinsk region is also rich in
ore mining raw materials (graphite, talc,
kaolin), mining chemical raw materials
(barite, phosphate) and raw materials
used in metallurgic industry (magnesite,
quartzite, metallurgic dolomite, fluxing
limestone).
There are a number of small chromium
ore deposits. The region also has nine copper-zinc mines. Four of them are operating, three are being prepared to enter service and two are owned by the state reserve.
Ores that are extracted from these mines
contain gold, silver, barium, cadmium, selenium, tellurium and other rare materials. In
the course of geological explorations conducted at the end of last century, two porphyry copper mines and one copper-magnetite mine with a total amount of around
800 million tons of ore were identified.

Graphite is extracted from the Tayginsk deposit. It is used in metallurgic industry, to
produce refractory goods and in machine
building. Today the Russian market of
graphite is represented by two large players. They are Krasnoyarsk Graphite Factory, which mines amorphous graphite, and
Uralgraphite, which is the Russian monopolist for crystalline graphite. It produces 16
types of graphite including crucible, carbon
and electrolytic graphite. The company produces 12,000 tons a year. The main competitors of Russian producers are Chinese and
Ukrainian companies. Chinese and Ukrainian mines contain more graphite than Ural
mines. Extracting one ton of graphite in the
Ukraine costs about half as much as it does
in the Chelyabinsk region, but import duties and transportation costs negate some
of the difference.

Gold
The Chelyabinsk region is also rich in gold.
Most of it is concentrated in four hard-rock
mines and 41 placer mines. The estimated
amount of hard-rock gold reserves stands at
453 tons. Placer gold reserves are estimated
at 10.6 tons and geologists feel that there
is a good chance of discovering new gold
mines. Some of the hard-rock gold mines
are ready to be commercially mined, but
investment is lacking. 19 mineral developers have already obtained licenses and local authorities have increased the quota for
gold extraction to 4.998 tons.
The quota for precious metals extraction
allows mineral developers to conclude contracts with affinage companies for production of chemically pure gold and with banks
for the sale of precious metals. The region’s
gold extracting companies deliver precious
metals for further processing to Kasimov,
Novosibirsk and Ekaterinburg affinage factories and to the Kyshtym Copper Electrolytic Factory.
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Magnesite
High quality magnesite is extracted from
the Satka group (Elnichnoe, Satkinskoe and
Berezovskoe deposits). The total amount
of Satka group magnesite reserves is 206
million tons. 2–3 million tons of magnesite is extracted annually (2.3 million tons
is extracted by the open pit method, and
850,000 tons is mined). Magnesite from
the Satka group deposit contains up to 45 %
of magnesium oxide. Magnesite is extracted and processed by the Magnesit factory,
which the only factory in the world that
produces refractory goods using magnesite raw materials. Around 30 % of the factory’s products are exported to CIS countries, the remaining 85 % is purchased by
cement factories.

region is home to the Shabrovskoe deposit but the quality of raw materials extracted from this deposit is lower than that of
the raw materials extracted from the Syrostanskoye deposit. The Onotskoe deposit located in the Irkutsk region is the only
deposit that has pure talc. In 2000 the Miass Talc Factory was reorganized into a
holding company. The actual production
division of this company is represented by
Uraltalc. Talc-magnesite extracted in the
Chelyabinsk region is not exported from
the Russian Federation.

Talc

Kaolin

Talc-magnesite is extracted from the Syrostanskoye deposit. The amount of talcmagnesite extracted depends on the season. In warm seasons around 10,000 tons
a month is extracted, while in cold seasons
only 3,000 tons a month. Non-metal ores
are ground and enriched at the Miasskaya and Syrostanskaya factories. Both have
two mills, but only Syrostanskaya has a mill
to grind soapstone. The powder produced
at these factories is used in manufacturing
roof coatings. The neighboring Sverdlovsk

Kaolin is fine white clay used as a raw material in manufacturing porcelain. Five deposits with a total amount of 36 million
tons of kaolin have been identified in the
region. 150,000–200,000 tons of kaolin is
extracted every year from the Kyshtymskoe,
Zhuravliniy Log and Elinskoe deposits. The
Zhuravliniy Log deposit contains 7.2 million tons of raw kaolin. All of Russia’s eluvial kaolin reserves used in porcelain production are concentrated in the Ural and in
the Orenburg regions.
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Analysis: Anna Balashova, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Metallurgy is the heart of the region’s powerful economy
The Chelyabinsk region produces 25 % of Russia’s total output of rolled metal products and steel. The region’s metal
products are in high demand in foreign markets, especially in China. To stay competitive and produce higher quality
goods, the leading companies are investing billions. All of this contributes to the sector’s continued powerful growth.
Metallurgic companies are fundamental to
Chelyabinsk’s region economy. The region
ranks first among Russia’s regions in the
field of ferrous metallurgy. Two of the five
Russian leading metallurgic plants are located here. They are the Magnitogorsk Iron
and Steel Works and Mechel Mining and
Metallurgical company. The region’s metallurgic companies account for 26.8 % of
Russia’s overall steel production and 14.4 %
of steel pipes.
There are some 241 companies that produce 61.7 % of the region’s total industrial
production output. More than half of the
region’s production facilities and a third
of its industrial personnel are concentrated in the metallurgic sector. Another specific industry feature is that 85 % of its ferrous metallurgy products are manufactured
by only five large factories; while four enterprises account for almost all non-ferrous
metallurgy products.

Rich raw materials reserves fuel
industry growth
The metallurgic industry of the Chelyabinsk region has been developing rapid-

ly due to two factors – large iron ore reserves and close location to coking coal
deposits in the Kuznetsk Basin and Karaganda. A large number of other metal deposits have been identified in the region
(iron, copper, zinc, nickel, gold). There are
more than 150 companies developing deposits and processing raw materials in the
region. There are more than 20 deposits
that contain iron ore in the region. The total volume of iron ore reserves in the region amount to 1,300 million tons, of which
the Magnitogorskoe and Bakalskoe deposits are the largest.
Copper-zinc and nickel ores are mostly used in non-ferrous metallurgy. Copper
ores have been mined for centuries (the
Karabashskoe deposit). During the last
decade, large reserves of copper ore have
been discovered in the area of Verkhneuralsk. Today there are eight large and medium copper-zinc deposits there with a total
area of 90 square kilometers. Nickel and cobalt reserves are concentrated in the area of
Verhny Ufaley. There are also nine copperzinc mines in the region, four of them are
operating, three are being prepared to en-

ter service and two are owned by the state.
Two porphyry copper mines and one copper-magnetite mine, with a total amount of
around 800 million tons of ore, have been
identified recently.
Aluminum ore is extracted from bauxite deposits near the Suleya station. South
Ural bauxite mines are also located here.
Residual processing has also yielded large
amounts of noble, rare, ferrous and nonferrous metals of mineable grades.

Billions being invested
Today metallurgic companies are riding the
wave of unprecedented growth in both the
domestic and foreign markets, This new reality has forced them to re-think their development and production strategies. Almost half of the current array of finished
ferrous metallurgy products exported by
Russian companies are low-priced goods.
To take advantage of skyrocketing metals
prices, Russian factories are starting to reinvest in new plants and equipment to produce much higher quality products.
Mechel Mining and its metallurgic group
of companies for example, has started an

Scrap metal consumption
by Ural’s metallurgic plants
in 2006, %










55 Magnitogorsk Iron and
Steel Works
55 Nizhneserginsky Metallurgic Plant
55 Chelyabinsk Metallurgic Plant
55 Ural Steel
55 Asha Metallurgic Plant
55 Others
Source: Metal-Courier magazine,
Expert-Ural analytic center
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Metallurgy
The main objectives of its investment are
to improve product quality, expand prodT uct range and increase production capacity.
 Once implementation of these projects has

 been completed the plant will start process55 2005 compared to 2004
 ing cast sections. Construction of a hot zinc
55 2006 compared to 2005
 plating machine was launched in 2006. As
 soon as the machine enters service Magni togorsk Iron and Steel Works can become
 a major supplier to Russia’s growing auto mobile industry.
The Chelyabinsk Zinc Factory is the largT
 


T est Russian manufacturer of zinc, cadmium


 and indium. During the last few years the

 

 


 factory commissioned a modern zinc elec
 trolysis complex anda fifth Waelz kiln that
  

 makes it possible to produce zinc with a pu rity higher than 99.995 %.
The Karabashmed Copper Company has

 invested more than $ 50m in its fixed assets.
 By 2008 the factory projects to increase its
T production output of blister copper up to
T 190,000 tons a year.

 Industry addresses environmental
 concerns
 The industry’s modernization will also ad dress another serious problem the region
 faces – environmental management. ChelySource: Metal-Courier magazine, 
abinsk Zinc Factory has purchased and
Expert-Ural analytic center
 commissioned new equipment that allows
T for recycling and utilizing of its production
investment program targeted at modern-T wastes. Karabashmed has installed a state
ization of its Chelyabinsk Metallurgic Plant. of the art wet scrubber that is capable to
It has earmarked $ 1.3bn for these purpos- achieve 99 % efficiency in the removal of
es. The plant modernization will allow it to solid materials. It has also completed condouble production of steel manufactured by struction of a sulfur dioxide gas recycling
the continuous casting method and widen complex. Commissioning of this complex
the range of its rolled metal products that has put an end to the problem of sulphuare used in construction as well as machine rous anhydride emissions, moreover, it albuilding. Their investment program also in- lows the firm to produce up to 400,000 tons
cludes development of a sinter plant, whichT of high purity sulfuric acid a year.
will increase production capacity from 4.5T
According to the information promillion tons a year to 6.5 million tons a year vided by local authorities of the Chelyby 2012.
 abinsk region, in 2005–2006 the region’s
Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works has metallurgic companies invested 26.6 bilalready invested $ 850m on its modern- lion rubles ($ 1.04bn) and 27.5 billion ruization in 2007 and plans another $ 1bn bles ($ 1.08bn) respectively into the modin 2008. By 2010 it plans to invest more ernization of their production facilities.
than $ 5bn in over factory development. The estimated amount of investment in

Ferrous metallurgy production output
of the Chelyabinsk region’s
T
leading companies
T

Company Name
2005
2006


Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works
10.2 million tons
11.346 million tons

Chelyabinsk Metallurgic Plant
3.805 million tons
3.971 million tons


Asha Metallurgic Plant
0.4324 million tons 0.4685 million tons

Zlatoust Metallurgic Plant
0.3849 million tons 0.4183 million tons

T

Seversky Pipe Mill

Nizhnetagilsky Metallurgic plant

Ural Steel

Zlatoust Metallurgic Plant

Chelyabinsk Metallurgic Plant

Izhstal

Asha Metallurgic Plant

Serov Metallurgic Plant

Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works

Nizhneserginsky Metallurgic Plant

Scrap metal consumption history by
Ural’s metallurgic plants, %
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Share of Chelyabinsk companies in
the overall Russian production
of metal products
Rolled metal products




Steel



Steel pipes




Ferrosilicon





Ferrochrome




Source: website of local authorities
of the Chelyabinsk region www.pravmin74.ru
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Russia’s output of rolled metal
products in 2006, in million tons
16,2

42,1

55 Companies of the Chelyabinsk region
55 Companies of other Russia’s regions
In total 58.3 million tons of rolled metal
products have been manufactured
production facilities for 2007 stands was
more than 30 billion rubles ($ 1.18bn).
Most of the capital used for these investment comes from internal funds, not outside investments.

Manufacturers integrate and
focus on domestic markets
To be more competitive in the global market,
metallurgic companies of the Chelyabinsk region have also started working together more
closely. Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works
and Chelyabinsk Pipe Mill have announced
their plans to set up an integrated company that will cover the entire production cycle starting from raw materials extraction to
manufacturing final products. Magnitogorsk

Iron and Steel Works will also become a key
supplier of large wall thickness steel plates to
the Chelyabinsk Pipe Mill’s new large-diameter pipe shop. It is estimated that the demand
for large diameter pipes from Russia’s oil and
gas industry will continue to grow steadily
during the next few years.
The Chelyabinsk Zinc Factory has initiated the process of setting up a trade association of Russian zinc manufacturers and
consumers. The idea will also be to encourage zinc and zinc concentrate manufacturers and buyers (metallurgic plants that
produce zinc coating) to join the association. Ural Mining and Metallurgic Company (UMMC), a firm which ranks second in
Russia for zinc production and zinc concentrate manufacturer Russian Copper Company also support the idea of establishing
such an association.
Analysts believe the association will
mainly deal with issues related to maintaining high prices in the Russian market
and protecting Russian companies from
foreign competitors. As the press office of
the Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works reports, the company used to sell 50 % of its
products in the domestic market, and 50 %
of products in foreign markets, but today
the situation has changed. In 2007 the factory sold more than 65 % of its products
domestically. Major consumers of Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works products are
the pipe industry (22 %), machine building
(18.6 %) and manufacturers of hard components (11.7 %).

According to experts, a major area for
future growth and development is the domestic building and automobile industries.
Consumption of metallurgy products by
these metal-intensive sectors is steadily increasing. The Winter Olympic Games to be
held in Sochi in 2014 also represent a significant growth opportunity, with budgets
for construction already over $100bn.

Prominent metallurgic companies of the Chelyabinsk region (in alphabetic order)
Company

Website

Activity

Asha Metallurgic Plant

www.amet.ru

Ferrous metallurgy products

Chelyabinsk Electrode Factory

www.chez.uu.ru

Production of electrodes

Chelyabinsk Electrometallurgic Plant

www.chemk.ru

Production of ferrous alloys

Chelyabinsk Zinc Factory

www.zinc.ru

Production of zinc metal

Karabashmed

www.karabash.ru

Copper products

Kasli Foundry

–

Ornamental casting

Kyshtym Copper Electrolytic Factory

www.kmez.ru

Fire and electrolytic refining of copper, copper products manufacturing

Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works

www.mmk.ru/rus/index.wbp

Integrated ferrous metallurgy company

Mechel mining and metallurgic company

www.mechel.ru

Production of iron ore, nickel and steel

Satka Ironworks

–

Cast iron manufacturing

Ufaleynickel

www.ufaleynickel.ru

Production of nickel and cobalt

Zlatoust Metallurgic Plant

www.tagmet.ccr.ru

High-alloy steel and alloys
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Metallurgy
The contrary view: will Chinese exports and global overcapacity cause a melt down of current high prices?
A few months ago a meeting was held to discuss the future of Russia’s metallurgy industry. It was provocatively titled: “Russian Metal: Are We on the
Threshold of an Overproduction Crisis? Some managers of Russia’s leading
metallurgic factories are clearly worried. Their big concern is overcapacity.
If nothing changes in the global market of metal, some feel that in the near
future the whole world will face an overproduction crisis–a crisis that will hit
Russia harder than any other country. The main reason for the worry is China. It seems like overnight, China’s huge appetite for natural resources has
suddenly transformed the country from an importer to being an exporter.
Current global annual consumption of metal products is around
1.2bn tons In 2007 Chinese companies manufactured 540 million tons
and exported around 11 % of this volume. However, taking into account the intense development of Chinese metals companies, it is expected that in two years time China will be ready to offer 250 million
tons of metal for export–50 % of the global market! In this case the
export share of Russian metallurgic companies will plummet and they
will all have to focus on the domestic market. This will cause the Russian metals market to be over-supplied, forcing prices and profitability
into a severe downward spiral. The most pessimistic predict an industry collapse for all but the most efficient producers. Russian companies
shutdown. Their fear also concerns steel. It is estimated that by 2015
steel production in Russia will reach around 90 million tons a year. Current market demand is 36 million tons and will only grow to 47 million
tons by 2015, they say. By then, China with its prodigious 540 million
ton production output will be able to offer the Russian market 50 tons
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of steel at rock bottom prices to take over the market even its profits are minimal. Flooding the market with cheap steel will simply force
Russian manufacturers out of the market. The, as the scenario continues, once the Russian metallurgic industry is on its heels, China will
raise its prices. The solution? State intervention or???
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COMPANY PROFILE / MEHTRANS
Anton Akimov, strategic development adviser in Mehtrans (Ekaterinburg)

Scrap metals play a major role in steel-making,
but favoritism and a looming deficit cloud the future
Although there are 15 new plants being designed or built that will use scrap metals
as a primary source for making steel, a looming deficit and reliance on favorite suppliers
is clouding the future. The challenge for scrap-collectors and scrap-processors will be
to work together with steel producers to build new relationships that will ensure steady
supplies and fair prices.
In Russia today, there are five big metallurgic companies – Magnitogorsk Iron &Steel Works, Severstal, Mechel, Novolipetsk Steel and
EVRAZ Holding. All of them are making large investments to construct electrometallurgic furnaces for producing steel using mainly
scrap metal. The future of such furnaces is bright– there are fifteen
projects underway to build electrometallurgic plants that will use
only scrap metal. Despite the opinion of some analysts who feel that
less than half of these projects will be implemented, I believe that the
market will continue to expand to the point where there will not be
enough scrap metal even for these plants. According to the RF Ministry of Economic Development and Trade, the growth of demand
in scrap till 2015 will be 10–15 million tons. But this will still leave a
deficit of three to 10 million tons, so even collecting all the existing
scrap metal in Russia will not solve the problem. As recently as 2004
Russia was the leading scrap metal exporter. But today, imports are
getting smaller and scrap metal redistribution from foreign to domestic markets is only 7 % a year. Soon, there will be only imports
of scrap metal. The Chelyabinsk region has two of the five leading
metallurgic plants in Russia, making it the biggest scrap metal consumer in the country. In September alone, the region used 500,000
tons. Internal collection was only 90,000 tons, which meant that
more than 400,000 tons of scrap metal was imported.

Kazakhstan is the prize
The annual amount of scrap metal in Kazakhstan, which borders
the region, is about 3.5 million tons. They currently export about 2
million tons a year. The main consumers are China and Turkey. We
are trying to enter the Kazakhstan market but now there are several obstacles connected with Russian customs politics. Mehtrans
is trying to change the situation. Our strategy was initially based
on extending our market from Ekaterinburg to the nearest regions.
At first we took into account only the Chelyabinsk region. Despite
its many benefits, the scrap metals market is quite difficult to enter. Despite the fact that there is more scrap metal here than in
Anton Akimov, strategic development adviser
of Mehtrans
Anton Akimov has graduated from Ural State University, department of
history and department of economics with a degree in Financial and Investment Management. He made reports in several Russian and international conferences concerning modelling and systems analysis. Since April
2007 he has been a leading analyst and strategic development adviser of
Mehtrans. He is also an expert on the scrap metals market, the author
of various articles in the following magazines: Ural Scrap Metal Market
and Secondary Metals Market. Mr. Akimov is a frequent participant in
conferences dedicated to scrap processing.
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any other region of Russia (the largest sources are from machinebuilding and metallurgic complexes), the competition in the Chelyabinsk and Sverdlovsk regions is higher than in other Russian regions because of how large buyers play the market.

Old boy network stifles development
The big companies like Magnitogorsk Iron & Steel Works and
Mechel, for example, only work with certain trading companies.
These suppliers are treated like “friendly affiliates”. This practice
limits competition because there are no organized tenders or even
long-term contracts. Worse, of course, is that these practices make
scrap metal cost more–up to 7 % more than what independent traders could sell it for.
With more development, the Russian market of ferrous metals will meet the European requirements and
this will cause “affiliated metal traders” to become independent.
Long-term contracts with metallurgic plants will then become
an important step in developing scrap collecting and scrap processing branches. Under this scenario, a plant could sign a contract with a scrap collecting company for six months or a year,
which would ensure a stready, trouble-free supply of scrap metal. This would also regulate the relationship between traders and
consumers and help predict market swings. European scrap processing and metallurgic companies have already adopted this level of development. Today all big scrap collectors understand that
this is the way of the future. It’s the way we are planning to work,
but it may take another five to seven years.

Construction materials production
Analysis: Anna Balashova, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Raw materials drive growth, but cement producers complacent
The Chelyabinsk region has large reserves of sands, clay and marble not only to meet local demand but to export to
other regions. The weak link is cement. Foreign investment is pouring into Sverdlovsk region cement producers, but
not into Chelyabinsk, whose firms who need to re-invest to produce higher quality product.
The Chelyabinsk region ranks seventh
among Russian regions for production of
concrete goods, 11th for production of cement and 13th for production of common
brick. Companies operating on the territory of the Chelyabinsk region produce 43 %
of the total volume of cement produced in
the Ural Federal District, 40 % of roof shingles and 27 % of raw materials.
The region has considerable reserves
of mineral raw materials used in the construction materials industry. There are 40
deposits of common brick (26 are mined
deposits), 24 deposits of sand and gravel material (nine are mined), 35 deposits of brick earth (15 are mined) and two
deposits of raw materials to manufacture
porous aggregates.

Ural’s mineral wealth
from sand to limestone
Raw materials extracted from common
brick deposits are used to produce road
rubble for construction of railways and
motorways, common and hydraulic concrete. Total proven reserves of brick
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amount to 1,147.1 million cubic meters.
Another 34.63 million cubic meters of
brick deposits need further development.
The estimated demand for road rubble for
the period 2006–2010 stands at 23.714
million cubic meters which means there
is enough raw materials to meet the demand. Raw materials for road rubble production are extracted not only from developed deposits but also in the process
of mining ores.
There are three types of sand that are
in demand in the Chelyabinsk region – fluvial, pit and glass sand. Fluvial sand contains the minimum amount of clay fractions
and other extraneous impurities. This type
of sand is the purest of all types of sand
and therefore is used to manufacture high
grade mortar and concrete. However without a nearby high quality optics plant to
make use of such resources, fluvial sand is
very costly to extract and is only mined in
small amounts.
Pit sand is in high demand in the region. It is used in masonry, stucco works,
as an underlayer and as a concrete aggre-

gate. The total volume of identified sand
deposits stands at more than 239 million
cubic meters. The estimated demand for
sand for the period 2006–2010 is 11 million cubic meters. Sand consumption is
steadily growing together with the demand
for concrete. Concrete contains about 30 %
sand. Five manufactures of concrete goods
that operate in the Chelyabinsk region produce around 15,000 cubic meters of concrete monthly.
There are three glass sand deposits in
the region. They are the Polovinkinskoye,
Sugoyakskoye and Erofeevskoye deposits. These have more than 73 million cubic meters of glass sand. To produce plate
glass, nepheline, which is a feldspar concentrate, is used. Nepheline is extracted
from the Vishnevogorskoye deposit which
is the only supplier of this material to glass
making factories all over Russia. Reserves
of this concentrate are estimated at 5 million cubic meters. Today, however, glass
sand and nepheline are exported to other
regions, while glass is imported from Bashkiria and China.
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Marble and granite
Building companies of the Chelyabinsk region use marble as a facing material. The
region is rich in marble and is one of the
top producers in Russia for this material.
The Chelyabinsk region is home to granite
deposits with a total amount of 10 million
cubic meters and six marble deposits with a
total amount of more than 30 million cubic
meters. Four out of the six marble deposits are operating. The Koelgamramor Company extracts and processes white marble
from the Koelginskoye deposit to manufacture veneers that are exported to many Russian regions. At the moment the ProkhoroBalandinskoye marble deposit is operating
only partially for production of crushed
marble. The Shishimskoye marble deposit
is being developed by Zlatoust Construction
Materials Factory to produce marble chips
and marble powder. Marble blocks are extracted from the Verkhne-Ufaleyskoye deposit and are exported to Russian regions
for further processing. The marble processing shop of Ufaley Nickel Factory develops the Cheremshanskoye deposit. The
Elena marble deposit provides raw materials for production of marble blocks and
marble chips.
Granite reserves of the Sultaevskoye
granite deposit are estimated at 10 million
cubic meters. Extracted granite is used in
road building to manufacture curbs.

Brick production to double
The Chelyabinsk region has 35 deposits of
brick earth, out of these, 15 are being developed at the moment. Brick earth is used
to manufacture clay, calcium silicate and
tripoli brick.
Brick manufactures located in the South
Urals have production capacity to manufacture 490 million bricks a year while at the

moment they produce 380 million bricks a
year. By 2010 it is projected to increase production capacity up to 899 million bricks
while the demand is estimated at 580 million bricks a year.

Cement firms need to re-invest
Marl, clay and limestone are the raw materials extracted in the region for cement production. The largest deposits of these materials have been identified in Emanzhelinsk,
Katav-Ivanovsk and Agapovka. There are
three cement factories in the Chelyabinsk
region. All are badly in need of re-investment since their plant and equipment are
outdated. The three factories are KatavIvanovsk factory that runs at 57 % capacity (the factory produces 0.9 million tons
of cement; its capacity is 1.5 million tons),
Korkino factory that runs at 60 % capacity (it produces 1.5 million tons of cement;
its capacity is 2.3 million tons) and Magnitogorsk factory that runs at full capacity and manufactures 0.252 million tons of
cement a year.
The average cement production in the
Chelyabinsk region currently runs at 61 %
capacity. According to the data provided by
Stroitelny Portal (a web portal dedicated
to the building industry) cement factories
in the South Urals still manage to produce
nearly two times more cement than is needed in the local market (factories make 2.8
million tons of cement a year while the local market needs 1.5 million tons a year).
However the quality of this cement does
not always satisfy the requirements of local building companies.

LaFarge sees opportunity
According to the Ural Business Consulting
information agency, the growth rate of construction works in the Chelyabinsk region

Construction materials production output
55 Concrete goods
55 Walling materials
55 Aggregates
55 Extraction and processing of brick facing materials
55 Limestone plaster materials and binding materials
55 Heat insulating materials
55 Other materials
55 Non-metallic industry
55 Cement goods
Source:
regional program named Development
of Building Sector Production Facilities
in the Chelyabinsk Region over the Period 2006–2010
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over the first six months of 2007 was 21 %.
Analysts forecast that by 2010 the region
may face a cement deficit. Local government believes that to avoid the deficit it is
necessary to attract investment in building
new construction materials factories. The
world’s largest cement producer, France’s
Lafarge, agrees. The firm, which operates
in more than 70 countries, plans to launch
construction of a new cement factory in the
Chelyabinsk region in 2008. In 2003 the
company purchased a 75 % stake in the Uralcement factory located in Korkino. It is projected that new production facilities will be
installed at the Uralcement plant. As a result the firm’s total production output is estimated to double.

Sverdlovsk region is attracting
more new capital than Chelyabinsk
Meanwhile the neighboring Sverdlovsk region is more active than the Chelyabinsk region in terms of attracting investment in cement production.
Here Construction Trust #10, owned by
Russian Railways, the Russian railway monopoly, has announced it is ready to open
its cement factory. Nikom-Ogneupor refractory goods manufacturer has reached an
agreement with Chinese Jidong Cement
Group on setting up a cement factory with
production capacity of 1.2 million tons of
cement a year in Nizhny Tagil. The total value of the project is around $ 80m. Ado Cimento, a Turkish company, projects to invest $ 250m in construction of a cement
factory with production capacity of 1.5 million tons of cement a year in the Sverdlovsk
region. It is estimated that the factory’s production output will be steadily growing every year to reach the five million ton mark
within five years. All of these projects are
to be implemented by 2009.















Power generation
Analysis: Anna Balashova, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Is nuclear power the answer to solve the power shortage?
The Chelyabinsk region consumes just under 34 billion kilowatt-hours of electric power a year.
Nearly 33 % of this amount is purchased outside the region. Some part of the electric power consumed
is generated by RAO UES’s power stations located on the territory of the region. 23% of the total amount
of electric power consumed by the region is provided by electric power stations that operate
at industrial enterprises. Local authorities of the region believe construction of a nuclear power station
which will take from six to ten years to build, will put an end to the energy crisis.

The main players
Chelyabenergo is the key power and heat
supplier in the Chelyabinsk region. The
company transmits electric power along
110–0.4 kW lines and has an 80 % share
in the region’s market. RAO UES of Russia owns a 49 % stake in Chelyabenergo and is its major shareholder. Russian
MDM bank also owns a large stake in the
company. Chelyabenergo is managed by
the Urals and Volga Interregional Distribution Company. Industrial companies of
the Chelyabinsk region are the main electric power buyers and consume 84 % of the
total volume of electric power generated.
Chelyabenergo has passed over its generating facilities to the Chelyabinsk Generating Company for management. Chelyabinsk
Generating Company is a part of the Territorial Generation Company #10 (TGK-10)
that comprises the Chelyabinsk Generating
Company, the Tyumen Regional Generating
Company and the Kurgan Generating company. The South Ural State District Power
Plant (South Ural GRES) has become a part

of the Thermal Generation Company of the
Wholesale Electricity Market #3 (OGK-3).
In 2006 Chelyabinsk Generating Company
generated 5.6 billion kilowatt-hours of electric power, out of that 80 % was generated
using natural gas and 20 %–using coal.

Energy crisis will get worse
According to the data provided by local authorities of the Chelyabinsk region, the region is suffering a serious electric power
deficit. The region ranks sixth in Russia for
electric power consumption, but local electrical power stations have generating facilities to produce only 70 % of the total volume of electric power needed. The balance
is imported from other Russian regions.
This deficit slows down the region’s industrial development.
Local authorities have to acknowledge the fact that many of the region’s
industrial factories cannot get permission to increase their production capacity needed for their further development
and therefore have to set up new factories

and shops outside the region. Large companies can afford to invest their internal
funds to finance their own generating facilities. Thermal power stations already
supply the Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel
Works, Chelyabinsk Metallurgic Plant, the
Magnesit factory and a number of transport, building and agricultural companies. Electric power generating facilities
owned by the Asha Metallurgic Plant produce up to 120 million kilowatt-hours a
year to satisfy 70 % of the factory’s demand. At the same time according to the
governor of the Chelyabinsk region, Petr
Sumin, the Troitskaya State District Power Plant (Troitskaya GRES) is running at
31–33 % capacity and the other two electric power stations at 70 % capacity.
It is estimated that if electric power
consumption grows by just 6 % a year, by
2015 the deficit will hit the 50 % mark.
The Tsunami effect will not only affect
the Chelyabinsk region. Outside regional
suppliers will most likely be forced to cut
off power to Chelyabinsk users to because

All the electric power produced
on the territory of the Chelyabinsk
region is generated by thermal
power stations
47.3%

43.8%

8.9%

55 Boilers
55 Electric power stations
55 Waste-heat utilization plants
Source:
Ministry of Economic Development of the
Chelyabinsk region
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there will be a power deficit in their regions as well. Moreover, the outdated existing power lines in the South Urals will
simply not be able to handle the increased
flow of electric power

Modernize or go nuclear?
Faced with such power deficits, officials are
scrambling to attract investment to develop new facilities. As a part of a pilot project launched by RAO UES of Russia, TGK10 plans to start construction of the third
power generating unit at the Chelyabinsk
thermal power station #3. The projected
capacity of the power station is 360 MW of
electrical power and 92 gigacalories of thermal power. To fund the project, the company plans to issue an additional float of its
shares. There is also a chance that all the
additional shares will be sold to one strategic investor. The total value of the project is estimated at $ 350–400m.
Local authorities of the Chelyabinsk
region and the Federal Atomic Energy
Agency (RosAtom) are also getting ready
to launch construction of the South Urals nuclear power station. Experts believe
construction of this station is the only way
to put an end to the energy crisis. Setting
up a South Urals nuclear power station is
included in the plan of power generating
facilities distribution on the territory of
the Russian Federation drawn up for the
period until 2020. According to RosAtom,
once the station is constructed, the electric power shortages in the South Urals
and in the entire Ural Federal District will
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Electric power consumption by sectors
Electric power consumption, in billion of kW/hour

Percentage of the total
volume consumed

Industry, including

18.56

67.9

Ferrous metallurgy

12.36

45.3

2

7.3

2.01

7.4

Sector

Non-ferrous metallurgy
Machine building industry
Transport

2.35

8.6

Household and municipal services, service
industry

5.47

20

Other sectors

0.93

3.5

Total volume of electric power generated by
Chelyabenergo consumed

27.31

100

Cost comparative analysis-Chelyabenergo to other regional suppliers
Capitalization/
Generation, $/kW/hour

Capitalization/
Capacity, $/MW

Capacity used, %

Mosenergo

0.031

146,956

54

Irkutskenergo

0.008

32,915

48

Endesa (Spain)

0.071

238,881

39

Chelyabenergo

0.012

55,921
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Source: FINAM

be solved. It is projected that it will take
three years to prepare technical documentation and to get a license for the project
implementation, only after that the Federal Atomic Energy Agency will make a final decision. Specialists forecast that the

total value of this project will amount to
over $ 6bn. It is planned that the construction work will last from six to ten years.
Chelyabinsk’s building companies are to
participate in construction of the nuclear
power station.

Industry and
manufacturing
For the first 9 months of 2007 regional production
output of machinery and equipment was up 13.3 %
from the previous year. Sub sector growth soared:
mechanical equipment up 96.6 %; tower cranes
up 48.2 %; loaders up 92 %; tractors up 60.5 %;
bulldozers up 61.1 % and motor graders up 27.1 %.
The region’s automotive manufacturers sell
their trucks and bulldozers all over the world.
Domestically, they produce more than 98 % of
Russia’s heavy motor graders, 90 % of its crawler
cranes and bulldozers, 15 % of its tractors, 13 % of
its excavators and 11 % of its trucks. The automotive
sector accounts for more than 40 % of the overall
machine building production
Ural trucks, a brand that ranks second in Russia
after KAMAZ, recently set up an Indian JV called
Ural India. The factory’s initial production is 7,000
trucks a year, with a target of 70,000 within four
years.
Investors interested in participating in this robust
sector will find the best of Chelyabinsk’s performers
on the RTS and LSE.
Marchmont
Capital Partners

Industry and manufacturing
Analysis: Alexandra Starikova, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Region's truck, tractor, engine, parts makers shift into high gear
with double-digit production and sales growth this year
The Chelyabinsk region is one of Russia’s key producers of trucks, tractors, road graders, engines and transmissions.
Uraltrak, Russia’s leading industrial tractor and bulldozer producer, also sells its products globally to more than
15,000 companies. Ural Truck, second to KAMAZ, is first in all wheel drive trucks and recently set up a JV in India.
The Chelyabinsk region’s automotive manufacturers produce more than 98 % of heavy
graders, 90 % of Russian crawler cranes and
bulldozers, 15 % of tractors, 13 % of excavators and 11 % of trucks. The sector accounts
for more than 40 % of the overall machine
building production output.

Uraltrak–integrated
manufacturing from spare parts
to diesel-electric tractors
Chelyabinsk’s Uraltrak tractor factory
is one of the major automobile builders in the region. It is the leader in Russia and CIS countries producing industrial tractors, bulldozers and pipe laying
machines. More than 15,000 companies
worldwide use machinery manufactured
by the firm. Today Uraltrak employs more
than 17,000 people. The factory’s production facilities include over 13,000 units
of equipment that cover the complete
manufacturing cycle to produce everything from spare parts to finished goods.
The factory has its own casting, forging,
pressing, welding, mechanical treatment,
painting, heat-treatment and electroplating shops.
Uraltrak spends heavily on R & D. Together with the Siblelektroprivod factory,
located in Novosibirsk, and the Elektron scientific development and production centre
based in Novocherkassk, it has created a
unique diesel-electric DET-400 tractor powered by alternate current. Using AC power
instead of DC power allows the tractor to
be used as a bulldozer, a ripper, a pipe laying machine or a welding machine.

Expanding global market share
through licensing agreements
To expand its global presence, the factory
also licenses its products to other companies.
In 2006 Uraltrak, Uralvagonzavod and Vietnamese Lilama corporation signed an agreement to set up a factory in Vietnam to manufacture construction machinery. Under the
terms of this agreement in 2008 a joint stock
company will be created to build excavators,
bulldozers and special-purpose construction
machinery. During the start-up stage components will be exported to Vietnam from
Russian factories. But as the Vietnamese
partners become more familiar with Uraltrak’s technologies they will start producing
more and more components themselves. The
decision to set up the factory was supported
by the Vietnamese government, who will act
as the project’s investor to ensure ongoing
capital investment as production expands.
The deal was eagerly sought by Vietnam as
a way to cope with the country’s construction boom caused by the huge inflow of investment from the West. The Chelyabinsk
tractor factory will also provide its Vietnamese partners with design and technical documentation services. The Lilama’s factory will
be used to produce machinery.

more than 700 types of Ural trucks.
The plant ranks first in Russia for production of all-wheel drive trucks: 4x4’s,
6x8’s and 8x8’s. The chassis developed
for Ural trucks are used to assemble 180
types of special-purpose machinery, such

Ural’s trucks
The Chelyabinsk region is also home to
one of the largest truck manufacturers in
Russia–Ural Truck Plant. The firm has a
20 % share of the Russian truck market
and is a key enterprise in GAZ Group’s
Truck Division. Today it manufactures

Total production output up 13 %–subsector growth soars
During the period of January–August, 2007 production output of machinery and equipment was up
13.3 % from the same period in 2006. Sub sector growth soared: mechanical equipment production
was up 96.6 %; loaders up 92%; bulldozers up 61%; tractors up 60.5 %; tower cranes up 48.2%
and graders up 27.1 %.
Production of transportation vehicles and equipment also saw significant growth of 64.4 % due to
a 66.9 % increase in truck production, a 59 % growth in trailer and semitrailer production and a
87.8 % jump in the production of tram carriages (sources: www.chelexpo.ru, local government of
the Chelyabinsk region).
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Automotive industry

Major automotive and allied parts manufacturers of the Chelyabinsk region (in alphabetic order)
Company

Website

Chebarkul Crane Factory

Products
Crawler construction cranes

Chelyabinsk Automechanical Plant

www.chamz.ru

Valves, plungers, wrist pins

Chelyabinsk Construction and road Machines

www.chsdm.ru

Loaders, tractors, motor graders

Chelyabinsk Electric Locomotives Repair Factory

Components for electric loaders, repair of Russian electric locomotives

Chelyabinsk Mechanical Factory

www.cmz.ru

Crawler cranes and crane trucks

Chelyabinsk tractor factory Uraltrak

chtz-uraltrac.ru

Tractors, wheel and crawler loaders, bulldozers, pipe laying machines, accessories to machinery, vibratory rollers,
garbage presses, compact machinery, oil skimmers, motors

Katav-Ivanovsky Casting and Mechanical Plant

www.kilmz.ru

Molded parts, grinding media, spare parts for construction and road machinery, soil pumps

Kedr

www.kedr.ru

Components for suspensions and steering systems used in
assembling of VAZ automobiles

Kopeysky Machine Building Factory

www.kmz.kopeysk.ru

Mining machines, loading and drilling machines, drill rigs for
mines, machinery for potassium ore and halite extraction

Magnitogorsk Crane Factory

www.mkrz.ru

Electric bridge cranes

Nyazepetrovsky Crane Factory

www.uralkran.ru

Tower cranes, loader cranes

Sukholozhsky Crane Factory

www.uralkran.ru

Gantry and bridge cranes, grabs, road machinery and machinery for public utilities

Troitsky Diesel Factory

–

Pistons, sleeves and components for power driven turbocompressors, attachments to machinery, fuel and oil primary and secondary filters, couplings, sumps and pumps
for hydraulic systems for tractors, aluminum molded parts
for AvtoVAZ company

Ural Truck Plant

www.uralaz.ru

High-sided trucks, chassis, all-terrain busses, dump platforms

Uralavtopritsep

www.uralavtopritsep.ru

Trailers, semitrailers, heavy-duty trailers

Ust-Katav Railway Carriage Plant named after
S.M. Kirov

www.ukvz.ru

Tram carriages, equipment for fuel and energy industry

Zlatoust Excavator factory Zlatex

www.zlatex.ru

Wheel excavators, attachments to excavators, spare
parts
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as all-terrain busses, cranes, tank trucks,
fuel trucks, fire fighting vehicles, repair
trucks and all sorts of machinery for oil
and gas, timber and mining industries as
well as for public utilities.
Yaroslavsky Motor Works is the main engine and transmission supplier to the Ural
Truck Plant. Uralavto Trading House is the
official distributor of Ural Truck Plant’s
products. It has 16 dealers and nine agents
all over Russia. The truck plant and the
trading house cooperate closely with 80
manufacturers of special-purpose equipment.
Ural’s chassis are also used in the production of more than 400 types of specialpurpose machinery by Ivanovo-based Avtocran factory, the Ulyanovsky Mechanical
Plant #2, the Klintsovsky Autocrane Factory, the Chelyabinsk Mechanical Plant
and Naberezhnye Chelny-based Avtomaster company. RAO UES of Russia, compa-
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nies of oil and gas industry and the Russian army are other strategic clients of the
Ural Truck Plant.
The plant’s military products are in demand not only in Russia, but also abroad. In
2001 it started delivering its all-wheel drive
Ural-4320 (6x6) and Ural-43206 (4x4) military trucks to Uruguay. By the beginning
of 2006 more than 500 trucks had been exported there. Mexico has also ordered 100
Ural-4320 trucks for the onshore divisions
of its naval forces.

New assembly plant opens in India
The Ural Truck Plant has also set up its assembly factories abroad. In 2007 Ural India,
a jointly-constructed factory project with
Indian Motijug Agencies, was launched in
Haldia (India). It is projected that the factory’s initial production output will be around
7,000 trucks a year which is to increase up
to 70,000 trucks a year within four years.

About 1,500 trucks will be bought by India’s Ministry of Defense and some of the
production will be exported abroad. Ural
trucks will replace Czech-made Tatra trucks
that were chosen by the Indian army as the
main military transport at the end of the
20th century.

Trailers and semi’s
The Uralavtopritsep factory is one of the
leading developers and manufacturers of
trailers and semitrailers in Russia. The factory has unique experience of producing
trailers that can transport cargo heavier
than 1,000 tons. One of its main buyers is
the RF Ministry of Defense.

Road and construction machinery
in the global market
Chelyabinsk Construction and Road Machines is another factory located in the
Chelyabinsk region that is a part of the
GAZ Group. Its main product is motor
graders. Today the factory assembles its
machines using Russian and foreign components (Cummins, Zahnradfabrik, RABA,
Bosch-Rexroth, Dunfoss). Construction and
road machinery manufactured here is sold
all over Russia and abroad. The factory is
very aggressive in its foreign marketing activities and is currently focusing on expansion into African, Middle Eastern and Latin
American markets where Russian machinery is in demand.
The Chelyabinsk region boasts of the
only manufacturer of crawler construction
cranes with lifting capacity of 25 tons in
Russia, the Chebarkul Crane Factory. Its
MKG-25.01A tower and derrick crawler
cranes with adjustable caterpillar tracks are
the factory’s key product. It is used for construction work and loading operations.
Rounding out the list of major producers is the Ust-Katav Railway Carriage Plant,
the major supplier of tram carriages in Russia and to CIS countries. It manufactures
carriages with 1,000mm, 1,435mm and
1,520mm wide wheel tracks.

Production of machines and equipment
Analysis: Alexandra Starikova, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Machine builders ride the energy and mining wave
Chelyabinsk machine builders enjoy a growing domestic market but are eager to export to the US and EU. Lacking
the technical complexity of their global counterparts, even lower cost and higher quality are not enough to
penetrate these foreign markets. Sales to Asian, CIS and African countries however, are strong and increasing.
According to information released by local
authorities of the Chelyabinsk region, during the period of January-July 2007 industrial production output in the Chelyabinsk
region enjoyed a 14.7 % growth compared
to the same period of 2006. Production
of machinery and equipment went up by
11.5 % while production of electric, electronic and optical equipment increased by
66.4 %. The main reason for such an intense
growth was an increase in the production of
devices for radio, television and telecommunications and a 36.2 % increase in production of electric machinery and equipment.
Mechanical equipment production output
enjoyed the largest growth of 96 %.
Machine building companies focus
mainly on manufacturing metal-intensive
products such as machinery and equipment for oil refining, metal mining and
fuel and energy industries as well as consumer goods (heating systems, electric
and gas cookers).

Major players produce a wide
variety of products
Kyshtym Machine Building Factory is one
of the largest machine building factories
in the Chelyabinsk region. Today the fac-

tory is one of the few companies in Russia
that produces mining and drilling equipment and large diameter valves. Kyshtym
Machine Building Factory produces more
than 30 types of machinery and more than
200 types of spare parts. Equipment produced by the factory is used by mining companies all over Russia to construct water
development facilities and to extract mineral resources. Some of the products manufactured by the factory are exported to
Slovakia, Poland, the Ukraine, India, Vietnam, Uzbekistan, North Korea, Egypt and
Algeria.
The Stankomash factory is another important factory. It has a complete production cycle and delivers its products to more
than 30 companies in Russia as well as to
the CIS countries. Stankomash ranks as
one of the top five Russian manufacturers
of products for the fuel and energy industry. It is an integrated company that has
production facilities to cover all the production cycles including steelmaking, metal
casting, open die forging and stamping. The
metallurgic shop of the factory produces
ingots, castings, blanks, forgings and other types of metal blocks manufactured out
of carbon and high-alloy steel.

Prominent companies of high-precision machine building and instrument making industries
(in alphabetic order)
Company
Chelyabinsk Polyot Radio Plabt

Website
www.polyot.ru

Main types of products
Radar and navigation ground equipment for airports

Instrument Making Factory, federal
www.imf.ru
state unitary enterprise (Tryokhgorny)

Equipment for control, management and protection systems for nuclear power stations

ITEC

www.itec.snz.ru

Technologies for materials and goods automated marking and identification; timekeeping systems; access control systems; vehicles tracking systems; vehicles radio frequency identification systems; nuclear materials detection systems

Measuring Equipment R&D Institute
(NIIIT Corporation)

www.meti.ru

Radio engineering navigation and landing aids for airfields; test equipment for navigation and
landing aids; TV control–TV alarms and working processes for automation aids; UHF technologies for agricultural production; radio and television broadcasting and telecommunication aids

Metran

www.metran.ru

Intelligent measuring equipment for working processes automation: pressure transmitters,
temperature transmitters, flow meters, metering systems, thermal meters, level gauges,
metrological equipment, functional equipment, modules and systems based on these modules

Spektr-Conversion

www.spektrc.com Electric ovens, traffic lights, jet perforators for oil extraction, orthopedic goods, oxygen generators, calibration equipment for devices used in fine mechanics
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Prominent companies of machine building industry (in alphabetic order)
Company

Website

Main types of products

Agregat

www.agregat-avia.ru

Products to be used in air-technical industries, emergency
and rescue tools, spare parts for automobiles, gear pumps

Agromash

www.agromash.ru

Welding machines, machines for cleaning welding wire

Anker

www.anker.ru

Metal structures for industrial buildings and facilities; metal structures for residential buildings and facilities; vertical
tanks with a total volume of 100,000 cubic meters for oil
products, chemicals and water; storage tanks for hot water; bins for bulk stock; bins; industrial pipelines with a diameter varying from 1,200 to 3,200 mm; gas flues; chimneys; coke batteries

Chelaybinsk Mechanical Factory

www.chamz.chat.ru

Gas and electric cookers, valves, magnetic controllers, cylinders

Chelyabinsk Compressor Plant

www.chkz.ru

Compressor units, modular compression stations, air treatment equipment, piston compressors, pneumatic tools

Chelyabtechstrom

www.techstrom.uu.ru

Iterative air and gas filters, chassis trailers, non-standard
equipment

Electromashina

www.electromashina.ru

Electric equipment, control systems, gas-turbine power
units

Kusinsky Casting and Machine Building Factory

www.klmz.ru

Furnaces, boilers, heating systems, dump skip, slag-sluicing
systems, ash-sluicing systems, valves, ash catchers, grinders, heaters, scraping machines, pumps, feeders

Kyshtym Machine Building Factory

www.oaokmo.ru

Drilling rigs, underground drilling rigs, mine electric locomotives, downhole pneumatic hammers, auxiliary mine hoists,
scraper loading hoists, portable drilling machines

Miass Machine Building Factory

www.mmz.ru

Equipment for confectionery factories, equipment for breweries, equipment for petrochemical factories, heating systems, electric equipment for automobiles, quartz glass

Ozersky Factory of Non-Standard Equipment

www.ozno.ru

Capacitance equipment, heat-transfer equipment, air
cleansing equipment, mass-transfer equipment, equipment
to manufacture technical carbon, stub trolleys, separators,
hydraulic filters, devices fitted with mixers

Stankomash

www.stankomash.ru

Equipment to go through mine fields, thread-cutting lathes,
equipment for mining and oil and gas industries

State rocket center Makeyev Design Bureau

www.makeyev.ru

Ballistic missiles, space and rocket equipment, windmills,
fire escape lift systems, truck-mounted concrete pumps,
machines to calibrate flowmeters, thermal elements for
heat-tranfer fluid, equipment for oil processing industry, hydraulic assembly tools, medical equipment

Troitsky Electromechanical Factory

www.ural-temz.ru

Heat-transfer devices for cooling systems of large electric
machines, hydrogenerators, turbogenerators, electric motors, pressure and furnace transformers, induction coils,
insulating and operating rods

Troitsky Machine Building Factory

www.tstz.ru

Electric discharge machines, electrochemical machines,
copy-piercing machines, anode-mechanical cutting
machines

Ufaley Metallurgic Machine Building Plant

www.uzmm.ru

Equipment used by sintering, coke chemical, metallurgic,
blast-furnace, metal rolling and glass melting factories

Zlatoust Machine Building Factory

www.zlatmash.ru

Weapon, hydraulic manipulators, electric cookers, gas cookers, non-standard equipment
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Ufaley Metallurgic Machine Building
Plant develops and produces all types of
machinery and equipment for metallurgic
companies that produce coke chemical, sintering, blast-furnace and rolled products.
The plant delivers its machinery and equipment to nearly all large metallurgic companies in Russia and is one of the few firms
that is able to export to Great Britain, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Finland, the Ukraine,
Belarus, Kazakhstan and China.
Electromashina is a major Russian company that produces electric equipment, control systems, gas-turbine power units that
are also used in military hardware. Apart
from that, Electromashina also makes sophisticated medical equipment, controllable electric drives, electric systems and other devices.
One of the specific features of the region’s machine building sector is that most
of machine building companies in the
Chelyabinsk region were set up to manufacture military products and today it is still
their main activity.

Dependent on military orders,
sector is converting to more
commercial work
Machine building factories, being a part of
military industrial complex, have been encouraged to widen the range of their nondefense products. Miass Machine Building
Factory is such a company. The factory is a
state unitary enterprise controlled by the
Russian Federal Space Agency. It is fitted
with high-precision equipment to perform
the most difficult working operations in the
field of machine building and instrument
making which it is now used to build commercial products.

The beginning of the 21st century saw
Western governments and capital starting
to participate in activity of Russian companies that used to be secret. In July 2004
Emerson Process Management, an American company, became an investor and a
strategic partner of Metran industrial company. Together the companies developed,
produced and provided after sales services
for intelligent measuring equipment that
is used in a wide variety of industrial applications. In 2004 an Engineering Center was set up on the territory of Metran
as a part of the Emerson’s Global Engineering Chain that has its branches in the
USA, Belgium, Sweden, Germany, China
and India.
Identification Technologies Company
(ITEC) was set up with financial support
of the American government under a Russian-American program called the Nuclear Cities Initiative. The company’s headquarters is located in the closed town of
Snezhinsk. ITEC participates in technical assistance provided by the US government to Russian nuclear enterprises targeted at improving nuclear materials physical
protection, accounting and control. Today
the company delivers equipment and provides services to enterprises controlled by
the Ministry of Nuclear Energy, such as
Physics and Energy Institute (Obninsk),
the Research Institute of Atomic Reactors
(Dimitrovgrad), the Ural Electrochemical
Integrated Plant (Novouralsk), the Novosibirsk Chemical Concentrate Plant (Novosibirsk), the Electrochemical Factory
(Zelenogorsk), the Russian Federal Nuclear Centre (Snezhinsk) and the Kurchatov
Institute for Atomic Energy.

Growth rate over the first eight months of 2007
Products

Growth rate, in %

Mechanical equipment

196.6

Tower cranes

148.2

Lifters

192.0

Tractors

160.5

Bulldozers

161.1

Motor graders

127.1

Trucks

166.9

Trailers, semitrailers

159.0

Tram carriages

187.8

Electric machines and equipment

133.5
Source: www.ural-chel.ru
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Transport and
logistics
As a mostly-closed region until the early 1990’s,
the Chelyabinsk area has long been in the shadow
of neighboring Ekaterinburg, an open city whose
more diversified economy and location on the
more in demand east-west corridor has helped its
transportation infrastructure grow very rapidly.
The Chelyabink’s region’s transportation system is
still focused on the needs of the military-industrial
complex of industries that dominate here. These
were and are still dependent on rail. But as the
region has become more open, the demand for a
modern transportation infrastructure has become
acute.
The stark absence of any Class A warehouse space
(refrigerated for food distributors; heated for
commercial and retail goods) has finally lured
developers to fill the gap. Today one of the single
largest investment projects in the region is a new
world-class, multi-modal, multi-purpose logistics
center that will eventually employ 3,000 people.
The region’s status as little more than a junction for
through-shipping is finally starting to shift. With
increased RF and regional funding earmarked for
its aging highways, the region is finally beginning
to address its overall transportation needs. This
will help continue its current pace of development
to encourage more FMCG, retail and commercial
growth.
Marchmont
Capital Partners

Transport and logistics
Alexandra Starikova, Marchmont Capital Partners

Growing pains reveal acute shortage of Class A logistics centers
The Chelyabinsk region is a large transportation hub that serves more than 120 countries. Since Ekaterinburg
is the major transport hub of the Urals, Chelyabinsk functions as a transit zone. Its lack of warehouse and other
storage facilities was not an issue but now that business is booming, the shortage of Class A logistics is acute.
Several developers have moved in to fill the gap and one, Lainer, is planning a $ 600m investment on 127 hectares
that will create the region’s largest multi-purpose logistics office park.
The Chelyabinsk region is located at the
crossroads of the Moscow- Ryazan-Ruzaevka-SamaraUfa-Chelyabinsk-Omsk-Vladivostok railroad, M5 highway (connecting
Moscow and Chelyabinsk) and the Khasakstan-Ekaterinburg highway. There are two
international airports: “Baladino” (18km
away from Chelyabinsk) which handles
98 % of flights (including flights to Germany, United Arab Emirates (UAE), Uzbekistan, Armenia, Tadzhikistan) and Magnitogorsk International Airport, which offers
flights to Egypt, Turkey, Tadzhikistan.
Apart from the Trans-Siberian railway,
the South-Ural railway also crosses the
Chelyabinsk region. It mostly transports
ferrous metals and construction cargos.
Over the first eight months of 2007 metals and construction cargo was 64 % of
the total amount shipped. More than 100
million tons of cargo was transported during this period, up 10.3 % from the same
period in 2006.
The M5 (connecting Chelyabinsk and
Moscow) and Kazakhstan-Moscow motorway are the region’s major motor routes

Notorious death road
Today around 70 % of cargo and 60 % of
passenger transport in Russia is via highways. Currently there are more than 20 companies (including local, federal and international companies) that offer transportation
and logistics services here.
Although Russia’s traffic network is one of
the most extensive in the world, only 30–
40 % of the roads in the Urals Federal District are in a good condition. Another 30 %
need to be re-leveled and one third of bridges and viaducts are also in need of major
repairs.
The M5 motorway, notorious in Russia
as Death Road, is the highway that needs
the most urgent repairs. In spite of its stated
traffic capacity of 6,000 cars per day, more
than 14,000 cars pass through this road in
the South Urals region. The M5 is now a
part of a special federal funding program
for road repairs, but repairs won’t start until 2010.
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Regional authorities are trying to tackle the problem. Over the last year around
50km of new roadways were commissioned
(in particular the by-pass around Magnitogorsk) as well as three bridges; 150km
of other roads were repaired (in particular
Southuralsk-Magnitogorsk road) as well as
four bridges.

The Chelyabinsk region lacks Class
A warehouse facilities
Ekaterinburg has already established itself
as the major cargo transportation hub in the
Urals. Although Chelyabinsk receives a lot
of traffic, it is through-traffic. Its status as a
transport transit zone has discouraged construction of warehouse facilities for either
short or long term use. Now that the region
is booming, there is a strong demand. But
there is little available. In fact, there is not a
single high-tech logistics center in the whole
region. Over 80% of the storage facilities in
Chelyabinsk are class C and D, which were
last re-modeled in the Soviet period. The analysts at Chistye Aktivi (Net Assets) assert that
currently the city lacks around 400,000 km2
of high-quality storage area.

Developers move in with big plans
Lanier is developing the 127 hectare Krasnoe Pole Logopark, at $ 600m one of the
largest single investments in the region.
The logistics / office park center will take
4–5 years to fully develop. Eurasia Logistic plans to build a 250,000 km2 A-class logistics complex in Chelyabinsk and a Moscow consortium is planning to build a third
center.
The regional government is tackling
the problem of storage facilities. Yury Klepov, the Minister of Economic Development for the Chelyabinsk region recently
unveiled plans to develop four large logistics centers, funded by public / private
partnerships with the government. Three
of them are to be close to federal motorways and one is going to be on the border with Kazakhstan. It too will be funded through a public / private partnership
with government funds.

Transport infrastructure
Major transportation and logistics companies (in alphabetic order)
Company

Website

Activity

Association of Independent transport www.anpcargo.ru
operators Cargo

Cargo traffic in Russia

AsstrA

www.asstra.ru

International cargo traffic

Attenta

http://attenta.ru

Motor transportation in Russia

Autotrading

http://autotrading.ru

International cargo delivery and cargo traffic in Russia

Сity Express

www.cityexpress.ru

Courier service

Code3000

www.code3000.ru

Motor transportation in Russia, CIS and international transportation

DHL

www.dhl.ru

International cargo traffic

Express Transport

www.expresstrans.net

Cargo traffic in Russia

First expeditionary company

www.pecom.ru

Cargo traffic in Russia

Gruzovozoff

www.gruzovozoff.ru

International and national cargo traffic

Instar Logistics

www.instar.ru

International cargo traffic

Logistic Trans Auto

www.logistic-auto.ru

Passenger motor transportation, cargo traffic in Russia, CIS and international
traffic

Metatrans

www.metatrans.ru

Cargo traffic in Russia and CIS

Norma

www. norma-group.ru

International and internal motor and railway cargo traffic

NTK

www.ntkom.ru

Joint cargo railway transportation in Russia

Perspektiva

http://perspektiva.vdnh.ru

Cargo traffic in Russia

Pony Express

www.ponyexpress.ru

International cargo express delivery

Railcontinent

www.railcontinent.ru

Railway and motor transportation in Russia

Southural transport-expediting company.

www.yutk.ru

Railway and motorway cargo transportation in Russia and outside the country,
warehouse facilities, customs clearance

Transit-DM

http://tranzit-dm.ru

Railway cargo traffic in Russia

Transport-Expediting Company KIT

www.tk-kit.ru

Cargo traffic in Russia

Trans-Ural

www.trans-ural.ru

International railway cargo traffic

UPS

www.ups.com

International cargo traffic

Uralet

www.uralet.ru

Railway and motor traffic in Russia
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COMPANY PROFILE / LAINER
Boris Yurchenko, Director of Group of Companies Lainer

Integrated logistics center / office park will generate
thousands of jobs and solve major storage problems
One of the largest single investment projects implemented in the Chelyabinsk region is a new $ 600m,
127 hectare high-tech logistics / office park center in Krasnoe Pole. The project initiators are the
administration of the Chelyabinsk region and Logopark Krasnoe Pole Ltd. The developer is Lainer,
whose director talks about how the project will create more than just Class A storage space.
Major trading chains and industrial companies in the Chelyabinsk
region need modern logistics for complex cargo handling, storage and redistribution of cargo–as well as refrigerated and excise
warehouses. But the current storage facilities available were built
in the 1960-70s and are woefully inadequate.
Designing and building a high-tech industrial logistics park not
only makes sense because of the great demand, but also because it
is an excellent stimulator for the continued economic and investment development of the region.
A first class logistics center / office park has a real multiplier effect: it creates new working places, taxes, turnover growth
and lower costs; increases the ratio of capital turnover, the development of transport, engineering and telecommunication infrastructure and the development of small and medium-sized
businesses and creates a strong influx of federal and transnational capital to the region.

Linking the site to key transport hubs
Krasnoe Pole Logopark is a very complex project. It will encompass a total area of 127.5 hectares in the Sosnovski district in
the Chelyabinsk region, not far from Krasnoe Pole village. The
park will be about 10–15km from the city. This particular site
was chosen because of its proximity to key transport hubs. Near
it there is a railway main line which we will extend directly to
the park. Balandino Airport (cargo air traffic) and container
terminal station Chelyabinsk-gruzovoi are also nearby and easily accessible.
The draft area zoning envisages a technopark, industrial, trade
and two logistic zones. The work schedule is estimated to take 4–5
years. The large area allows us to plan the future development of
the territory in a comprehensive way. This way we can plan for
new kinds of industry and enterprises.

Long term planning allows flexible design
We can design / build to accommodate anything from food products producers to building and finishing materials manufacturers. The new logopark is designed to solve the problems of
Boris Urchenko, Director of Group of Companies Lainer
Boris Urchenko graduated from the Omsk Polytechnical Institute with a
degree in Machine-building Technologies, he graduated from the South
Ural State University with a degree in Company Economy and Management, he also graduated from the Ural Academy of Public Administration
with a degree in Contingency Plan Administration. Mr. Urchenko was Managing Director of South Ural Commercial and Industrial Company, he was
also Managing Director of Ujuralvneshtorg. Since 2006 he has been Director of Lainer Ltd.
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industrial companies, wholesale and retailers, transport and logistic operators and customs brokers. In addition, the logopark
will be able to facilitate high-tech technopark industries for
packaging, processing, operational logistics, transport, loading and expeditionary services, cleaning, public catering and
security services.

Infrastructure development will include rail,
roads and even a helicopter deck
As part of the first phase of construction of the warehouse project, we will build railway and road infrastructure for the whole
Logopark Krasnoe Pole complex. We will also need to develop
side roads to connect the logopark to the Ufa-Ekaterinburg circular motorway and to enlarge the station capacity of the Shagol
South Ural Railway. The projects architects are also recommending a helicopter deck.
Logopark will be more than just a world-class logistics / office
park. It will supply 2,500–3,500 people with new employment possibilities. For these new workers we plan to organize educational centers for specialists who can be trained in logistics and delivery management.

Eight major projects will take up to 5 years to finish
In addition to the logopark, we plan to launch not less than eight
other large projects in the Chelyabinsk region. These include warehouse projects and distribution centers. The timeframe for completion is 2012. We have already finished formation of the LK Lainer
project design team which will do these projects The prime contractors and chief designers, financial sources and several anchor
tenants are already determined; production schedule and funding profiles approved. Unfortunately, we have not received sufficient administration support and regional obstacles have slowed
us down. We fully expect to overcome these issues and make a significant contribution to the development of the region.

FMCG
production and
retail distribution
Ten years ago the Chelyabinsk region’s agricultural
sector underwent a massive reconstruction. Today
agribusiness in the region is a dominant force not
only in the region and Russia but its impact is global.
While cattle breeding accounts for more than 50 %
of the total production output of the agricultural
sector, grain exporters (Russia is now one of the
world’s top 5), poultry farmers and retail pasta
producers are on a roll.
The fastest growth is in the poultry field. Russian
producers are now pushing US suppliers off the shelf
with fresh-chilled, high quality poultry. Key to their
success are huge loan subsidies from the RF and
regional government that has allowed such firms
to vertically integrate their business and lower their
feed, production and packaging costs.
Retail turnover is also generating double-digit
growth. During the period of January–July, 2007
retail turnover stood at $ 5.5bn, which is up
19.3 % from the same period of 2006. Federal and
regional chains are now focusing on Chelyabinsk
and other “second cities” (1 million population).
The hypermarket rush is on. The share of chain
operators is likely to increase to 65 –80 % of the total
retail market in the next 3–5 years and continue
to cause a lot of M&A with local players. The only
clouds on the horizon are a lack of center city
building sites and Class A logistics centers–but the
latter are currently being planned.
Despite the enormous run-up in the RTS shares
of many retailers and food producers, Russia’s
domestic economy is still overlooked by foreign
investors whose focus continues to be on metals and
oil. But for the forward-looking investor, FMCG,
logistics and now even raw land offer real upside
potential.
Marchmont
Capital Partners

FMCG production and retail distribution
Analysis: Tatyana Shilova, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Chelyabinsk agricultural sector flexes its muscles attracting
almost as much investment as heavy industry
The agro-industrial complex of the Chelyabinsk region is on a roll. It not only manufactures enough products to
satisfy the needs of the region, but some products, such as macaroni and poultry, are exported to other Russian
regions and Yuzhuralhlebtorg even exports crops to the global market.
The total volume of the agricultural sector’s
production output this year will exceed $ 2
bn. Cattle breeding ranks first in the region
for production output (53 % of the total
volume of products manufactured), with
poultry farming registering the highest percentage growth rate. Crop production is another rapidly growing subsector of agricultural sector. The Chelyabinsk region, rich in
different types of chernozem soils, is one of
the most important agricultural regions in
Russia. Cultivated lands cover 58 % of the
total area of the region (5.13 million hectares out of 8.85 million hectares). Out of
that 3.1 million hectares is occupied by tillage. Most of the soil available in the region
is chernozem (2.96 million hectares).
The agricultural sector of the region
is represented by integrated agricultural enterprises, small farms and individual gardeners. Farms and private gardeners
account for 50 % of the total production
output.
Yuzhuralhlebtorg has been operating in
the Chelyabinsk region since 2002. It’s the
only company in the region that exports
crops to the global market. The company
is a dealer that purchases crops from companies in the Orenburg and Chelyabinsk
regions and in Bashkiria and delivers it
through the Ukrainian sea ports in Odessa and Mykolaiv to Italy, North Africa and
Saudi Arabia.

Closed manufacturing cycle as a
way to compete with the USA
One of the developing tendencies of the
Chelyabinsk region’s agricultural sector
development is the establishment of large
holding companies with a closed manufacturing cycle. These firms have their own
land, processing factories and packaging
lines. Many started by focusing on only one
particular segment, then broadened their
activities as a way of seeking more independence from price fluctuations and raw
materials supply. MAKFA, SoyuzPisheprom, Ravis and Urals Broiler are the leading firm’s in the region’s agricultural sector and all are closed cycle.
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MAKFA has an 18 % share in the Russia’s
market of pasta and a nearly 50 % share in
the market of pasta manufactured of durum
wheat. The company also produces high
quality flour, semi-finished products and
cereals (rice, buckwheat, millet, peas, semifinished products to cook pancakes and fritters with natural additives, semi-finished
products to bake bread). MAKFA’s products
are sold all over Russia and are exported to
Germany, Mongolia, Latvia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, the Ukraine,
Belarus, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan.

Poultry firms spread their wings
The Chelyabinsk region ranks one of the
five leading Russian regions for poultry
farming. Urals Broiler and Ravis companies account for 40 % of the Chelyabinsk’s
market. Both are now very aggressive in
entering the neighboring Sverdlovsk and
Perm regions. Urals Broiler has already announced plans to be one of the top three
manufacturers of broiler meat in Russia
by the end of 2009. It has set a production goal of 170,000 tons of meat a year.
Both companies have set up agricultural
holdings that include crop complexes and
feed processing plants. At the moment the
price of feed accounts for around 85 % of
the products’ net cost. This drives poultry
producers to invest in their own feed crop
and production facilities so they can sell
their products at or below the prices offered by US manufacturers.

Federal and regional loans help
producers borrow millions
One of the main reasons the sector is doing so well and growing so fast is the implementation of a national project, “Development of Agricultural Sector” and a
regional program of direct support to agricultural companies. The key aspect of
these programs are federal and regional
funding of loans taken out by agribusiness. The federal government subsidizes
75 % of the loan and the balance comes
from regional coffers. Such a policy has
allowed large agricultural companies to

borrow nearly as much as the investment
in the development of metallurgic sector.
Today the total volume of loans taken by
Urals Broiler amounts to $ 137m. Experts
say the payback period of projects in the
field of poultry farming stands at 18–24
months. Today Russian companies export around 52 % of their poultry, which
is driving the share of imported poultry
steadily down. It is estimated that by 2009
monthly meat consumption in Russia will
reach 24.5 kilograms per capita and the
share of Russian products will go up to
61.22 %.
Local authorities of the Chelyabinsk region see a bright future for the region’s agricultural sector. The next phase of development will be on increasing production
efficiency and soil fertility, breeding pedigree cattle, integration and cooperation between companies and even increasing the
total volume of loans granted to agricultural enterprises using the resources of the
federal leasing fund.

COMPANY PROFILE / MAKFA
Maxim Udodov, Head of Marketing Department of MAKFA

Russia’s largest pasta producer has its eyes on Brazil
Makfa, the biggest pasta producer in Russia, has its own land, production facilities
and packaging lines. Today the Makfa brand itself is valued at $ 123m and the company
ranks fifth in the world for pasta production. Its newest challenge is to enter the lucrative
Brazilian market.
If a food company has its own land it feels secure that there
will always be raw materials to feed its production facilities. It
brings risk down significantly, as it is less dependent on grain
suppliers. In our warehouses, there is always a minimum stock
of raw materials to keep production going. But since we produce up to 15,000 tons of pasta a month we also need to buy
grain. We process only durum wheat, therefore there are not
many suppliers to chose from. All of them are located in the
south of the Chelyabinsk region, the Volga region, Altay and,
of course, Kazakhstan.
In September 2007 the whole world saw grain prices hit the
highest prices on record–almost $ 400 a ton in Europe. All manufacturers of pasta had to raise prices by 20–30 %. Italian companies
sell durum wheat at $ 0.6 per kilogram and Russian companies at
$ 0.4 per kilogram. Thus it is more profitable to export grain and
that was what our grain traders did. The same month Kazahkstan
banned grain exports completely. Apparently they feared that they
would not have enough grain to satisfy the needs of local companies, but when the harvest was completed and the government of
Kazakhstan made sure the stock was sufficient, export was allowed
again. However by that time the prices had already gone up and at
the moment they do not seem to be getting any lower. MAKFA has
its own elevators, it has a possibility of buying grain and storing it
for some time–no more than three or four months. In the spring
we will have to purchase grain again. But unfortunately it is hard
to predict the price of grain in the spring, before the harvest.
We not only buy grain from Kazakhstan, we export our finished
goods there as well. But the competition with local companies is severe. They have almost no problems getting grain and they use very
similar technologies. In such a situation, being a popular brand is
a huge advantage. After the 1998’s default, when the dollar value
became 6 times higher, foreign manufacturers started to leave the
Russian market. Russian companies emerged to replace them. We
were one of them and decided to start pasta production. Our MAKFA brand was first marketed regionally and then nationally.
A well-known brand really helps you enter a market, especially when you try to penetrate a foreign one. When foreigner buyers see that the company ranks fifth in the world for production
output and that the brand ranks third in the global pasta industry,
they are much more eager to cooperate. Recently we have been to
Brazil and soon I hope that our brand will be sold there.
Good brand marketing needs continuous support. It’s a key investment that a company must make and like any investment, it
must be protected, but it also must grow. And every year, with increasing competition, it gets harder and harder to do it well. Ad
Maxim Udodov, Head of Marketing Department of MAKFA
Maxim Udodov has graduated from Chelyabinsk State University and South
Ural State University with a degree in economics and management. Since
2000 he has worked as Head of Marketing Department at MAKFA.
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prices are growing rapidly and profit margins are going down– getting closer and closer to the 10 % average in Europe. But the competition also helps make us even stronger. The number of players in
the pasta market is also going down every year. In Russia we have
two main competitors, they are Pervaya Makaronnaya Kompaniya
in Moscow and Chelyabinsk based SouzPisheprom.
I’m always aware of the competition. When I look out of my office window, I see the main buildings of SouzPisheprom. In the
Soviet times the two enterprises were one complex. In the 90’s we
became competing neighbors. But then again, competition always
stimulates development.

Grain prices hit historically high records

In September 2007 grain prices hit historical records. On the Paris
exchange a ton of grain cost $ 398, and in Chicago it cost more than
$ 293 a ton. The rumors of banning grain exports from Russia resulted
in farmers as far away India and Egypt to curb their exports. The result
was that the world’s wheat stocks hit their lowest level in 26 years.
The crisis was exacerbated by intense demand from China and developing
countries, record low harvest in Australia, Europe and Canada and sales
of grain for bio-fuel instead of for food. Russia ranks fifth in the world in
wheat exports, selling up to 12 million tons a year. In June the government of Ukraine, which ranks sixth in the world for grain exports (around
10 million tons a year), imposed a prohibitive duty on its grain exports.
Russia floated the idea of setting up a grain cartel that would unite the
largest grain exporters to control the world grain trade. Ukraine and Kazakhstan appear to be interested, but no action has yet resulted.
Source: Lenta.ru
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Trading nets
Tatiana Shilova, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Everybody wants a piece of the pie, but slices are hard to find
The region’s retail sector is still the most rapidly developing sector of the economy. During the first
10 months of 2007, retail turnover amounted to more than $ 8bn. As multi-regional and national
retailers flood into the market looking for a piece of the action, the lack of space to build modern
shopping malls is becoming more acute.
During January–October 2007 the share
of food products in the retail turnover
amounted to 41.7 %, non-food products –
58.3 % (at the same period of 2006 it was
45.3 % and 54.7 % correspondingly). Sales
of non-food items are more dynamic than
of produce (an increase in 30.7 % and 7.5 %
correspondingly). The positive dynamics of
retail development is caused by growing incomes which increased by 23 % during the
first nine months of 2007 and amounted
to $ 14.3bn.

The quality of retail trade is also improving.
Shopping malls are replacing street markets
whose share decreased to 11.7 %.

A dozen new malls planned
Most Chelyabinsk companies having several retail outlets use two types of premises: a store located in busy commercial
area and a department in a large shopping mall. According to real estate consulting company Colliers International,
there were 29 sq m of trading area per

one thousand residents in Chelyabinsk.
For comparison: this rate is 179 sq m in
Kazan, 143 sq m in Moscow and 163 sq
m in Ekaterinburg.
In the near future, almost a dozen modern shopping malls will be commissioned.
The largest of them will be Rodnik with
150,000 sq m, RK with 60,000 sq m and
Severnye Vorota (Northern Gates) with
38,000 sq m, in two-three years an additional 200–250,000 sq m of shopping-entertainment real estate are planned to be
launched.

Per capita income rises to over $ 400 mo. but debt increases

National players enter the market

Experts of the Ministry of Economic Development of the Chelyabinsk region analyzed the total
amount of per capita income in the region during January-October 2007. According to statistical data it rose by 23 % compared to the same period of last year and amounted to $ 14.2bn. As
personal income is growing, expenses are increasing too. Personal expenses amounted to $ 14bn,
up 31.9 % on last year. Thus income exceeded expenses by $ 204m.The share of consumer expenses for goods and services rose from 72.2 % to 75.1 %. 60.5 % of income was spent on goods
and 14.6 % for services.
The average monthly income per capita amounted to $ 409, up 23.5 % on last year. Disposable
income amounted to 113.5 % of the level in 2006. Monthly consumer expenses increased by 28.3 %
and equaled $ 307.

Over the last few years national and regional operators have been expanding into
the region. Now Chelyabinsk shoppers can
choose from Molniya, Pyaterochka, Magnit, Dixi, Paterson, Nash, Grossmart and
Prodmaster. The market share of chain operators is likely to increase to 65–80 % of
the total retail turnover in the next five to
seven years. Local companies are finding it
increasingly difficult to compete with federal market leaders either in price or service. This is feeding the merger / acquisition market. M&A deals have already seen
RemBytTekhnika become a member of national chain Expert; Mosmart’s acquisition
of the supermarket chain Sezam and the
merger between Nezabudka (Chelyabinsk)
and Grossmart (Austria).
There are four leading Russian chains
of home appliances in the South Urals:
M Video, MIR, Eldorado and Tekhnosila.
The latter plans to open five hypermarkets
in Chelyabinsk by the end of 2010 and is
shooting for a 25 % market share. According to Tehnosila’s analysts the annual capacity of the household appliance market of
the Chelyabinsk region amounts to $ 5.5m
and competition here is lower than in Kazan
or Nizhny Novgorod. But experts of other
national players estimate that capacity at
more than $ 10m.
In 2007 METRO Cash&Carry (10,000 sq
m) and Castorama (13,000 sq m) entered
the regional market. IKEA has already
named Chelyabinsk among the cities it is
eyeing for expansion. Russia’s rapidly ex-
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panding domestic market has caught even
the savviest players off guard. Take IKEA,
for example. At first the company wanted
to have one mall in the capital of each federal district but now the Urals region is to
be home to three shopping malls; one in
Ekaterinburg and two planned in Tumen
and Chelyabinsk.

Second cities are coming first
There is a growing trend to now develop
chains in “second” cities (population at or
under 1 million). Retailers feel that the
markets of these cities are less competitive
and hungry for the lower prices and wider
varieties that hypermarkets can offer. The
SV Group of companies (its main asset is
Tekhnosila) has announced that it is setting
up a separate division, TS Development, to
construct shopping centers in such cities. In
three years the company plans to launch 57
of their 25,000 sq m shopping malls in the
Ural-West Siberian region. Anchor tenants
will be Tekhnosila stores. Investment into
each project is to amount $ 30–35m.

Shopping malls in Chelyabinsk in 2007
Mall

Launch Year

Area sq m

Bashnya

2006

54,000

Europa-Asia
Kalibr
Kaskad
KS
Magnit
In Mebelnaya
Naberezhny
Nikitskie Ryady
Sinegorye

2000
2002
2004
2004
2005
2005
2005
1999
2002

6,000
35,000
12,800
37,800
7,000
7,000
8,000
16,000
24,700

2007
2000
2005
2006
2006
1975
2005 (after reconstruction)

33,000
7,500
15,000
10,000
70,000
18,000
7,300

City-Park
Spiridonov
Stroytelny Delovoy Mir
Torgovy Ryad
Focus
Chelyabinsk Shopping Center
Yulia

Source: Company data.
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COMPANY PROFILE / CFM
Larissa Zakharova, Deputy Director of Cashing Future Management Ltd.

Investors put up $250m to create Russia’s first network
of showrooms selling pre-owned, certified used cars
Russia has quietly become a target for global auto makers. By 2010 it will be Europe’s second largest
automobile market after Germany. This tremendous growth has inspired some investors to adopt
the American and European model of selling CPO cars–certified, pre-owned used cars. It’s a $250m
investment that’s designed to change how people buy used cars.
The rapidly developing automobile market in Russia has some specific features: demand by far outstrips supply and the size of the
market therefore is huge. The increasing prosperity of the population, the stability of the Euro and the strengthening of the ruble–all
these factors make cars, once a luxury, more and more affordable.
Bank loans are the main force driving the market today. If the current trend of automobile sales continues, Russia will jump ahead
of the UK and Italy and to become the second largest automobile
market in Europe after Germany by 2010. Within the next three to
five years there will be a boom in the sales of used cars. We forecast
that by 2010 the annual sales market of used imported cars aged
between one to five years will amount to 1.2 million cars.
In March 2007, Cashing Future Management Ltd. (CFM) undertook a project to study the creation of a national network of retail
distribution outlets trading in certified pre-owned cars (CPO-cars),
autocomponents and accessories, as well as Formula U auto services. Today both sellers and consumers in Russia do not use the term
CPO-cars. Certified pre-owned cars are used cars aged between one
to five years with low mileage and no accident history that have been
thoroughly diagnosed according to 49 parameters and then restored
to look and drive like a brand new car. These cars are also provided with a one-to-three-year warranty. CPO car showrooms sell only
the most popular brands from five or six manufacturers, including
executive and luxury cars of such world-renowned manufacturers
as BMW, Mercedes, Lexus and Audi as well as family-type brands
such as Toyota, Ford, Volkswagen and Honda
Larissa Zakharova, Deputy Director of Cashing
Future Management Ltd.
Mrs. Zakharova is a graduate of: Sechenov Moscow Medical Academy,
International Higher School of Business (MBA program) and London Metropolitan University (MBA program). She has worked as an intern for:
Morgan Stanley, PWC and Philips. Between 1997 and 1999 she worked
for the Vremya group of companies and the Biotek group. Following that,
she managed and developed Russian and CIS divisions of various foreign
companies.
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This year CFM plans to begin looking for land lots to build showrooms in fifteen key cities of the Russian Federation in close cooperation with international consulting company CB Richard Ellis Noble Gibbons.

A national brand of used car showrooms
The project’s specific goal is to create a national brand. The business and brand development strategy has been elaborated by an
international team of consultants headed by Dan German, a PhD
who has worked with such known brands as Coca-Cola, IBM, Motorola and Suzuki to name but a few. Now Mr. German is a consultant in the US divisions of Lexus and Subaru. He has also been
a partner of our company during our work on the Formula U project. The brand’s proprietary style has been developed by our company while the actual implementation of this brand and the architectural solution of our retail distribution outlets is being designed
by the British firm SCG London.

$250m investment lined up
The total investment in this project will be around $250m: $16m
for each of the 15 cities on average. The sources of financing will
be 30% from our own funds and the funds of our co-investors, including investment funds and 70% from long-term bank loans.
Formula U will focus on the domestic market of used cars aged
between one to five years, the market of pre-owned cars imported from Europe and the USA, and importation of new cars free
from dealer quotas. With our planned investment, well-thought
marketing strategy and sales policy, the Formula U project should
become a good example of a highly effective business in Russia.
Eventually, small-scale, unregulated automobile dealers will be replaced by serious companies that can provide customers with high
quality service and long-term warranties. I think that within five
years, companies that are active in developing whole networks of
used car retail distribution under one brand have a real chance to
be included in the list of Russia’s largest companies, and together
with their owners, included in the Fortune 500.
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Banks and credit
institutions
The Chelyabinsk region now ranks 4th in Russia
in the number of mortgage loans. This, plus the
growing demand for commercial credit from large
cap companies engaged in foreign trade have lured
Russia’s largest banks into the Chelyabinsk region.
Local market players are finding it increasingly
difficult to satisfy the credit needs of these large
companies. Some have even begun to issue
promissory notes and increase their shares float to
raise capital. As of July 1, 2007 the region’s loan
portfolio was about $4 billion.
The influence of Ekaterinburg-based banks is
also becoming stronger in the region. Apart from
the operating branches of the Ural Bank for
Reconstruction and Development, five Ekaterinburgbased banks have opened new branches in the region.
With almost 700 bank outlets in the region, M&A
activity is also heating up. In 2007, Gazprombank
acquired Credit Ural Bank and Dorozhnik Bank
merged with Uralsib, a federal bank.
With high consumer mortgage and commercial loan
demand, bank profits are soaring-up 50% in the
past two years to more than $200m.
Marchmont
Capital Partners

Banks and credit institutions
Analysis: Marina Ushenkina, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Growing demand lures banks to service large cap businesses
Growing demand for services from large companies engaged in foreign trade have lured Russia’s largest banks to
come to the Chelyabinsk region. Local market players are finding it increasingly difficult to satisfy the credit needs
of these large companies. As of July 1, 2007 the region’s loan portfolio was about 104 billion rubles ($4 billion).
Sberbank, Chelyabinvestbank, Chelinbank,
Credit Ural Bank and branches of large Moscow and Ekaterinburg-based banks are the
major players in the local banking market.
In 2006 the number of bank outlets in the
region increased by 69 to 684.
Today the Chelyabinsk region is home
to 11 independent commercial banks, 48
branches of banks based in other regions
and 24 offices of Sberbank RF. Competition in the banking sector is high, Chelyabinsk-based banks have to compete not
only with Moscow banks, but also with
banks based in the Sverdlovsk and the
Tyumen regions that have come to the
region. These latter banks are focusing
on the same segment as local banks – individuals and SME’s that are mainly interested in business, consumer and mortgage loans. Bank loans now fund around
1 / 3 of the industrial and manufacturing
sector’s debt. Credit Ural Bank, Chelindbank and Chelyabinvestbank are three
banks based in the Chelyabinsk region
that are always on the list of Russia’s 200
largest banks in terms of assets.

To generate cash, banks issuing
new shares, promissory notes
According to the information released by the
main branch of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation in the Chelyabinsk region, from
January 1, 2007 sector investment in securities has grown by 1.6 times to 4.5 billion rubles ($176.5m).
In 2006 six out of the 12 Chelyabinsk region based banks issued additional common
shares for a total amount of 767.4 million rubles ($30m). As a result the total authorized
capital of South Ural banks increased up to
28.8 billion rubles ($1.2bn). 95.5% are common registered shares and 4.5% are preferred
registered shares. In addition to issuing new
shares, local banks, Chelyabinsk branches of
banks based in other regions and Chelyabinsk
branch of Sberbank RF also issued promissory
notes. Last year, credit institutions attracted 244.2 billion rubles ($9.6bn) by selling securities.

Out of 48 banks based in other regions
that have branches in the Chelyabinsk region six are Ural banks. Experts forecast that
in 2008 banks from the neighboring Sverdlovsk region will become even more active in
the region. In 2007 the number of local credit institutions and their branches remained
the same (42 branches), but their internal
network of offices and cash desks grew by
27 units. The total number of branch offices
and cash desks of banks based in other regions has also grown by 27 units.

Aggressive growth from other
regions led by Ekaterinburg banks
Credit institutions with headquarters based
in other regions have considerably expanded their presence in the Chelyabinsk region. Raiffeisen Bank Austria, BSGV, Rusfinance Bank (a part of the Societe Generale
group), Absolut Bank, Soyuz Bank, Nomos
Bank and Basheconombank (Ufa) have
all opened new branches. Banks that are
based in other Russian regions also became
more aggressive in the market, for example,
Voronezh-based Agroimpulse bank.

The influence of Ekaterinburg-based
banks is also becoming stronger in the region. Apart from operating branches of
the Ural Bank for Reconstruction and Development, URSA Bank, Severnaya Kazna
bank and Sverdlovsky Gubernsky Bank,
SKB-Bank opened its branch recently. Local banks are also facing changes. Gazprombank’s board of directors decided to
acquire Credit Ural Bank, the deal is to be
completed before the end of the year. Dorozhnik bank has merged with Uralsib federal bank.
Banking profits from regional and federal banks are now more than 5.4 billion
rubles ($200.4m), which is up more than
50 % over the past two years. But the share
of local banks in this figure is gradually going down, from 47.1 % just three years ago
to less than 40 % today. In 2006 local banks
earned 2.2 billion rubles ($82.6m); banks
based in other regions (not taking into account offices of Ural branch of Sberbank
RF), 1.8 billion rubles ($64.7m) and offices of Ural branch of Sberbank RF gained
1.4 billion rubles ($53m).

The largest banks of the Chelyabinsk region as of July 1, 2007
Bank

Assets,
million rubles/$m

Capital,
million rubles/$m

Balance-sheet profit,
million rubles/$m

Ural branch of Sberbank RF

208,854 / 8,354

–

3,309 / 132

Chelindbank

19,241 / 770

2,830 / 113

75 / 3

Credit Ural Bank

16,809 / 672

2,301 / 92

371 / 15

Chelyabinvestbank

14,030 / 561

1,485 / 59.5

184 / 7

Uglemetbank

7,108 / 284

409 / 16

80 / 3.2

Snezhinskiy Bank

5,734 / 229

993 / 40

137 / 5.5

Mechel-Bank

4,794 / 192

771 / 31

14 / 0.56

Chelyabkomzembank

2,763 / 111

171 / 7

14 / 0.56

Uralprombank

1,780 / 71

369 / 15

70 / 2.8

Uralliga

1,721 / 69

259 / 10

15 / 0.6

Reserv

361 / 14

92 / 4

5 / 0.2

Khlebnyi

233 / 9

187 / 7.5

2 / 0.08

Dorozhnik*

208 / 8

164 / 6.5

8 / 0.3

* Dorozhnik bank merged with Moscow-based Uralsib bank in August, 2007
Source: Expert-Ural
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Banks
Chelyabinsk region banks (in alphabetic order)
Bank

Website

Chelindbank

www.chelindbank.ru

Chelyabinvestbank

www.chelinvest.ru

Chelyabkomzembank

www.zembank.ru

Credit Ural Bank

www.creditural.ru

Khlebnyi

www.hbank.ru

Mechel-Bank

www.mechel-bank.ru

Reserv

www.bankreserv.ru

Snezhinskiy Bank

www.snbank.ru

Uglemetbank

www.uglemetbank.ru

Uralliga

www.uralliga.ru

Uralprombank

www.uralprombank.ru

Chelyabinsk branches of banks based in other regions
(in alphabetic order)
Bank

Website

Absolut Bank

www.absolutbank.ru

Agroimpulse

www.agroimpuls.ru

Agropromcredit

www.apkbank.ru

AK BARS bank

www.akbars.ru

ALFA-Bank

www.alfabank.ru

Baltiyskiy Bank

www.baltbank.ru

Bank of Moscow

www.mmbank.ru

Basheconombank

www.basheconombank.ru

BINBANK

www.binbank.ru

BSGV

www.bsgv.ru

Capital Credit

www.capitalcredit.ru

Electronika

www.elektronika.ru

Gazprombank

www.gazprombank.ru

Impexbank

www.impexbank.ru

International Moscow Bank

www.imb.ru

Interregional Investment Bank

www.bankmib.ru

Investcapitalbank

www.investcapitalbank.ru

Krasbank

www.krasbank.ru

Lefko-Bank

www.lefkobank.ru

MDM Bank

www.mdmbank.ru

Moscow Bank for Reconstruction and
Development

www.mbrd.ru

Moskommertsbank

www.moskb.ru

Mosstroyeconombank

www.mseb.ru

Nomos Bank

www.nomos.ru

Promsvyazbank

www.psbank.ru
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Total volume of loans granted to
companies in rubles as of July 1,
2007, million rubles

55 granted by Chelyabinsk branches of
credit institutions based in other regions–58,589.4
55 granted by credit institutions
based in other regions that
have no branches in the Chelyabinsk
region–4,950.6
55 granted by local credit institutions–
21,246.6
Source: Central Bank
of the Russian Federation

Total volume of loans granted to
companies in foreign currency as
of July 1, 2007, million rubles

55 granted by Chelyabinsk
branches of credit institutions
based in other regions
– 13,446.5
55 granted by local credit
institutions–559.7
55 granted by credit institutions
based in other regions that
have no branches in the
Chelyabinsk region–5,003.8
Source: Central Bank
of the Russian Federation
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Banks and credit institutions
Bank

Website

Raiffeisen Bank Austria

www.raiffeisen.ru

Rosbank

www.rosbank.ru

RussBank

www.russbank.ru

Sberbank RF

www.urb.sbrf.ru

Severnaya Kazna

www.kazna.ru

Severny Morskoy Put bank

www.smpbank.ru

SKB-Bank

www.skbbank.ru

Soyuz Bank

www.banksoyuz.ru

Sverdlovsky Gubernsky Bank

www.sgbank.ru

Sviaz-Bank

www.sviaz-bank.ru

The Ural Bank for Reconstruction and
Development

www.ubrr.ru

TransCreditBank

www.tcb.ru

Trust

www.trust.ru

Tveruniversalbank

www.tubank.ru

Tyumenenergobank

www.tebank.ru

Uniastrum Bank

www.uniastrum.ru

Uralsib

www.bank.uralsib.ru

URSA Bank

www.ursabank.ru

VTB

www.vtb.ru

VTB 24

www.vtb24.ru

VTB Severo-Zapad

www.vtb-sz.ru

Zenit

www.zenit.ru
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The total volume of bank
deposits as of January 1, 2007,
million rubles

55 Individuals–69,648.9
55 Individual entrepreneurs – 1,526.8
55 Companies–7,596.6

Cash machines rack up 41 %
growth, despite few outlets
Out of 99 Ural banks only 69 have cash machines. During the period June 2006–June
2007 cash machine transactions grew by
41 %. From 50 to 95 % of cash withdrawal transactions are via cash machines. Banks
from all the Ural’s regions, except the Kurgan
region, are on the list of the top 30 owners of
cash machine networks. The Sverdlovsk region
is home to 13 of them, the Tyumen region–to
seven and the Chelyabinsk region–to five.
Sberbank RF is the main competitor of local
banks. It ranks first in Russia for the number
of cash machines in all Russia’s regions. 60–
70 % of the total number of its machines are
located in small towns. In the Sverdlovsk region, apart from Sberbank RF, there are seven branches of banks based in other regions
that have more than 30 cash machines, while
in the Chelyabinsk region–there are just two
such banks.
There are just five banks that have cash
machines that accept cash–they are KhantyMansiysk Bank (32), Severnaya Kazna bank
(51), Ural Bank for Reconstruction and Development (49), Uraltransbank (6) and Bank24.
ru (11). Experts believe that the number of
cash in machines will now begin to grow every year.
In the Urals, the total amount of payments
for goods and services made using credit
cards still amounts to just 2–5 % of the total
amount of money available on card holders’ accounts. In Moscow this figure stands at 13 %
and in Saint Petersburg, at 9 %. Despite the
fact that card use is growing steadily, most
Chelyabinsk region citizens, especially those
that work for state-financed organizations,
are still paid their salaries in cash. (Source:
Expert-Ural)

Banks and credit institutions
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Business support
services
There are more than 120 companies in the
Chelyabinsk region offering consulting and auditing
services. Collectively they have a 70 % share of the
market.
As the dominance of smokestack industries is
replaced by a more diversified economy, the
sector has developed into a multi-tiered industry.
Individual entrepreneurs and SME’s here work
with local consulting companies while the large cap
global firms work with Moscow and St. Petersburg
outfits.
The region still lacks any Big Four offices which
continues to leaves the field wide open for small
consulting firms to grow larger and start-ups to
enter the market easily.
Marchmont
Capital Partners

Business support services
Analysis: Anna Balashova, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Multi-tiered regional consulting market consists of local firms
working with SME’s and global firms working with national firms
Today the regional consulting services market continues to develop rapidly, with ten or more new firms entering the
market each year. The region’s largest industrial companies continue to work with the well-established Moscow and
Saint Petersburg consulting firms. This leaves the field wide open for local consulting companies to focus on the
needs of local SME’s.
The market of consulting services can be divided into four groups. The first group is represented by the largest international players (the Big Four–PricewaterhouseCoopers,
Ernst & Young, KPMG, Deloitte & Touche);
the second–by federal players (AksionBKG,
BDO Unicon, Becar, Arbat, Romir Consulting
& PR, Comcon, Zircon, Vegas-Lex), however,
there are just two Chelyabinsk based companies, Lystic and Partners and Audit Classic, that are on the list of the one hundred
largest auditing and consulting companies
in Russia. The third group is represented by
regional firms and the fourth–by independent consultants.
Large industrial enterprises operating in
the Chelyabinsk region prefer to hire consulting companies that belong to the first
and the second groups and are located in
Moscow and Saint Petersburg.
This policy accounts for the absence of
branches of major auditing and consulting
companies in the region.

IT consulting
services market now
has 3,000 players and
generates $1.65–1.85bn yr.
In May, 2007 DISCOVERY Research Group
agency completed its research of Russia’s consulting services market
Their report focused on the 3,000 players
providing IT consulting services, tax advice and
strategy consulting, appraisal services, financial and legal advice, consulting services in the
field of personnel management, production and
marketing.
According to the report, the total volume
of the consulting services market amounted to
$1.65-$1.85bn. year.
These figures only include data from Russian firms, not from the Big Four, whose work
is trans-national.
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SME’s in the region looking for auditing services, legal, financial and strategic advice find it locally and for less expense. Auditing and consulting firms that
belong to the third and the fourth groups
focus mainly on the services these SME’s
require.
The chief buyers for strategic consulting
services in SME sector are construction and
real-estate firms.
Legal advice provided by auditing companies tends to be outsourced to local lawyers. The demand for tax consulting services has significantly dropped, a reflection
perhaps that companies are becoming more
transparent and tax authorities are relentless in their pursuit to find so called “gray”
or “black” accounting practices.
Regional auditing and consulting firms
see their future in offering specific services tailored to the needs of a particular client instead of providing the typical array of
general services.

Every year around ten new players enter the Chelyabinsk region’s market of consulting services. Nevertheless, competition
in this market is not severe. This makes the
market attractive to potential players because it is easy to enter, does not involve
high costs and promises considerable profitability. Market leaders estimate their profit margins are 25–40 %. The price of one
hour of consulting services varies between
$60 to $400.
The only real challenge is the shortage
of highly qualified specialists. Head hunters and competing firms actively try to lure
away the most experienced and qualified
specialists.
According to analysts, only when the
Big Four or other large Russian auditing
and consulting companies move into the
Chelyabinsk regional market will the demand for seasoned professionals with sector specific expertise be filled.

COMPANY PROFILE / VNESHECONOMAUDIT
Dmitry Morozov, Head of Corporate Finance and IFRS Department at VneshEconomAudit

Find a unique niche and fill it with quality and service
VneshEconomAudit group of companies was set up in 2001. Its goal was to attract highly qualified
specialists to provide sector-specific services, which made it different from its competitors who offered
universal services to all their customers. By continuing to focus on more complex services and reinvest in corporate training, the firm has been able to continue its success and expand.

Today the gap between the Russian standards of business accounting and International Financial Reporting Standards is still very
wide. There are some peculiarities about our business accounting that are beyond the understanding of many foreigners. Sometimes we cannot understand why it is beyond their understanding. But today there are more and more Russian companies that
are willing to enter international markets and are therefore interested in issuing financial reports in accordance with IFRS. Of
course, such companies are our clients as well. We provide services to these international companies issuing all the documentation (legal, tax and accounting documents) both in the Russian
and English languages.
We have also launched a program to train IFRS specialists, that
upon the completion of the program, can pass an exam to get their
Diploma in International Financial Reporting Standards (DipIFR
Rus). These classes are conducted by certified specialists in our
company who have vast experience in this sphere. The program
Dmitry Morozov, Head of Corporate Finance and IFRS Department
at VneshEconomAudit
Dmitry Morozov has graduated from Moscow Institute of Physics and
Technology. He has also completed a program in Owen business school
(the USA), has an MBA Diploma in US GAAP and a Diploma in International Financial Reporting Standards (DipIFR Rus). Mr. Morozov has attended
TACIS courses to be trained as a teacher of IFRS.

has been developed by ATC International finance and accountancy training company.
Of course, there are other consulting companies that offer similar services and adapt reports released in accordance with the Russian standards to make them conform to International Financial
Reporting Standards. It is quite sensible to do that, but we focus
on providing more complete services that we feel would be more
meaningful and relevant to our clients.
To be able to offer our customers more complex services we
have undertaken two major steps–VneshEconomAudit has been
certified by the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants
(ACCA) and at the moment it is being certified by the Nexia International network of independent auditors, business advisers and
consultants. They are one of the top ten largest auditing networks
in the world. Once the certification is a success we will be able to
provide not just basic services but complex solutions that would
be of great interest to our clients and help them enter loan markets with minimum losses.
Consulting services in the field of foreign economic affairs is
also one of the new activities the company is actively promoting.
During the course of the last two years we have been developing
unique services, they have become one of our main activities. We
still do not have any competitors in the local market. The intense
development of our regional economy and of local companies here
is a reflection of the rapid growth of the consulting services field.
Our goal is to offer unique services to meet this growing need.

Prominent consulting companies (in alphabetic order)
Company

Website

Activity

Aprait

www.aprait.ru

Consulting services; HR consulting services

ARB-Consulting

www.arbconsulting.ru

Marketing services

Audit-Consulting Center

www.auditkc.ru

Auditing, consulting and accounting services

Fin-Audit

www.auditfin.ru

Auditing and consulting services

HR-Sodeystvie (HR-Assistance)

www.hr-consult.ru

HR consulting services; strategic personnel management; strategy planning

Interregional Consulting Company

www.mk-konsult.ru

Services related to business accounting and tax accounting

IQ-Management

www.iq-management.ru

Organizing seminars and trainings; normalizing performance of accounting departments

Lystic and Partners

www.uba.ru

Auditing, consulting and accounting services

Marketing Consulting Group

www.mcg.uu.ru

Consulting services; services related to marketing and management

MD-Group

www.mdgp.ru

Management consulting services; consulting services related to executive staff recruitment

Partner-Audit

www.audit74.ru

Consulting and auditing services

Professional

www.cgprof.ru

Management consulting services

Redsolution

www.redsolution.ru

IT consulting services

Solar Investments

www.soinvest.ru

Investment marketing services

Stratum

www.stratum.ru

Management consulting services

VneshEconomAudit

www.ural-audit.ru

Auditing, consulting and accounting services
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COMPANY PROFILE / AUDIT-CONSULTING CENTER
Svetlana Kasyanova, Executive Director of Audit-Consulting Center

Demand for auditing and outsourcing assures growth
The Chelyabinsk market of auditing services is very fluid, with many new firms entering the market
each year. Like everywhere else, federal and international companies cater to large business, which
leaves a large pool of individual entrepreneurs and small companies for smaller consulting firms to
focus on. The demand for auditing and outsourcing from SME’s is the tide that is lifting all boats.
It is quite possible to single out the ten leading consulting and auditing companies in the local market. But every year new companies arrive. As the market continues to expand some companies
quickly establish themselves as leaders. There’s still enough market capacity for new companies to enter the market and operating
companies to develop. As for Audit-Consulting Center, our development strategy is based on attracting new clients and providing new additional services. Our customer base has expanded five
times since 2002, the year the company was founded.
Svetlana Kasyanova, Executive Director
of Audit-Consulting Center
Ms. Kasyanova has graduated from the Department of Economics of
Chelyabinsk State University. In 2005 she received a certificate of auditor. Svetlana Kasyanova has participated in numerous audits of the
Chelyabinsk region’s companies. Ms. Kasyanova has occupied the position of Executive Director in Audit-Consulting Center since 2006.
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We focus on providing auditing services, especially in the manufacturing sector of the economy. The recommendation to change
the auditor once in every three years helps expand our customer
base. We have all the necessary resources to widen our existing
range of services, for example, we can adapt accounting reports
to make them conform to International Financial Reporting Standards or issue reports in accordance with IFRS, but the demand for
this kind of services is still not great. Of course, we have received
some requests, but not many of them.
We also offer outsourcing services. Development of this field
of our activities follows international practice. We have set up a
separate company, which is a part of our group of companies, that
only provides outsourcing services. The reason for this separation
is that professional standards do not allow auditing and business
accounting to be combined. The demand for outsourcing is quite
high. Over the last three years it has grown by 300 %. But we feel
this growth is still due to the novelty of the service. As outsourcing becomes more established, we feel many small companies and
individual entrepreneurs will be buyers of this service.
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Construction and
real estate
The construction boom in Russia extends to almost
every region and Chelyabinsk in 2007 was no
exception, with construction projects up 22.5 % from
the same period in 2006, to $ 850m. The big growth
was in residential housing, where starts increased
an impressive 52.6 %. Builders are looking forward
to adding more than 200,000 sq meters in 2008.
which will push total residential housing to 1.7
million sq meters.
In Chelyabinsk proper, an interesting milestone
was achieved–for the first time in seven years, city
revenues from homeowner utility fees exceeded
expenses by $ 12.3m, a reflection that people living
here are feeling very positive about the city and
the level of services that they are being provided
with. Looking ahead, the enormous growth spurt
in housing here coupled with global concern over
the credit squeeze caused by the US sub-prime
crisis, has caused some bankers concern about overcapacity. To reduce their risk, there is a tightening
of credit and some are even offering lower interest
rates on second-hand housing than they are on new
homes. Undeterred, large national developers have
announced plans to build two competing satellite
towns.
We feel the construction industry sector will
continue to expand, but the risks are now higher
than they were in 2006–2007 and investors
need to be cautious. The situation in commercial
construction is less clouded, with strong demand
for Class A office space as well as for high-tech
warehouse space. Major investment in these sectors
is already planned but there appears to be plenty of
room for appreciation.
Marchmont
Capital Partners

Construction and real estate
Analysis: Anna Balashova, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Residential housing market complicated by global mortgage woes
According to the Russian Public Opinion Research Center, the number of people that plan to purchase housing in the
near future is 2.5 times higher in cities with a million population than in Moscow. But the recent jump in prices and
the ripple effect of the sub-prime lending crisis in the US have caused a liquidity crisis for developers here. As a result,
banks have created separate mortgage programs for new and second-hand housing that has made new homes more
expensive to finance. Undeterred, rival developers are raising hundreds of millions to build new satellite towns.
The Chelyabinsk region is home to
3,185 building companies, 253 out of
them are large and medium-sized companies. There are 7–10 major players in
the Chelyabinsk region’s real estate market that provide the main share of the
total volume of the supply. The market
can be looked at as divided between its
players, they compete for construction
sites and not for customers. According
to the region’s Ministry of Housing and
Building, in 2007 local authorities of the
Chelyabinsk region plan to sell by auction
construction sites for residential housing
to be built on them with a total area of
541.6 hectares. It is projected that these
construction sites will accommodate 1.7
million square meters of housing.
Most of new residential houses are concrete panel buildings. Apartments with a total area varying from 40 to 70 square meters are the most popular in the region. The
average area of housing owned by one citizen of Chelyabinsk amounts to 19.9 square
meters. During the period of January-June
2007 474,900 square meters were put into
service in the Chelybinsk region (up 45.8 %
from the same period of 2006), out of that
281,800 square meters are private houses

and cottages. In Chelyabinsk 246,700 square
meters of housing were commissioned (up
44.2% from the same period of 2006), out of
that, 93,500 square meters are private houses and cottages.

Prices continue to climb
2006 was more quiet for the Chelyabinsk’s
market of new residential real estate rather
than for Moscow. The price of one square
meter in new houses was growing gradually–at an average of 2.82 % a month, while
Moscow saw a 150 % jump in prices. In
2006 the average price of one square meter of housing stood at just above $1,185.
At the beginning of 2007 the demand for
residential housing was not high, but prices still continued to climb. From the beginning of the year the price of one square meter of new housing has grown by 38.67 %.
Autumn of 2007 started with another increase in prices. The price of one square
meter as of September 2007 was $1,439,
which is up 2.99 % from August.
The situation in the market of second
hand housing is completely different. All
the way through 2006 prices were jumping
higher every month. As a result, by the end
of 2006 the price of one square meter in-

creased by 30 %. Such a jump in the price affected the most popular one and two room
apartments most of all. From the beginning
of 2007 the price of one square meter of second hand housing has been growing steadily at 400 rubles a month.
In September 2007 the price of second
hand housing was actually more than the
comparable price for new housing. A decrease in the price of new housing was primarily due to an over-heated market and a
great number of new flats to choose from.
Around 20 % of new residential real estate
belongs to investors . Once demand started
going down, these investors decided to sell
to cut their losses. Experts also think that demand went down as a result of the sub-prime
lending crisis in the US. In response, many
Russian banks decided to reduce their mortgage portfolios. Some even stopped providing mortgages. A number of banks stiffened
the requirements for potential borrowers.
This squeeze resulted in mortgage interest
rates at most banks in the Chelyabinsk region to go up by 1.5–3 % depending on the
terms under which the loans were provided.
Another repercussion was that the number
of developers that were certified to participate in mortgage programs has stagnated.

Satellite town construction projects
Solnechnaya Dolina (Sunny Valley)

Gorod-Sad (Garden Town)

Renova-Stroigroup

PROMASS

116

100–120

Over 700

830*

3.5

2.4–3.0

2

2.95

Type of buildings

Low and medium-rise buildings
(from 1 to 9 floors)

Low and medium-rise buildings
(from 1 to 9 floors)

To be completed

By 2024

By 2022

Construction works to be started

2008

No data provided

Approximate total value of the project, billion rubles

240

500

Project initiator
Population, thousand people
Total area of the town, hectares
Total area of residential housing, million square meters
Total area of commercial real estate, million square meters

* Taking into account the area occupied by Ivlegorsky Factory of Construction Materials
Source: Data provided by the projects’ initiators
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Residential real estate
Average price of a second hand
apartment, thousands of rubles


55 April 2007
55 May 2007





2600

2495

2273

2201

1910

1938



1402



1426

three room
apartment

four room
apartment



two room
apartment

development in Sargazy village (located
to the South-West of Chelyabinsk) Their
complex will be called Gorod-Sad (Garden Town). The same month, the RenovaStroigroup announced the winner of an
open international tender for an architecture and engineering design firm to develop the concept of their housing complex to
be named Solnechnaya Dolina (Sunny Valley). RTKL International has started development of the project concept and of the
complex plan. Solnechnaya Dolina is to be
constructed on the territory of Kremenkul,
Novy Kremenkul and Krasnoe Pole municipal entities. Both these projects are being
marketed as satellite towns so they can acquire the status of independent municipal
entities. Gorod-Sad will begin by building
a large industrial enterprise first, the Ivlegorsky Factory of Construction Materials.
It will provide the development all the necessary materials to build houses.
PROMASS plans to attract investment
for its project and Moscow-based Glavmosstroy construction company and Novosibirsk-based Satconstruction Company
have already announced their intention to

one room
apartment

The situation in the market of real estate
in cities being like this, traders have started
to pay closer attention to out-of-town real
estate.
Cottages are the main type of low-rise
buildings in the Chelyabinsk region. Cottages with a total area varying from 201 to 300
square meters are most popular here while
individual houses with a total area of 301–
400 square meters are not in a very high demand. To bring expenses for infrastructure
development down builders set up housing complexes. People purchase such outof-town cottages as a permanent residence.
This creates high demand for cottages that
are located within a 50 kilometer radius of
Chelyabinsk to make the commute easier.
Prices of one square meter of housing in a
housing complex varies between $4,250 to
$12,500. Housing complexes in the suburbs
of Chelyabinsk offer economy class, business
class and premium class cottages with a total area of 100–650 square meters. Cottage
prices vary between $ 80,000 and $ 1.2m.
In August 2007 the Chelyabinsk regional
association of employers named PROMASS
announced its project of a new integrated

Source: ChelReal.ru

act as initial investors. Troika-Capital, DTZ
and other consulting companies are helping
PROMASS to attract investors.
Renova-Stroigroup meanwhile, is planning to start attracting investment in two
year time.

Rental rates and selling prices of commercial real estate in the largest cities of the Urals
Average price
City

City center

Selling price,

Rental rate,

Selling price,

Rental rate,

80

1,167

60–160

850–3,000

Districts that are close to the
city center

Outskirts

Selling price,

Rental rate,

Selling price,

Rental rate,

40–120

750–2,500

25–90

300–750

thousand rubles rubles per square thousand rubles rubles per square thousand rubles rubles per square thousand rubles rubles for a square
per square meter meter, per month per square meter meter per month per square meter meter per month for a square meter meter a month

Trade premises
Ekaterinburg
Chelyabinsk

71.7

1,083

80–200

1,000–3,500

60–90

600–1,200

40–60

300–400

Tyumen

69.2

1,164

60–180

800–5,000

35–150

600–2,500

40–100

210–800

Perm

48.7

830

27–85

450–3,000

20–60

350–3,000

13–50

150–550

Ufa

44.2

918

27–123

400–1,800

25–100

500–1,800

12.5–32

300–1,200

67

723

40–130

850–3,000

31–120

750–2,500

21.5–90

300–750

Office premises
Ekaterinburg
Chelyabinsk

61.7

617

60–120

1,000–3,500

45–80

600–1,200

35–50

300–400

Tyumen

53.1

748

40–100

600–1,800

35–85

400–1,025

27–60

210–800

Ufa

50.1

553

30–82

200–1,500

30–75

400–1,000

25.4–74.2

–

Perm

36.8

482

25–65

450–3,000

20–55

350–3,000

13–48

150–550

Ekaterinburg

24.7

233

30–70

250–450

8–40

100–400

2.5–26

90–300

Warehouses
Tyumen

22.2

432

25–45

300–1,000

12–40

140–800

9–35

70–500

Ufa

18.7

181

14–55

130–340

11.6–32

90–325

3.2–39

80–280

Chelyabinsk

12.2

230

12–14

250–350

12–13

180–240

10–12

130–190

11

237

8–25

80–450

6–17

60–280

3.7–10

15–200

Perm

Source: Expert-Ural
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Construction and real estate
Growth rate in the average cost
of completed residential housing,
2004–2007

Share of Russian citizens that plan to
purchase residential housing within
the next five years
16%
9%
22%
21%
15%
14%



Source: Perspektiva corporation

Housing complexes in the suburbs of Chelyabinsk
Name
Premiera
Solnechnaya Dolina-1
(Sunny Valley-1)

Year of commissioning
2009–2010
2008

Stage of development
Operating/ construction/ design
Operating/ construction/ design

Solnechnaya Dolina-2
(Sunny Valley-2)

2008

Severnye Shershni

2006

Operating

Gradsky Priisk

2008

Construction

Sokolinaya Gora

2008

Operating/ construction/ design

Petrovsky-2

2008

Construction

Oserny-2

2010

Construction

Pervoozerny

2008

Construction

Tretie Ozero

2009–2010

Construction/ design

Petrovka

2008–2009

Construction/ design

Zagorodny Dom

2012

Operating/ construction/ design

2008–2009

Design

Smolino

1997

Operating







Source: Chistye Aktivy (Net Assets) company

57%

early 2000

Operating

early 1990’s

Operating

1990’s

Operating

early 1990’s

Operating

14%

16%
9%

55 Class А
55 Class В55 Class В+
Source: Solar Investments company
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Design

Kaigorodovo

Polina

55 supply
55 demand (total)

Distribution of office premises by
class in Chelyabinsk in 2006

Construction/ design

Novokazantsevo





2008–2009

Gazovik

Demand/supply ratio in the market of
office premises, on a per thousand
square meter basis



Olgino
Tarasovka



Source: the Russian Public Opinion Research
Center, September 2007



55 Ekaterinburg
55 Chelyabinsk



664





580

55 Ufa
55 Perm





476





316



339



231





%

518

January–May
2007

Villages

435

2006

2005

2004

All cities,
towns and
villages
Moscow,
St Petersburg
More than
500,000
people
100,000–
500,000
people
Less than
100,000
people

4%

55 Class С
55 Class D
Source: Chistye Aktivy
(Net Assets) company

COMPANY PROFILE / INSI
Dmitry Feldman, chief executive of INSI construction company

How to fix Russia’s “khrushovkas”? Raise the roof!
INSI Construction was the first in Russia to import metal roofing tiles from Sweden to Russia in the
mid 90s. Now it’s a construction and engineering company as well as a materials manufacturer. Its
innovative answer to help millions of Russians living in 1950–60s “kruchkovkas” improve their quality
of living, without displacing them during reconstruction, is simple: raise the roof.
Today our engineering company focuses primarily on warehouse and production facilities construction. We are about to
commission a new logistics center for Magnit (Russia’s supermarket and hypermarket chain) in Chelyabinsk. We are currently working on another logistics center in Krasnoyarsk, which is
now at the components installation stage. A clear advantage of
our construction techniques is modular construction: we can
quickly tailor a building to a clients’ needs by adding or removing walls or rooms easily and efficiently.
One of our most promising ventures is modernization of khrushchovkas–low-cost, three to five-storied apartment buildings built
during the 60’s and 70’s. In many cities these flats have appreciated in value as owners have spent time and money remodeling them.
But many have not been updated and the only alternative is to build
new, expensive apartments.
In fact, there is a strong tendency in Moscow, for example, to demolish these residential buildings constructed in the 50–60s and,
using the same utilities, erect new modern buildings which can accommodate more people and provide more comfort for them. But
the majority of Russian cities cannot afford to do this for quite obvious reasons: there is no housing facilities to accommodate tenants
during construction period, there is a shortage of facilities to ensure
prompt construction and there is insufficient funding.
Still, there is a way out. Suppose there are 30 such buildings in
a district. We examine them, issue an expert’s report on those that
are must be demolished and those that can be remodeled. For those
that can be remodeled, we offer to install new metal mansard roofs.
This will add 20–30 years more life and one mansard can provide
30–40 additional flats in a blocks of flats. Construction of such a
mansard requires only light structural iron. No high-powered weightlifting equipment, no welding and no additional sophisticated mechanisms are needed.
Construction and repair work is carried out simultaneously:
plastic windows and doors are installed, building sides are winterized, which decreases heat loss, then all the utilities are replaced–including outmoded appliance receptacles. The result is
a great improvement of the quality of life in such houses and in
the value of each flat. And our project also spares local authorities a lot of trouble: how to find the money for reconstruction
within a developed infrastructure as well as how to provide the
city with additional housing stock. In case the building is in poor
condition, the tenants don’t need to move. They can live its in the
mansards with just minimal financial support. If the building does
need to be demolished, we can build a new high rise block on the
same spot, using the same utilities. All of our technologies can be
Dmitry Feldman, chief executive of INSI
Mr Feldman has graduated from Chelyabinsk State Technical University and
worked in a small construction company since 1997. In 2001 he joined
INSI, where he occupies the position of chief executive.
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applied in high-rise building construction without cutting trees
down or incurring any damages to children’s playgrounds.
We are currently carrying out such projects in Krasnoyarsk and
Chita. Our company commissioned blocks of flats in Salekhard and
carried out the preliminary work for implementation of this technology in Kazan. We helped other construction companies solve
many housing problems in the city that they faced in the run up to
KAZAN1000 (the millennium of the founding of the city holiday).
But sometimes our projects do not receive acceptance. In Chelaybinsk for example, we failed to persuade local authorities to collaborate with us and funds went for new expensive flats instead.
We think the the future for metal modular buildings is very good.
We are applying this technology in many areas–even schools, where
we can easily add a gymnasium or a library without having to an
existing building.

INSI Construction Company
Founded in 1992, today the company is the leading manufacturer of highquality roofing and facade materials, thermo-moulding and pre-fabricated buildings.
It is the only manufacturer of three types of metal tiles, of several
kinds of seam roofing and shaped boarding and of a various range of facade materials in the CIS. In 2001 INSI started production of thermomoulding, a construction material that has continued to gain acceptance
due to the company’s efforts.
The firm manufactures different sets of products that forms the INSI
system: pre-fabricated buildings, light prefabricated metalwork, facade
materials, roofing materials, drainage systems and a wide range of accessories for roofing and facade structures assembling. The technology is
environmental-friendly and offers fire-proof thermal protection.
The INSI group of companies comprises a design institute, construction
and engineering divisions and an autoclave concrete plant.
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COMPANY PROFILE / ARKAIM PLAZA
Dmitry Agapkin, the Director of the Management Company “Plaza-DevelopmentService“

The management keys to being a successful developer
There is a huge demand for Class A office space in Chelyabinsk as the result of the expansion of federal
and international companies into the region. When the market is full, developers will move on to
develop Class B and B+ markets to provide offices that smaller businesses are looking for. The rewards
of property development can be great, but there’s more than one key needed to unlock real success.
Chelyabinsk’s market of high quality office real estate has developed very rapidly. Class A space is what anchor tenants always demand. Today, such prestigious class A offices in Chelyabinsk already occupy half the office real-estate market in the
city. But very often regional class A space does not meet international requirements. A few years ago the new wave of investment in office buildings clashed with the expansion of federal
and international companies in the region. It was the first time
that Chelyabinsk developers learned that the main requirement
for a federal or international company was that class A space
had to meet these international standards–but Chelyabinsk offices did not.

Make sure you are ready
Today developers are making up for lost time. We are lucky to
be ahead of our competitors. With the upsurge in the economy more banks came to the region. The only real class A space
was a new business complex called Arkaim Plaza. This lack of
space was actually our first advantage. The second was that
the level of infrastructure and functionality of this plaza met
western standards. And third and the most important is that
when Arkaim opened we already had a management company
in place. We played according to the rules: we had a management company responsible for development, service and brokerage six months before our first tenant.

The payoff is high occupancy rates
and satisfied tenants
Tenants were pleased with the high level of service and quality
and the reasonable rent. Today the basic rental rate in Arkaim
Plaza is $50 for a square meter. This is quite expensive but the
center is 100% full. Now, three years after Arkaim Center was
built, there are new business-centers and tenants that have a
choice of other high quality premises. At the present time there
are some important building projects here that are quite competitive. but Arkaim Plaza is already a brand and it is a huge
plus. In a way we need competition as it changes the mentality of local companies who need to realize what the rental rates
are for property at the international level. It is quite interesting that Arkaim Plaza has set the pace for business infrastructure
in the city. Initially there was just a trust bank in the centre with
Dmitry Agapkin, the director of the management company “PlazaDevelopmentService”
Graduate of South Ural State University. Since 2003 he has been in the
real estate business. The most important projects of “Plaza-Development Service”: television and radio broadcasting company “Focus” (2003–
2005), residence “Sokolinaya Gora” (since 2006) and business center
“Arkaim Plaza” (2005). Arkaim Plaza won the CRE Federal Award in 2006
as “Best Business Center in Russian Regions”.
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Severnaya Kazna bank and Gazprombank next to it. Now we have
a financial oasis of eleven banks that stand close to each other.
The banks attract insurance companies that in their turn attract
consulting firms. In this sense Chelyabinsk follows the tendency of both Russian capitals in forming civilized business quarters.
Today it is very important to continue to develop further and cooperate with anchor tenants. Now that we have finished the second part of our office center we have more experience building
Class A complexes.

Class A space, still a solid investment
From the point of view of an investor, a Class A business is a
stable investment with a predictable payback. Class A is a very
attractive niche because a priori it presupposes work with important tenants and high rental rates, and it is sure to be filled
because the market situation favors builders because there is
still such a shortage of quality premises.
The payback period of a Class A center is shorter than of
Class B. Although the demand for Class B exceeds the supply
and delta is much bigger than in class A, developers will continue building Class A business centers to continue to fill the
niche. It will take several years, then I developers will focus
on Class B+centers. Today it’s still more profitable to invest in
Class A. The keys to successful investment are always to make
sure that you build according to international standards, pay
close attention to the market and offer the highest quality professional management.

Tourism
The Chelyabinsk region is still one of the
undiscovered jewels of Russian tourism. The sheer
natural beauty of its many alpine forests and
thousands of pristine lakes have begun to lure
tourists from other regions as well as from other
parts of the world.
The year-round tourism potential for traditional
mountain skiing, eco and adventure tourism is vast.
But niche marketing to attract spelunkers, amateur
archeologists and rockhounds as well as New Age
tourists looking for a unique cultural and spiritual
experience also has enormous potential. Although
the necessary infrastructure for serious tourism
needs much more development, as major hotel
chains begin to invest, the opportunity for other
service providers will be considerable.
Marchmont
Capital Partners

Tourism
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Tourism
Analysis by: Anna Balashova, MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Tourists from outside the region and abroad are discovering
the year-round unspoiled natural beauty of the South Urals
The unique natural beauty of the South Urals is luring tourists and investors alike. Major hotel chains like Holiday
Inn and Hilton have already announced plans to build resorts here. The region must still deal with its reputation as
the home of Russia’s “smokestack” industries, but as more tourists from outside the region and abroad discover the
area, the potential of the region to develop its tourism infrastructure looks bright.
The Chelyabinsk region is a paradox. Long
known as the home of Russia’s “smokestack industries”, it is also a natural paradise filled with pristine lakes, lush forests
and more than 450 archeological, historical, cultural and architectural monuments
under government protection.
The Chelyabinsk region also has unique
nature curiosities: coves, mountains, cliffs
and rocks on the shores of the rivers Ai,
Uruzan and Sim. More than 200 of them
are specially protected nature reserves,
among them is the world known “mineralogical paradise, the Ilmen state reserve; the
Arkaim historical/archeological site (and
museum), which some experts regard as
the most important archeological discovery of the century; world-famous Ignatievskaya cave with primitive man’s drawings
and Taganai and Zuratkul parks.
The region has 3,170 lakes with a total area of 2125 square kilometers, 98 of
which have an area of more than 5 square
kilometers. The biggest lakes are: Uvildi,
Irtyash, Turgoyak, Chebarkul, Bolshie Kas-
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li. Lake Turgoyak, for example, sits like a
jewel amidst a vast forest and is on the list
of the top 100 most valuable reservoirs.
Lakes Tauzatkul, Gorkoe, Podbornoe, Solenoe, Sladkoe, Bolshoi and Maliy Shantrapai are famous for their organic mud.
As a result, a resort system has been developing in the region that now includes
some names that are well-known in Russia: Uvildi, Ural, Elovoe.
Due to its continental climate, there
is year-round tourism here. The climate
has also helped shaped some of the natural “curiosities” in the Urals as well as its
specific tourism activities. Such sports as
mountain river drafting, spelunking (cave
exploring) and mountain skiing are developing fast. Currently the region has 14 resorts, 4 national parks and about 20 winter
sport resorts (four of them–Metallurg-Magnitigorsk, Abzakovo, Zavialiha, Adgigardakconform to international standards). As
tourism has developed, it has also helped
create a much more positive image of the
region. The multiplier effect has made sig-

nificant contributions not only to the economy but to the social development of the
area. It’s a real factor in the region’s drive
to diversify its economy.
Development has not occurred overnight. In the last ten years less than 20
hotels have been built adding only 1600
rooms. As the Russian and regional economy have continued to improve international hotel chains have started to plan major
investments.

Major hotel chains plan to build
Holiday Inn plans to build. Not far behind
are Rezidor SAS Hospitality (Switzerland),
Accor group (France) and Hyatt International. And Hilton Hotels Corporation plans
to build a Hilton Garden Inn with more
than 150 rooms.
The appearance of such recognizedworldwide hotel brands will only add to
the region’s growing positive image as a
year-round family resort as well as a place
for corporate retreats, meetings and conventions.
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Tourism
Zyuratkul Park

The Porogi stow is one of the most picturesque
places in the region. It is situated in the Satkinski region in canyon-like gorge 300 metres deep
between two ranges–Chulkov and Uar. The side
hills are steep, rocky and pine forested. One is
amazed by a beautiful pond with an artificial waterfall. Gulfs and bays add to the fantastic view.

The park’s landscape is very attractive: a large
lake, a river, a range of mountains and a lot of
greenery. Major natural attractions in the park
are a range of mountains surrounded by valleys.
There are a lot of small rivers and brooks here.
The park’s flora and fauna are unique. The region
is rich in rare natural objects, historical, archaeological and other monuments.

Taganai National Park

Ilmen State Park
The Ilmen State Mineralogical Park is situated on eastern side hills of the South Urals
near the town of Miass. If the Urals are the
cradle of Earth’s treasures, Ilmens contains
most of them. It is not by chance that the museum contains so many exhibits with “local”
names–ilmenit, miasskit, ushkovit, samarskit–
all of them were found in Ilmen-tau. More than
10 different minerals can be found only here.
There are more than 800 plant types in the
park. And it’s in this wild region that you will
also be able to find Ural bears, wolves, lynxes, roe deer, elks and dappled deer, brought
from the Far East.
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Porogi historical and natural
complex
In August 1993 in Copenhagen, the UNESCO committee dealing with preservation of historical and
cultural monuments selected certain historical curiosities they felt deserved the status of international importance. 25 countries including Russia
presented their candidates for this place of honor. Only three Russian monuments were chosen
for the list, among them Porogi complex.

The Taganai National Park is one of the youngest national Russian parks. Scientists, travelers,
artists and writers have all described its picturesque nature. The views of the mountain scenes
of Urma, Taganai and Itsil are awe inspiring. The
sheer beauty of these places has often been compared to the famous Swiss alpine landscape.
Indeed, many people refer to Tagani as Russia’s Switzerland and the Urals Tyrol. There are a
number of natural ecosystems here- alpine tundra
and meadows as well as ancient virgin forests remain. The national park also has old mineral pits,
the treasures of which are widely presented in
many mineralogical museums. The plants and animals of the region can be also found in central
part of Russia, Russian North, The Volga region,
Western and Central Siberia and Kazakhstan.

COMPANY PROFILE / Resort Turgoyak
Konstantin Ryazantzev, director of the nonprofit partnership resort Turgoyak

Lake Turgoyak–a unique cradle of world mysteries
Since 1960 Lake Turgoyak has been included in the World Lakes “Red Book” as one
of the most rare and most beautiful lakes in the world. On nearby Saint Vera Island archeologists
have found megaliths, tombs, galleries and quarries dating from 10,000–100,000 years old–
including mysterious “ancestors” of the Pyramids.
In 1922 the Turgoyak resort was set up near this unique lake. Its location in a nature reserve and its federal status have always played
an important role in its development and protection. A key point
point of nearby interest is Saint Vera Island, four kilometers from
the resort. It is the cradle for several unique archeological discoveries. Megaliths were found here that are 10,000 years old. They
are much older that those found near Gelendjik, Krasnodar or even
in Tunisia–their maximum age is only 5,000 years. An archeologist from Ekaterinburg announced that the table-stones found on
Saint Vera were 30,000 years old. These are considered to be the
oldest on the planet.
Moreover, a tomb with galleries was found on the island. There
is only one similar burial place–not far from Eton, in England. And
the most unique discovery was made last year by the famous archeologist Stanislav Grigoriev. He found a hundred thousand year old
quarry–basically the time when man just started to walk upright.
Before that, Grigoriev did archeological research in Iran, but now
he works only in Russia as there is so much to be found. Moreover
Konstantin Ryazantzev, director of the nonprofit partnership resort
Turgoyak
Mr. Ryazantzev was born in 1953 in Chelaybinsk. He graduated from Chelyabinsk Pedagogical Institute. For a long time he worked in the Ministry of
Domestic Affairs and won seven government awards. Since 2006 he has
been director of the Turgoyak resort, which is now being reconstructed
after a fifteen year old decline.
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right here on the territory of the resort archeologists found several sites that are “ancestors” of the Egyptian pyramids. But why do
we find them only now? The answer is simple: the Chelyabinsk
region was closed to foreigners and most Russians. The archeological dig was kept secret for a long time.
I must say that Turgoyak is a wonderful tourist destination.
Firstly, it is the geographical center of Russia. Secondly, Ekaterinburg researchers recognize Turgoyak as the geomagnetic center of the Eurasia continent–what some spiritual people
call “a navel of the world”. About hundred kilometers from the
Turgoyak region there are two polluted places that in different
times served as scenes for man-made catastrophes (Karabash
and industrial complex Mayak), but nevertheless the radiation
level in the region remains normal. The lake is surrounded by
300 kilometers of pine taiga forest and thanks to the prevailing winds, none of polluting effluents get to this region. Turgoyak is also unique in a way that it has borders with the Ilmen
mountains–a natural mineralogical museum. Though they are
only forty kilometers long, they contain all the elements in the
Periodic table. And the Ilmen reserve itself is only ten kilometers from the resort. Construction on the lake shore is prohibited.
The only place that can be developed is on the site of the Turgoyak
resort. Today there are several spa centers for affluent customers,
and of course the Turgayak resort for everyone. We are now enlarging our health center and constructing three hotels (fourteen,
nine and five-storey). This year the resort celebrates its 85th birthday 85 and is entering a new phase of its development.
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